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PREF ACE

The topic of the thi nith year of the program, "Rotating Hydraulic Control",

was pricipaly centered about those nonlear problems in which either a free sudace or
internal stratifcation is so modifed by flow that it acts to choke off increased flux as the
forcing is increased. It is a peculiar form of convection, which shares many constraits
with more general buoyancy drven motion but which has its own internal lits. These

make the stdies both unique and interesting. Ths years pnncipallectues were given by
Larr Pratt with additional lectues by Doron Nof, Dan Ohlsen, and Peter Kiworth, but
also with a single Physical Oceanography lectre reviewig applications in the ocean by
the diector. The program involved the paricipation of most of the founders ofthis
young field of study and the lecte notes summane a sizable percentage of the present
understandig.

The ten student projects constitute the hear of the sumer GFD expenence.

They descnbe the development of stdies on new, ongial, and tractable problems by our
fellows who are in the midst of their graduate work. We expect that some of the studies
wil grow to full projects to be published in due course, as has been the case many times
in the past. But whatever the results ofthis summer's experience is for each fellow, be it
a fuly fished work, new ideas, fearless and honest inquir, or simply expenence

workig with a sta member in our craf, we wish our fellows well in their future studies
and research.

Especial thans go to a number of people who served to make the program flow
smoothly. Lee An Campbell ran the offce and pedormed admistrative work for the
many visits and lectres. Her work in preparation durig the "slack" season (completely

misnamed) was especialy appreciated by this novice director, as was her cheerfl
support of the fellows and visitors all sumer. John Salg created apparatus and helped
with at least four laboratory expenments, plus helped with odd tasks such as retneving
locked keys and repaig old bicycles. Enc Chassignet and Glenn Flierl assembled

computer resources and networks to keep everyone hooked up digitaly. George Veronis
ran the world-class softball team which counted a number of wis in the season.

Thans go to the National Science Foundation for support for this program under
OCE81-44840. Support was also provided by the Offce of Naval Research, Processes

and Prediction Division, Physical Oceanography Program, under grant N0014-97-1-0934.

Jack Whtehead
Director
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1997 GFD Principal Lecturers
Pictured clockwise from top are 1997 GFD Principal Lecturers Lar Pratt, Doron Nof, Peter Killwort,

and Daniel Ohlsen.
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GFD 1997 Lecture Schedule

Monday, June 16

10:00 John W. Farington, Associate Director for Education and Dean of Graduate Studies
and Jack Whitehead
Welcome to WHOI and to GFD

10:15 Lar Pratt
Review of the Hydraulics of Nonrotating Flows and Nonlinear Waves

Tuesday, June 17
10:00 Lar Pratt
Review of Simigeostrophic Waves

15:00 Jack Whitehead, Physical Oceanography Deparment Seminar
Critical Control of Deep Ocean Sil Flows

Wednesday, June 18

10:00 Lar Pratt
Steady Theories of Rotating Hydraulics

14:00 Doron Nof
Inter-basin Exchange Through Broad Channel and Gaps, Part I

Thursday, June 19

10:00 Lar Pratt
Steady Theory, continued - Rotating Shocks

14:00 Doron Nof
Inter-basin Exchange Through Broad Channel and Gaps, Part II

Friday, June 20
10:00 Lar Pratt
Potential Vorticity Wave Hydraulics

14:00 Dan Ohlsen

Rotating Channel Exchange: Experiments and Numerics

Monday, June 23

10:00 Peter D. Killworth
Bounding Rotating Hydraulic Flows

Tuesday, June 24
10:00 Norman R. Lebovitz
Stability in Conservative Gyroscopic Systems
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Wednesday, June 25
10:00 Peter D. Killworth
On the Parameterisation of Baroclinic Eddies

14:00 Stefan G. Llewellyn Smith
Dynamics of Interface Layer in a Stratified and Turbulent Fluid

Thursday, June 26

10:00 Melvin E. Stern
Coastal Flow Controlled by Topographic Waves

14:00 Norman R. Lebovitz
Slow Evolution in Conservative Systems

Friday, June 27
10:00 Ted Johnson

Nonlinear Western Boundary Currents and Separation

Monday, June 30
10:00 Vitalii Sheremet
Multiple Equilbria and Inertial Runaway in Wind-Driven Circulation

Tuesday, July 1
10:00 Louis Tao

Turbulent Magnetic Flux Expulsion

Wednesday, July 2
10:00 Sonya Legg
Turbulent Entrainment in Convection

Thursday, July 3
10:00 Ted Johnson
Scattering of Coastal Waves

Friday, July 4

July 4th Holidy, No Lectures

Monday, July 7
10:00 Alex Mahalov
Asymptotic Nonlinear Baroclinic Wave Dynamics and Adjustment of Pancake Dynamics

Tuesday, July 8
10:00 Alexey Fedorov
Breaking Internal Waves and Hydraulic Jumps in Rotating Fluids at Boundaries in the Ocean
and Atmosphere

ix



Wednesday, July 9
10:00 Kann Borenas
Upstream Separation in a Rotating Channel Flow

Thursday, July 10

10:00 Antonello Provenzale

Transport by Barotropic Coherent Vortices

Friday, July 11

10:00 Rick Salmon

Linear Theory of the North Atlantic

Monday, July 14
10:00 George Veronis

Laboratory Model of Ocean Circulation: Observation and Linear Theory - Steady Flow and
Instabilities

Tuesday, July 15

10:00 Ron Smith

Stratifed Flow Near Topography: Continuous and Layered Models

Wednesday, July 16
10:00 Anatoly Odulo "
Two-Layer Exchange Flows Through a Constriction

Thursday, July 17

10:00 Ron Smith

2-D Shallow Water Flow With Jumps, Wakes and Vortices

Friday, July 18

10:00 David Murak
Balance Flow in the Mid-Lateral Atmosphere

Monday, July 21
10:00 Joseph B. Keller
Flows Over Weirs

Tuesday, July 22
10:00 David Smeed
Observations of the Outfow from the Arabian Gulf

Wednesday, July 23
10:00 Rupert Ford

Nonlinear Ocean Circulation Modellng: Realistic Topography and Finite Element Methods



Thursday, July 24
10:00 David Smeed
Exchange Through the Bab al Mandab and Hydraulic Control in a Three-Layer Fluid

Friday, July 25

10:00 Audrey Rogerson and Roger Samelson

A Transcritical Flow Problem in Coastal Meteorology

Monday, July 28
10:00 Eric Chassignet
On the Emergence of Inertial Gyres in a Two-Layer Quasigeostrophic Model

Tuesday, July 29
10:00 Neil Balmforth
Long- Wave Instability in Shear Flows

Wednesday, July 30
10:00 Joseph Pedlosky

Flow Around Islands and Ridges

Thursday, July 31
10:00 Konstantin Bezhanov and Vitali Sheremet
3-D Flow of Stratifed Fluid Over an Obstacle

Friday, August 1
10:00 Edward Spiegel
Gravitational Instability

Monday, August 4
10:00 Gregory Lane-Serff

Eddy Formation by Overfows on Slopes

Tuesday, Augut 5
10:00 Ross Gnffiths
Two Problems with Turbulent Plumes: Mixed Layers and Horizontal Shear Layers

Wednesday, August 6
10:00 Gregory Lane-Serff

Laboratory Models of Multi-Layer Hydraulics

Thursday, Augut 7
10:00 Ross Grifffiths
Eddy-Shedding in One- and Two-Layer Flows in the Sliced Cylinder Beta-Plane Model

Friday, August 8
10:00 Wilem Malkus
Ellptical Instabilties: Tidal Instability as the Source for Io's Magnetic Signature
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Tuesday, Augut 19
10:00 Fellow's Lecture I: Claudia Cenedese

Eddy Shedding From a Boundary Current Around a Cape Over a Sloping Bottom

11:00 Fellow's Lecture II: Christopher Hils

The Rotating Hydraulic Jump From an Axisymmetric Jet

Wednesday, August 20
10:00 Fellow's Lecture III: Allen Kuo
Fluid Intrusion in a Rotating Channel

11:00 Fellow's Lecture IV: Annalisa Bracco

Boundary Layer Separation in the Suiface Quasi-Geostrophic Equations

14:00 Fellow's Lecture V: Mar-Louise Timmermans
Hydraulic Control and Mixing in a Semi-Enclosed Reservoir

15:00 Fellow's lecture VI: Jeffrey Parsons

An Experimental Investigation of a Coastally- Trapped Suiface Density Current

Thursday, Augut 21
10:00 Fellow's Lecture VII: Jurgen Theiss

Derivation of the Richardson Number Stability Criteria Using Barston' s Methods
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Review of hydraulics for non-rotating, I-D, single-layer flows

Larry Pratt, Lecture 1

Notes by: Chri Hills & Jeff ParsonJ

The purose of the lectures will be to consider the role of hydraulc control in determning
the steady flows produced when fluid flows down a chanel over vaying topology from
an upstrea reservoir. Physicaly this situation may arse from flow over a dam, down
a spilway, out of an estuary or along a coastline. The most striking oceanc example,
however, is flow over a deep ocean sil: observed in the Denmark Strait or Faroe Ban
chaneL. It is clear that the flow produced will be infuenced by the efects of rotation,
density gradents and the shape of the chaneL. The flows to be considered lie midway
between nonrotating, hydraulcaly drven curents (in which the velocity and pressure
gradients are algned) and strongly rotating, geostrophic curents (in which the velocity
and pressure gradients are perpendicular). As will be shown, the problem of hydraulc
control of this flow is essentialy non-linear.

Throughout we will be considering flow down a gradually vang chanel, takng W, L, D
to be width, length and depth scales. In this context we take gradual to mean that

D / L ~ 1 (leading to the hydrostatic approximation) and W / L ~ 1 (leading to the

semi-geostrophic approximation). Without rotation, several different flow regimes 

" 

may be
observed, depending upon the topography of the chanel; e.g. for flow over a bump (see
Long (1)).

su ~
IW lioc
wi l-ji

---
Subcc: ~

- Fa blo-..~
-

Poy 1ied

Figue 1.

We shal take axes for the flow as shown in figue 2, with y in the downstream direction,
x cross-stream, and z verticaly. Then the width of the chanel at a downstream position
y, is taken to be w(y) and d(x, y, t) to be the depth. The bottom topography is given by
h(x,y), and horizontal fluid velocities by u and v as shown.

i
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Figue 2.
We fist consider, for simplicity, the case of one-dimensional, non-rotating, single-layer

flow. In this case,

d = d(y, t), h = hey), v = v(y, t), u = o. (1.1)

For chanel flow over a bump (of maxmum height, hm) we use, takng our dimensional
assumptions of above, the famliar shalow water equations (SWE),

av av dh ad
- +v- = -g- -g-,at ay dy aya a

at ( dw) + ay ( vdw) = 0, (1.2)

where (1.2a) expresses conservtion of momentum and (1.2b) the conservation of mass
with constant density. In the case of constant width and height, equations (1.2) can be

expressed in terms of characteristic vaables,

d:i
-R:i = 0dt '

where,

d:i a a
dt = at + C:la-," Y1 1
R:i = v :: 2(gd) '2 , C:I = v :: (gd) '2, (1.3)

so that along the characteristic curves of speed C:l the Reiman invaant quantities R:i
are constant. Consider the problem of a 'simple' wave propogating into quiescent fluid, for
which R_ is constant. Take the initial flow to be as shown in figue 3.

2



v(y ,0)-.-.-. d(y,O)
dd V = 0

Figue 3.
Then evauating R_ far downstream (assumng characteristic cures fi the (y, t)-plane)
we get

1 1
V - 2(gd)"2 = -2(gdd)"2 ,

and therefore, 1 1 1
R; = v + 2(gd)"2 = 4(gd)"2 - 2(gdd)"2 . (1.4)

Therefore, we see that the depth d is constant along the characterisitc cures x+(t) de-
termned by dx+ / dt = c+, (R+, dd are constant) and so is the speed v. This also implies
that c+ is also constant (i.e. c+ = v + (gd)1l2 = 3(gd)1l2 - 2(gdd)1l2). Along a '+' char-
acterisitc curve d wil be constant and thus c+ = (gdO)1l2 where do is the initial depth.
In the figue, large vaues of do lie to the left of smaler vaues and thus the large vaue of
d wil propagate more rapidly and overtake the smaler vaues, leading to a shock. This
coincides with the intersection of two characteristics (as in figue 4a) and at this point the

assumptions of the shalow water equations break down. Alternatively, (see figue4b), a

wave may disperse with time if the characteristic cures diverge - this is rarefaction.
We now introduce a Froude number, F. We defie it to be,

v
F = (gd)1l2. (1.5)

We shal se that through this dimensionless quantity we may characterise the flow as

follows:
subcritical
critical
supercritical

c_ oe 0

c_ =0
c_:; 0

upstream propagation
no propagation
downstream propagation

F oe 1,
F=l,
F:; 1.

3
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Figue 4.
We now retur to the equations for vaable width, steady flow,

dv dd dh
v- + g- = -g-,dy dy dy
dv dd d dw
d- + v- = -v--.dy dy w dy (1.6)

Combining (1.6) we obtain,
dd
dy =

so that for critical flow (F -+ 1) we require

dh _ F2A. dw
dy w dy

F2-1 ' (1. 7)

dh _ F2!i dw = o.
dy w dy

Applying equation (1.8) in the two archetypal situations of constant width and constant
bottom height we fid ~: = 0 and ~; = 0, respectively.

(1.8)

4



Let us consider futher the cae of constant width (w = constant). Integrating (1.6) gives,

v2
- + gd + gh = B,
2

vd = Q, (1.9)

where B is the Bernoul fuction, and Q represents the volume flux. A simple rearange-

ment and non-dimensionalsation by gD = g2/3Q2/3 yields,

Q
2cJ + gd = B - gh,

or
1 .. A A~+d=B-h,

2cJ
(1.10)

where a hat indicates dimensionless vaiables.
A simple extension of these ideas would be to take a 1 l layer system - i. e. a single active
layer of density P2, overlayed by an inactive layer of density Pi (c( P2). Our equations
would now use modified gravity, g' = (p2 - Pi)g/ P2 instead of g. Futher, it is possible to
plot, in terms of our non-dimensional parameters, a cure indicating the flow regime (see
Figue 5). The part of the cure to the left of the minimum represents supercritical flow,

the section to the right subcritical flow and the stationar point the transition that occurs
at critica flow. By fing the topology and vang the 'energy', B, we may obtain the fu
set of flows shown in figue 1. We can see that if we star on a supercritical branch of the
cure and we do not reac the minimum of the cure (e.g. if the sil is too low) the flow

will remain supercritical (case (a)). Similarly the flow may also be permanently sub critical
as in case (c). The case, (b), where there is a super- to sub-critical or sub- to super-critical
jump are caled hydraulcaly controlled and the minimum is reached. It should be noted
that the transition from the super- to sub-critical branch is unstable.

Sui t (a) --1I-1i .

\ ,

~ :;
:: (e)Sii

(b)Cr ~~
iI

Figue 5.
We shal fuher investigate the case of a sub to supercritical transition as shown below in
Figue 6.
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Figue 6.
Then using the fact that B and Q are constants of the flow we have,

v2 v2
; + gdi = ; + gdc + ghm,

Vi di = vcdc. (1.11)

Rearanging (1.11) we fid,

~g2/3Q2/3 _ ~ = g(di - hm).

i
(1.12)

IT the upstream reservoir is deep, we discard the second term (representing the upstream
kinetic energy) as comparatively smal to give,

Q = U) 3/2 gi/2 ßz3/2 where, ßz = di - hm. (1.13)

This is commonly known as a 'weir' formula, and gives a convenient approximation for
practical applications - e.g. dam construction.
Finaly, we note that a unfication of the system of equations is to introduce a fuction J =
J(d(Y)j w(y), h(y)... B, Q,q) so that J = 0 (e.g. here J = (2J2ûi2)-i +d+Îi-B). Then we
may fid critical curves by considering 8J /8d = 0, corresponding to the minimum of figure
5. This condition implies that the dependent flow vaable can be altered without changing
the topography and that such alteration leads to an acceptable solution. In essence, the
flow will support stationar disturbances! Using the chain rue, we can generalse to
incorporate the effects of topography, now minimising along the streamwise direction:

dJ 8J dd 8J dw 8J dh-=--+--+--+...=0.
dy 8d dy 8w dy 8h dy (1.14)

This is after Gil (21.
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Review of Semigeostrophic Waves

Larry Pratt, Lecture 2

Notes by: Keir Colbo

We consider the cure of alowed solutions of hydraulcaly controlled flow
in B - h vs. d space (figue 1)¡ where B is the Bernoul fuction, h is the

sil height and d is the water depth at the control. We notice that there is a
region of B - h parameter space for which there exst no solutions.

B-h

Supercritical
Flow

Subcritical
Flow

Critical Point

Depth

Figue 1: The solution cure for steady flow over an obstacle of height hand

upstream Bernoul potential B.

Since B is determned by upstream conditions and since h is set a priori,
we might wonder what would happen if such a choice of parameters generated
a B - h vaue where no solution exists. Intuitively, we might suspect that for
a given Bernoul fuction (energy) B, that for too large a sil the flow would
bac up and eventualy increase the upstream potential energy to the point
where the B - h vaue is on the cure of figue 1. Such a flow corresponds

to a critical flow. Also it is important to note that of al the flows which are

8



on the solution cure, the critica one has the mimum energy. Thus the
flow will back up until criticaty is reached afer which point it will remain

in such a state. This is why the study of critica flows is so relevat since
they are the naturaly occurng mimal energy state.

Consider Long's Exeriment of flow over a bump (Long 1953, 1954, 1955).
Then the setup is as in figue 2, where the two controllng nondimensional

parameters are the Froude Number, Fa = ~, based on the initial flow,

and the ratio of the sil height to the initial depth, (hm/do) = 8.
His analysis of this parameter space showed six regimes (figue 3). The
simplest cure to derive is EAB. We seek flows that correspond to the
maxum 8 for which the initial flow has sufcient energy to make it over
the top of the obstacle, under steady conditions. We employ Bernoul's
equation and conservtion of mass, which gives the following equations

v~/2 + g4 = v~/2 + g(dc + hm) (1)
vup4 = vcde = Q (2)

Where du and Vup are the initial upstream depth and velocity and where
de and Vc are the corresponding vaues at the critical point. Q is just the
volume flux. A simple manpulation of the above produces

!g2/3Q2/3 _ Q2 = g( 4 - hm) (3)
2 2d2up

or

! F;/3 - F~ /2 - 1 = 8
2 (4)

1 c ~
do

1 r l
h

m

, "
Figue 2: The setup of Long's Experiment
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Figue 3: The six regimes in phase space for Long's experiment, along with
the type of solution exected in each region.

In order to consider additional systems, we must fist consider what equations
to apply across a discontinuous hydraulc jump. IT we are in a frame of
reference centered on the jump and we consider a control volume containing
the jump then it is clear that we must have no net flux into the control
volume. Thus we have

'lupdu = 'ldoddo (5)
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where the subscripts refer to flow properties upstrea and downstrea of the
hydraulc jump. The other shock joinng equation is derved by assumng that
in the above reference frame there is no exernal force acting on the jump.
Thus the depth integral of the pressure force and the momentum flux must
balance on either side of the discontinuity. This lea to the second equation

d.V?" + gtPup/2 = ddov3- + glf..,ll2 (6)

With these we can derive the complete blockng cure, BO. IT we consider

a flow which is just blocked, then there will exist an upstream reservoir
with depth and velocity of d. and Vup. Additionaly there wil be a bore
propagating upstream which wil be moving at a speed c. Between the bore
and the obstacle the fluid will be at rest and the water depth will be just the
sil height, hm. We have the shock joining equations (5) and (6) above, but
wrtten in a stationar frame with a moving shock. These can be wrtten as

(Vup - c)d. (Vdo - C )ddo- (0 - c)hm- -chm (7)

and

d.( Vup - c)2 + 9 /2à?up
- ddo(Vdo - C)2 + g/2à?do

du( Vup - C)2 + 9 /2à?up
- hmc2 + 9 /2h2" (8)

One can solve this system of equations to form the relationship

Fa = (6 _ 1)( 1 + 6 )1/2 (9)26

To derive the AF cure, which marks the transition between supercritical and
parialy blocked flow, we consider a stationary hydraulc jump upstream of
the obstacle, with water of depth di and velocity Vi between the jump and
the sil. On top of the sil the flow is critical with parameters de and Vc.

Unlke the previous simple case, this gives a system of five equations in the
five unowns (vi, di, vc, dc, hm):

Vupd. - Vi di (10)

11



4( Vup - C)2 + 9 /2ò!up - div: + g/24-
vidi - vcdc

vV2 + gdi - v:/2 + g(dc + hm)
V2 - gdcc

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

Where the fist two equations are the shock joining equations of before, the
third equation is conservtion of volume (mass), the fourh is conservtion of
energy downstream of the hydraulc jump and the fih equation is just the
critical condition on the sil. This can be solved to give

5 = (8F~ _1)3/2 _ ~Ri/3 _ ~ (15)16FJ 2 0 4
All the other caes ca be similarly solved, although the algebra becomes

tedious. Paricularly, the transition into the parialy blocked with lee jump
region which has ten equations in ten unowns. One thing to notice is that
we have not attempted to apply the conservtion of energy" equation across

the hydraulc jump. That is that we have not tried to match Bernoull
fuctions on either side of a hydraulc jump, but only in regions between

them. This is because the jump is dissipative in nature and to consider this
furher we can calculate this energy loss. The energy flux is Q B so that the
we have

Q(Bup - Bdo) = Q(v?/2 + g4 - vi-/2 - gddo)

= Qg(ddo - 4)3/4 (16)
From Eq. (16) we note that ddo ~ 4 or else we are providing an energy
source, which is physicaly unealstic.

i
.~f.
i~
¡.

n
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Steady Theories of Rotating Hydraulics

Lar Pratt
Notes by: Claudia Cenedese and Mary-Louise Timmermans.

1 Introduction

Deep-water flows may take place through passages or over sils that hydraul-
caly control the flow. These passages are of such lateral extent that rotation
plays a major role in the dynamcs of the geostrophicaly balanced flow. Some
examples of such large passages include the Denmark Strait, the Faroe Ban
Chanel and the Vema ChanneL. The. following analysis will concentrate.
on chanels which are slowly vaying along their direction. This assumption
leads to a semigeostrophic state in which the cross stream momentum balance
is geostrophic, while the along stream momentum balance is ageostrophic.

2 Governing Equations

We consider a rotating chanel aligned along the y* -axs with the z* -axs
in the cross chanel direction. The superscript asteri denotes dimensional

quantities. We let the bottom elevation be h*( z*, y*), which vaes on a
horizontal scale L *, W* is a characteristic width of the chanel and the
depth of the flow is d*(z*, y*), as in Figue 1. Let D be a scale which typifies
the depth (and topographic vaations) at the section of interest. We will
consider a homogeneous layer of fluid in the chanel with velocity components
ii(z*,y*) and v*(z*,y*) along the z* and y. directions respectively.

Substitution into (??), (??) and (??) yields the following non-dimensional
equations

2 (au au au) ad ah (:i)6 -+u-+v- -v=----+6Fat az ay az az (1)
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Figue 1: Schematic diagram of chanel geometry.

av av av ad ah ( )
- +11- +v-+u = -- - - + F 1/at ax ay ay ayad ad a

at + a:i (1Id) + ay (vd) = 0,

(2)

(3)

where 5 = ~. This parameter 5 ca be thought of as a horizontal aspect
ratio of the flow. We make the assumption that the flow vaes slowly along
its axs, that is 5 .... 1. This assumption leads to a semigeostrophic flow in

which the along stream velocity is geostrophic and the cross chanel velocity
is ageostrophic.

The potential vorticity is defied by
av. ôu._ f + -¡ - ai

q = d-
We non-dimensionalze q* by i to yield

1 + 8v _b'ôuô:r ôvq = d '
which, in the semigeostrophic limit, becomes

1 + avq = ô:r
d

(4)

(5)

(6)
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We wil consider the special case in which the potential vorticity is unform.
For example, this would be the case for a fluid that starts from rest from a
reservoir of uniform depth Dco say. This upstream depth Doo can be thought
of as the fluid depth at points where the relative vorticity is zero. Hence, the
constant potential vorticity is given by. fq =-,Doo (7)

or non-dimensionalzing,
Dq--

- Dco.

An equation for the cross chanel depth d may be derived by using equa-
tion (6) and the geostrophic relation for v

(8)

â2d â2h
âx2 - qd = -1 - âx2'

(9)

where we wil only consider the case of no vaations in the bottom elevation

in the x-direction so that f; = o.

In a rectanguar chanel there are two types of cross chanel depth pro-
fies. In the fist type, caled attached flow, the depth is fite across the

chanel and the width of the chanel is alowed to va from x = -w /2 to
x = w/2, as in Figure 2(a). In the second case, the flow is separated from

the left sidewal and extends a distance We across the width of the chanel
as in Figure 2(b). This flow is caled detached. These two types of chan-
nel flow must be analyzed separately. Note that these two types of flow are
simply arifacts of the rectanguar geometry of the chaneL. For a cross sec-
tion with continuous vaations in h( x), no distinction between the two cases
need be made. However, the techcal diffculty of the latter outweighs the
inconvenience of the former.

2.1 Attached Flow

We may integrate equation (9) (where q ~ 0 and constant) to give profies of
surace elevation d

-1 A sinh(qIx) - -1 cosh(qIx)d(x,y,t)=q +d(y,t) 'nhe l ) +(d(y,t)-q ) he l )' (10)SI "2q2W COS "2q2W
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Figue 2: Schematic diagram showing. ( a) attached and (b) detached flow ina ch~d .
and the velocity v follows from this depth profie by the geostrophic relation

v = i'd( t) cosh(ql:i) l(d( t) _ -1) sinh(ql:i)q y, 'nh(l!) + q y, q h(l ! )'S1 "2q2W COS 2q2W (11)

where an overbar will denote an average of the vaues at the two wals of

the chanel and the A will denote hal the dierence between its vaues at the
wals. That is, - 1( 1 1)

d ="2 d("2w, y, t) + d( -"2w, y, t)" 1( 1 1)d=2 d(2w,y,t)-d(-2w,y,t) ,

and 1 ( 1 1) 1 1"
V ="2 v("2w, y, t) + v( -"2w, y,~) = qiT- d

V = ~ (v(~W;y, t) - v( -~W,y, t)) = qlT(d _ q-1),
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where
1 1

T = tan(2qiw).

Let us consider a wide chanel in which ~: ~~ 1, where Ld is the Rossby

radius of deformation defied by ~ (Note that this deformation radus

applies throughout the flow no matter what the local depth is). In this limit,
the flow has a boundar layer character where the widths of the wal layers
are of the order Lii. Outside the boundar layers, the flow is quiescent and
the along chanel boundar condition is given by

* _ * 8 (-i w*)
u - 'V - ::-8y 2 (x = :1W /2). (12)

Now, we substitute relations (10) and (11) and the non dimensional version
of the boundary condition (12) into the along chanel momentum equation
(2) and evaluate it along each of the chanel wals. Subtracting the resulting
equations yields

1 8 - 8Q
2q-i 8/Td) + 8y = 0,

and adding the resulting equations gives

(13)

1 8 i A 8IJqi ôt(T- d) + 8y = 0, (14)

where IJ is the average of the Bernoul constant on either wal given by

IJ = ~ (B(w/2,y, t) + B( -w/2,y, t)) = ~q (T-2J2 + T2(d - q-i)2) + d + h,

(15)
and Q is the rate of the flow. From the geostrophic relation, Q can be

expressed as
Q = 2dd. (16)

Some of the time-dependent properties of (13) and (14) are revealed through
a reformulation in terms of characteristic equations. In the wide chanel
limit (w* / Lii ~ ~ 1) the resulting characteristic speeds are given by

1

c~ = '1*( w* /2, y*, t*) + .¡ gDoo = (;00)"2 drghtwal, (17)
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and
1

C~ = v.( -w. /2, y" t.) - vgDoo = - (:00) 2 dicftwal' (18)

We may interpret C% as the speeds of the nonlnea Kelvin waves on the right
and left wals. Unlke linear Kelvin waves, these have a non-zero u. Note

that C% depend on the depth at the wal, so that signals with larger d:'all
move faster. This means that any perturbation that increases d:all will lead
to a nonlnear steepening of the wave.

In the narow chanel limit, ql w = ~: -c -c 1. Thus, in this limit, the
potential vorticity equation (4) becomes

18v.
-- + 1 = 0f 8:r. '

which, upon integration, in dimensionless form, yields

(19)

v = v - :r, (20)

and
_ :r2 - (W/2)2d = d(y, t) + v(y, t):r - 2 (21)

Following a similar procedure as for the wide chanel limit, we can derive

the characteristic speeds

C% = v -r Ii.

These are the speeds of rotationaly modified long gravity waves.

(22)

2.2 Detached Flow

In the case of detached flow, the depth on the left wal is zero and we use
the free edge of the flow as a left hand boundar (now d = d). In the
wide chanel limit (we).). Ld) the left wal Kelvin wave that is observed in
the case of attached flow is replaced by a frontal wave. This frontal wave
is characterized by large cross chanel velocities, whereas the corresponding
velocity in a Kelvin wave is zero. On the right wal, a Kelvin wave propagates
as in the attached case. For the analysis of detached flow, it is convenient to
change dependent varables. We will let :r' be the across chanel coordinate,
where the position of :r' = 0 corresponds to the position of the left free
boundar of the flow, as ilustrated in Figue 2(b).
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In the narow chanel limit, equation (19) ca be applied to yield the
velocity

,
11 = l1e - X , (23)

and depth profie
d = x' (ve - ~z,) , (24)

where l1e is the along chanel velocity at the free edge. Hence the depth
profie is a parabola which can translate with respect to the right wal of
the chanel as We vaes. Again, using the method of characteristics, the
characteristic speeds for waves that can propagate in this flow are found to~~ . Ve - We (25)C:= l'

1 =F (Ve/(211e - we))2

Figue 3 is a plot of Ve vs. We ilustrating the different regimes of the flow.
The Rieman invarants R: are computed by numerical integration. When
the depth profile' is as in Figue 3( a) and the flow is separated on both
sides, l1e = we/2 and consequently c+ = c_ = o. Figue 3(b) ilustrates
subcritical flow in which c+ ~ 0 and c_ -( 0 and waves travel both upstream
and downstream. For critical flow as depicted in Figue 3( c), Ve = We and
c_ = 0 and c+ ~ 0 and waves propagate only downstream. Finaly, Figue

3( d) shows the supercrtical situation in which both c+ and c_ are positive
and waves propagate downstream. The wave propagating at speed c_ is
the limiting case of the frontal wave noted above. It can steepen or rarefy
corresponding to smal (or large) We catching up with, or diverging from, large
We. For example, one could set up a steepening or rarefyng simple wave by
setting R+ constant in the initial conditions and then noting the changes in
c_ as one moves along a cure of constant .R. In Figue 3, moving from C to

D along the .R = constant cure, the vaues of c_ increase as We decreases,

leading to a rarefyng wave. A steepening wave is observed moving from E

to F along R+ = constant because c_ increases as We decreases.
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Rotating Hydraulc Control: Lecture Four
Principal Lecturer: Lar J. Pratt

Notes by: A. C. Kuo

1 Overview

In the previous lecture,' time-dependent rotating hydraulc proces were ex-
amed. More specifcay, we dius how wave propaation lea to the
establihment of a steay state. Today's lecture focus on the steay state.

The outline of the lecture is as follows. We fit dea with flows in the p0
tential vorticity q -+ 0 lit and determe the crossanel depth and velocity
dependence. We show that two qualtatively dierent profies are posible (at-
taced and sepaated). Using Gil's (1977) theory, we then determe critica

flow conditions as well as the fluxes Q at criticaty for the above two ca.
When q is nonzero but constant, the croschanel profies and critica con-

ditions are again found. The average depth along the chanel is iPY=llTined
graphicay as functions of the width and topography of the chaneL. Finaly,
upstrea resrvoir depths are determed as a fuction of the si height he and
a meaure of the tranport when the flow is hydraulcay controlled.

Note that al the vaiables us here are nondiensional unles otherwis
specified. The nondiensionalation was given previously.

2 Steady Cross-Channel Profiles, q ~ 0
A single dierential equation governg the x-dependence (croschanel) of the
depth d was derived in the previous lecture from the potential vorticity equa-
tion and the asumption that the along strea velocity v was geostrophicay

baanced. That equations was:

dzz - qd = -1 (1)

where q = D / Dco and D is a generic depth sce. In the limit D / Dco -+ 0,
the general solution to the above equation is simply:

d = :i3 + Ci(y):i + C3(y) (2)

We ca write the integration constants in term of the depth d at the two
side walls :i = :fw/2 (the y-ax is placed halfway between the chanel wal
that are a width w apat):
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C1 = (d(z = w/2. y) - d(z = -w/2. y))/w (3)1 1O2 = '2(d(z = w/2, y) + d(z = -w/2, y)) + '2(W/2)2 (4)

The full solution wil be known afer we solve for d(z = w/2, y) and d(z =
-w/2, y). But it is much more usfu to solve for a meaure ofthe average depth
along the channeL. Hence, the chge of vaables introduced yesterday for the

average' depth d and the dierence in depth J acros the chanel. In that ca:

C1 = 2d/w
- 1 2C2 = d + '2(w/2)

(5)

(6)

so that

d = d+ 2d z _ z2 - (w/2)2W 2 (7)

So now, the along-chanel structure wil be determed once we fid d and d.
Before we do so, we may obtain the downtrea velocity v usg the geotrophic

relation v = c4. Thi gives:

2dv=--z
w (8)

Note that we ca simiarly define the average downtrea velocity and di-
ference in velocity which was done in the previous lecture. Using the above

. 

equation, this implies:

2dii= -
wA wv=--
2

(9)

(10)

so that:

v=ii-z (11)

Below is a schematic of the crossetional profie. Note that the flow is

"attaced" ( d(z = -w/2, y) ~ 0 ).
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Now that we have gone through al the trouble of introducing the new va-
ables, you'll be happy to know that we ca't always us them. A little intuition
(or better yet, hidsight) wil convice you that large enough downtrea veloc-
ities ca produce a Conoli force such that the requied presure gradent neeed
to baance it caus a sepaation of the flow from the left (lookig downtrea)
chanel wal. (Thi is eaily sen from the equation àz = v for geostrophy). In

thi eae, the two vaables we introduced previously give no inormation, for

d = d. We must choos two new (useful) vaables to desribe the flow- the
width of the depth field afer sepaation lOe, and the velocity at the sepaation
point, ve.

Schematicay, the crosssetional profie looks somethig lie thi:

+y

+x'~

we()

+x'
.. .

we(y)

plan view cross-seuon slice
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For the cae of sepaation, it is not dicult to show:

d (v. - z' /2)z'
v = v. - z'

(12)

(13)

z' = 0 corresponds to the left ~ge of the fluid rather than the center of the
chanel, hence the pries which denote a new coordiate system.

Notice that had the chanel been, say, paabolic rather than rectanguar
in crosssetion, we would not have had to go through the trouble of intro-
ducing thes two, new integration constants (Gil pointed thi out in his 1977
paper). However, the inconvenience of deag with the two caes sepaately is

mior compared to the tecca diculty in deag with continuously-vag

topography.

2.1 Critical Flows:Necessary Conditions and Resulting Re-

lations
In this substion, we wi derive the two equations involving the two integration

constants ¡¡ and J. for the ca of attaced flows and the two equations for UI.
and v. for the ca of sepaated flows. We could us those two equations to

determine the along-chanel structure of the flows, but that wil be done in

the next section for the more general ca of constant q (not necesy sma)
flows. In thi setion, we wil us the derived equations to determe critica flow
conditions using the formalm developed by Gil (1977). Critica conditions ca
be defied as thos conditions requied such that the Froude number F (suitably
defied) ca equal unty. If such is the ca in a flow, then the long wave spee

up the chanel wi be arested at the location of F = 1. We wi show that at
the point of critica flow, the geometrica paameters wi inuence the upstrea
depth and velocity fields so that one may al term critica flows "hydraulcay
controlled" flows.

2.2 Case 1: Attached Flow

The fist equation governg the along-chanel structure paameters is simply
a statement of mas consrvation. The total (nondimensional) flow rate Q is:

jVJ/2
Q = v(z,y)d(z,y) dz

-VJ /2
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= r/2 dzd(z, y) dz (by geotrophy)
J-W/2

LW/2 1= 2 
(d2(z, Y)li dz

-w/2
1

= 2 
(d2(w/2, y) - d2( -w/2, y))

1

= 2 
(d(w/2, y) + d( -w/2, y))(d(w/2, y) - d( -w/2, y))

= 2dd

Incidentaly, when q = 0, we ca us the fact that v = 2d/w (Eq. (9)) to

eliate J in favor of;; to obtai:

Q = w;;J (14)

In other words, the flow rate is simply the width of the chanel times the
average velocity times the average depth.

Now the seond equation for d and d is derived in the Appendi and is just
a Beroull equation. We simpli it here by noting that for semigeotrophic
flow, u .:.: 11.

112/2 + h + d = B(,p) (15)

We asume that B is known from upstrea conditions. Notice that B is
only a function of ,po

Evaluating B at z = -Iw/2 (along the streaines hugg the two chanel
wal) yields an "average" Bernoul fuction wrtten in term of our unown
vaiables d and d (rememberg that we asume the topography h has no z-
dependence) :

1
IJ _ 2(B(z=w/2,y)+B(z=-w/2,y))

= 4 (112(w~2,y) + 112(_~/2,y) + 
2h+d(w/2,y)+d(W/2,y))

= ! ((v - W/2)2 (v + w/2)2 2h 2d)2 2 + 2 + +
1

2 (v2 + w2 /4+ 2h + 2d)
-2
~ + w2/8 + h + d
2
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2J 2 -
= 2 +10 /8+h+d10

In sumar, the two requied equations for d and d goverg along-chanel
structure for the ca of attaed flow are:

Q = 2dd
- 2d2 2 -B = 2 +w /8+d+h

w

(16)

(17)

Now that we have the two equations, let us fit inquie into the conditions

for critica flow. Gil (1977) introduced a general theory for "hydraulcs typ
problems." Usin the "J" fuction which implicitly defies an unown flow
vaiable (in our ca either d or d) in term of geometrica paameters (like the

width 10 and topography h) and upstrea conditions (lie Q and E) , he stated

that the condition for criticaty is :

aJ
ad = 0 (18)

The J function in thi ca may be obtaied by choosing the unnown flow

vaable to be d. We ca trivially eliate d from Eq. (17) using Eq. (16) to

obta:

J(.l.... h. Q B) -_ Q_2 + ...2/8+ J+ h - B-':.., , , - 2tJw'" " (19)

Using Gil's condition (18) we may obta a relationsp between the flow
rate Q and the average fluid depth d at the spatial loction of critica flow:

Q = æl/21O (20)

One may wonder what the average velocity is at thi point and how it is
related to d:

ii
Q by (14) (21)wd

= (¡P/21O) by (20) (22)
10d

= J:/2 (23)
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If we defied some sort of x-averaged Froude number F = filv', then the

above result just implies the average Froude number is equal to unty at crit-
icaty. But for general (not necesy sm) q, the Froude number wi be
defied diferently (see Gil 1977) and critica flow would imply that tha.t Froude
number is unty.

Now the above relations (20) and (23) hold if the flow is critica. We ca
fid certai neces (but not sufcient) conditions for the flow to be critica
by dierentiating Eq. (19) with respect to y:

d - -
dfiJ(d;w,h;Q,B) = 0

From (18) and (19),thi implies:

(24)

W Q2 dw dh
(4" - d2w3) dy + dy = 0 (25)

One might interpret the above equations as follows. If the flow is in a
constant width chanel, then critica flow ca only tae place at a max of
the topography (it ca be shown that the mium does not imply criticaty).
Likewi, for constat topography, it ~ be shown that critica flow occur at
a contraction in the chanel. The other poøibilty for constant topography,

(~ - ,¡~~:s) = 0, occur when d = 0 at both edges of the flow (no net flux). For
neither constat topography or constat width, the two derivatives of w and h
in general vah at different places. Gil (1977) stated that in thi ca, critica

flow must "presumbly lie at some point in between."
Finaly, it is usfu to fid a relation relating the sil height ii and the

upstrea conditions Q and IJ. (Remember, thi ca be done if somewhere along

the channel, the flow is critica.) In that ca, we tae the Bernoul equation
(17) which holds everyhere along the chanel and apply the relationship (20)
which we know holds true at the critica flow point:

IJ =
~2 + w2/8 + d+ ii

(26)2 w

=
2((Q/~;2/3)2w + w2/8 + (Qlw)2/3 + ii (27)

3= _(Qlw)2/3 + w2/8 + ii (28)2

The above equation shows that when a flow is critica, varg the sil height

ii implies changes in the upstrea conditions given by Q and IJ. Hence our
us of the term "hydraulc control" when the flow somewhere along the chanel

is critica.
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A more usul formula than the one above may be mae by asumg the
upstrea resrvoir is relatively deep and quiesent, so that the mai contribu-
tion to IJ is potentia. In thi ca, asum the upstrea resrvoir depth is
Dco = D:O/D, then IJ = Dco' Defig å.z == Dco - hm (se scematic below):

D*00

we can solve (28) for Q. Dimensionaly (hence the asteriks) , it is given by:

2 .2/2Q. = (_)3/2w.gl/2(å.z. -~)3 8g (29)

The dienional form alows us to se the efects of rotation on the flux Q
for flows which are hydraulcay controlled- the effect is to tlecrtue the flow rate
for constant tu.. In the lit of / - 0, the formul for the flow rate reduces

to a formula well known in the (nonrotating) hydraulcs communty.

2.3 Critical Conditions, Case 2: Separated Flow

The derivation of the two governg equations for Ve and We which determe
the along-chanel structure is straightforward and follow al from maS and
energy consrvtion, as in Case i.

Mas consrvtion implies:

Q = lVJ. d(z',y)v(z',y)dz'

= lVJ. ((ve - z' /2)z')(ve - z')dz'using 12 and 13
= (ve2z2/2 - vez3/2 + z4/8)1~.

1 2( 1)2
= iWe ve - iWe
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The averaged Bernoul/energy equation in thi ca of sepaated How is :

1
IJ = 2'(B(Z' = O,y) +B(Z' = 1O.,y))

= ~ (V(0;y)2 + V(1O;,y)2 +2h+d(O,y)+d(1O.,y))

= ! (V~ (ve -lOe)2 2h ( _ 10,) )
2 2 + 2 + + V. 2 10.
1 (V~ v~ - 2velOe + 10= 2h ~ 1O~)

= 2 2 + 2 + + l.c + V.We - 2
2= Ve + h

2

Reiterating, the two governg equations for the along-chanel structure for
the ca of sepaated How are:

1 2( 1)2
Q = 2'lOe Ve - 2'lOe

2
IJ = Ve + h2"

(30)

(31)

It should be noted from the above two equations that once IJ and Q are
specifed, only changes in the topography h ca change the along-chanel How .
Sepaated Hows wi maitain constant width for constat topography.

With the two equations, we ca attempt once agai to us the Gil formalm

to determne critica How relations. It turns out the Gil formalm may not be
as general as once suppose- blidly takg the Eq. (31) as the J function with

Ve as the unown How vaable and tag the derivative of J with respet to
Ve leas to the conclusion that Ve = 0 at the point of critica control. Thi is

incorrect (why 1). The rean for the failure may be lied to the fact that

one of the How vaables, Ve has no dependence/knowledge of the upstrea How
rate Q- the two equations are not reay coupled. The correct approa is to
elinate Ve from Eq. (30) by using Eq. (31 ).

1 2( (- ) 1 )2J = -Q + 2'lOe V. B,.h - 2'lOe

Taing the derivative with respect to lOe and setting it equal to zero yields
the critica How condition:

aJ
ad

= 12 - 1 - 12
-2'lOe (ve(B, h) - 2'10.) + lOe(ve(B, h) - 2'lOe)

(32)
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= 0 (33)

(34)=:: 11. = W.

As in the previous ca, we ca detere the flow rate in term of the
dierence in heigt betwee the øi depth and the upstr rervoir depth

Doo when the flow is hydraulcay controlled somewher along the chanel. So
analogous to Eq. (29), we have (evauatin Eq. (31) at the loction of the
critica flow):

IJ - h. = Az
11.2=
2

= ý' by Eq.(30) and Eq.(34) (35)

Dimensionaly, thi is implies:

(Az. )2Q. = 2 (36)

3 Steady Cross-Channel Profiles, Arbitrary q
In thi section, we derve the equations for the two unown d and d to de-
terme the along-chanel flow, but for the more general ca of constant (not
necesy smal), potential vorticity q. In contrast to the previous setions, we
derive the equations only for the ca of non-sepaated flows. We once agai
work in diensionles vaables.

The mas consrvtion equation is the sae as in the q - 0 lit. The

Bemoulli/energy equation is derived afer solvig the croschanel structure

dierential equation Eq. (1). The general solution is wrtten in term of hypr-
bolic sines and cosines:

d = q-1 + C1(y)sin(q1/2z) + C2(Y) cosh(q1/2z) (37)

i
Ji-

t
.n

Entirely analogous to the previous q - 0 ca, we determie the two inte-

gration constants in term of d and d. The solution, which we simply state,
is:

(A) - 1_ -1 d(y) . 1/2 d(y) - q- 1/d - q + sin(iq1/2w) sin(q z) + (cosh(iq1/2W/2)) cosh(q ~:lJ)

One differentiation with respect to z of the above equation gives the cross
chanel 11 structure:
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v = ( ql/2d(y) ) C08h(ql/2Z) + ql/2 ( dry) - q-l ) sin(ql/2zI39)sin( iql/2W) cos( h1/2W)

Now the z-averaged Bernoul equation ca be formed with the above two
solutions. The following two relations wi be neeed fit:

1 2 1 (dq 1/2 - -1 1 1/2 )
"2V (w/2,y) = "2 ta~i~:/2W) +q (d-q )ta("2q w/2) 2

= ~ (.i +ql/'(J_q-l)T)'

= i(~+q(d-q-l)2T2+2qd(d-q-l)) (40)
siilarly

iv2(-W/2,y) = i(~+q(d-q-l)2T2_2qd(d-q-l)) (41)
Note that in the second step we have us the width vaiable T defied by

T == tah(lql/2w).

Now, we may form the average Bernoul equation:

1
iJ - "2 (B(z = w/2, y) + B(z = -w/2, y))

= i (v2(W~2,y) + v2(_~/2,y) +2h+(d(W/2,y)+d(W/2,y))

= i (~ + q(d - q-l)2T2 + 2h+ 2d) by (40) and (41 )

= iq (d"2T-2 + (d - q-l)2T2) + h + d

So in sum, the two governing equations for along-channel flow for constat
q are:

Q = 2dd

IJ = iq (d"2T-2 + (d - q-l)2T2) + h + d

(42)

(43)

It is not hard to show that the above equation for the Beroul fuction wi
reduce to the exresion given in setion 2 when the lit q - 0 is taken.
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With thes two equations, we may form the J fuction for q constat, non-
sepaated flow. .Å it stads, there ar thee upstrea quatities to be speced:
Q,IJ and q. We could form the J fuction for the unown vaable J quite eaily
in term ofthoae three upstrea quantities, as in Pratt (1983). But we wi show
a relationship between the above three vaables, ba on solving Eq.(60) in

the Appendi. In that ca, there are only two indpendent paameter, which

we wi argue to be q and a meaure of Q, as oppos to IJ.
Gil enviioned the upstrea resrvoir as wide, but not necesy deep. In

thi cae, it tur out that IJ is not a ver convenent paameter, sice the neglect

of the kinetic energy term is no longer consistent with an upstrea resrvoir
that is not deep (i.e. we caot take 11=0 upstrea). Now, for wide upstrea
reseroir, by geotrophy, the flow must be contaed in sidewal boundar layers
of deformation (ba on the upstrea depth) width sce. Physicay, it should

be clea that the upstrea paameter controllg the physics is not just the total
flux Q, but al the ratio of the fluxes in ea boundar layer. By makg the
depth sce a fuction of Q (specifcay D = (Q* f j(2g))1/2, we ca arbitrarily
set the total flux to be 2, implyig strea function vaues at the wal: .,(wj2) =

-1 and .,(wj2) = -1 consistent with Q = 2. Then the ratio of the flux wil
be determed by our introduction of the upstream parameter .,i which is the
strea fuction in the center of the chanel. The nght boundar layer flux

(lookig down the chanel) is thus specifed by 1 - .,i and the left by 1 + .,i.
See the schematic below.

d*= D:'

(or d=1/q)

~"'r

'" ..... ....
: ':"..'..-

....
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, Next, we fid the relation between IJ, q, and the meaure of Q given above,

'li. In this way, we eliate IJ as a paameter. Firt, integrate Eq. (60):

B = q'I + cont (44)

The constant is equal to q-l - q'Ii and is evauated given the asumed
known upstrea conditions of d = q-l (dimensionaly d* = Doo) on'I = 'li.
The relation with IJ is:

IJ
1

(45)-(B(wj2,y) + B(-wj2,y))2
1

(46)=
ï(q(-1 + 1) + 2q-l - 2q1/i)

= q-l - q1/i
(47)

So now we us Eq. (43) as our J function, getting rid of d by using Eq. (42)
and using the above relation to expres IJ in terms of the upstrea parameters
q and 'li. The J function is thus:

J(d¡ hey), T(y)¡ q,1/i) = T2(d - q-l)2 + T-2d"" + 2q-l(d + h) - 2(q-2 - 'li)(:i

We may us Gil's condition (24) to fid a critica flow relation analogous to
Eq. (23). It is:

ii = ai/2(1 - T2(1 - qd))1/2 (49)

Though not stated in the lecture, a relation analogous to Eq. (20) sems
posible, using the above relation, Q = 2dd, and a relation from the previous
lecture: ii = ql/2T-1J.

Now that we have the critica flow conditions, let us go ba and e.n,mine
some of the properties of the governig equations. We do this in three diagam.
The first two are ba on Eq. (48), and the last on Eq. (48) plus the critica
flow condition Eq.(49). In paricular, the plots show

. the relation between the width of the chanel given by T = tan( lql/2w)
and the average depth d for various vaues of q. The topography is held
constant and 1/i = 1, which implies al the flow comes from the left (lookig
downstrea) boundary layer. Thi flow confguation is a steady state
solution to a dam brea problem in a chanel (Gil 1976). (labeled figue
1).
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· the relation between the bottom topography in the chel h and the

average depth d for vaous vaues of q. The width is held fied (T = .63)
and.,i = 1. For d ~ I, the flow is attaed and do: I, the flow is sepaated.
Above the dotted lies, the flow is Bubctica and below, Bupercrtica.

(labeled figue 2).

· the max in the sil height and the upstrea q vaue given vaous vaues
of .,i for a flow that is criticay controlled. The width is held constat
(labeled figue 3).
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4 Appendix: Relationship between the Bernoulli
function and Potential Vorticity

The steay shalow water momentum equations in diensional form (hence the
asterisks), are:

· au. i.v -- v
ay*
av.11. - + 111.az.

ad. ak. . au.= -g--g--u-az. az. az.
ad: ak. . av.-g--g--v -ay* ay* ay.

(50)

(51)

Adding -v. :: to both sides of Eq. (50) and -11. ::: to both sides of Eq.
(50) yields:

av. au.
- v.U + - - -)

az. ay*

.(1 av. au.)11 +---
az. ay.

a 11.2 + v.2
= - az. (gd: + gk. + 2 )

a 11.2 + v.2
= - ay* (gd' + gh. + 2 )

(52)

(53)

Using the defiition of potential vorticity q and defing the Bernoul func-
tion B.(= gd. + gk. + U02tv02) yields:

aB.
az.
aB.
ay.

Because the How is asumed steay, the continuity equation implies the
extence of a strea function defied by:

- (v.d')q. (54)

(11. d.)q. (55)
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v.d = a,p.az.
u.d = - a..

ay-

We ca us thi in the above Eqs. (54) and (55):

. a,p. aB.'q-=-az. az.

. a,p. aB.
q By- = ay-

(56)

(57)

(58)

(59)

or

q.V,p. = VB (60)

The above equation implies that the Bernoul function B. depends only
on ,p and al that q. = ~:, 80 that the potential vorticity is constant along

streaes. The specifcation of B. upstrea imedately implies a given q.
or if q. is specifed upstrea, the Bernoul fuction is determied up to an
integration constant.

George Veronis pointed out that the arguent presnted here was fit due
to Fofonoff (JMR 1954).
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Lecture 5: Adjustment processes, shock
joining theory, Rossby waves

Lary Pratt

NOTES BY JÜrgen Theiss

1 Adjustment processes

We consider the establishment of steady flow after an obstacle is introduced
into a steady initial flow (Pratt 1983). Experiments to study such adjust-
ment problems were cared out by Long (1954) and Houghton & Kasahara

(1968). The initial state is assumed to be a subcritical, geostrophicaly bal-
anced, steady flow with zero velocity components across the chanel and
unform potential vorticity. Once the obstacle is placed into the initial flow
an adjustment process takes place. This process as well as the asymptotic
state that is reached depends on the height of the obstacle in relation to the
critical height. The critical height is the maxmum height a steady flow is
able to surount while maintaining the initial flow rate and energy. The ad-
justment process, triggered by placing an obstacle with less than the critical
height into the initial flow, is ilustrated in figue 1. The lower frame shows
the shape of the obstacle and the upper three frames the adjustment process
at three consecutive times. Right afer the obstacle is placed into the flow
the interlace begins to bulge over the obstacle. This bulge then breaks into
two isolated Kelvin waves, one moving upstream along the near wal and the
other downstream along the far wal. The waves fialy move away leaving
behind a steady flow with the same flow fields as in the initial state. The
Kelvin waves have only temporarly disturbed the flow and thus have not
induced any permanent change of the flow away from the obstacle.

i
.:f-

È

:f
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y=-w
Topophy

b ':b.
/ y..w
y

FIGURE 1 Top three frames: Adjustment of an initialy subcritica, geostroph-
icaly balanced flow afer an obstacle is placed into the flow. Bottom
frame: Shape of obstacle.
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H the height of the obstacle exceds this crtica vaue then peranent
changes are being induced in the flow in order to maitai a steay flow.

The corresponding adjustment is shown in figue 2.

u

Topogrphy

b ~be ;;y=w

FIGURE 2 Adjustment for an obstacle height greater than the crtical vaue.
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Instead of isolated Kelvin waves, the bulge now develops into bores which
move along the sidewals in the same maner as the Kelvin waves. These
bores completely move away from the obstacle and nealy steepen to the
point of breakge. The bore moving downstrea is trailed by a rarefaction
wave which is beginnng to spread. The adjustment process fialy results in
a steady f1ow containing a hydraulc jump in the lee of the sil. This process
decreases the f1ow rate permanently. The resulting f1ow can therefore be
considered to be parialy blocked. This peranent change is induced by the

upstream moving bore which is itself being triggered by an obstacle whose
height exceeds the critical vaue. Thus the f1ow is hydraulcaly controlled.

2 Shock joining theory

In order to calculate the fial state of the f1ow which results from an adjust-

ment process, we need to develop a theory which determnes how upstrea
and downstream states are connected across the bores/shocks (Pratt 1983).
Such a theory is caled shock joining theory. The interior of the shock is
a complicated region which canot be described by the shalow water ap-
proximation. However, within this region as in the rest of the f1uid, mass
and momentum are conserved. This alows one to connect the upstream
and downstream state of the flow by integrating the conservtion laws for
mass and momentum f1ux across the discontinuity. Without loss in gener-
alty, we introduce a local coordinate system at eac point along the shock
whereby the axs are normal (n) and tangent (s) to the shock, respectively.
The coordinate system is rectanguar and fied in time.

In this new coordiate system, the mass continuity equation takes on the

form.
ôd + ~(uCn)d) + ~(uC.)d) = o.
ôt an ôs

To simplify the following calculations, we introduce the notation

oe 4 ~= 41 - 41t; -t;

where 4 is a quantity defied on the domain of the fluid and -E' oe n oe E'is a
short interv containing the discontinuity. Integrating (1) along the n-axs,

i.e. across the shock, thus givesô 1t; 1t; a
- d dn+ oe uCn)d ~ + -( duC.)) dn = O.ôt -t; -t; as

(1)

(2)

(3)
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The fist term is the rate of change of the area of the cross-section of the

shock between the points -f and f along the n-axs. It ca therefore be

replaced by cCn) -: d :: where cCn) is the velocity component of the shock
normal to itself. The third term tends to zero as f tends to zeo since the
integrand is continuous across the shock. We thus have,

cCn) c( d :: - c( uCn)d ::= 0. (4)

Similarly, the depth-integrated shalow water momentum equation are given
in the new coordinate system by

a( uCn)d) ~ ( Cn)2 d !d2) ~ ( Cn) C-)d)

at + an u + 2 + as u u
a( uC-)d) ~ ( Cn) C-)d) ~ (C-)2d !d2)
at + an u u + as u + 2

- -d ah + duC-) (5)an

- -d ~~ - duCn). (6)

Integrated across the shock and wrtten in the new notation, the momentum
equations become

cCn) c( uCn)d :: - c( uCn) 

2 d + !d2:: - 0

2

cCn) c( uC-)d :: - c( uC-)uCn)d:: - 0

(7)

(8)

Equation (8) combined with equation (4) gives

c( uC-) ::= 0 (9)

using the fact that c( a ::= 0 and c( ab ::= 0 implies c( b ::= o. The
normal velocity component uCn) is discontinuous across the shock, otherwse
equation (4) would give cCn) = uCn) which violates equation (7). H fuhermore
uC-) l- 0, then the velocity vector must also change direction. This implies
that the shock must be perpendicular to any solid boundar in which case
uC-) = 0, otherwise the shock would induce a flow normal to the boundar.

In general, given the upstream velocities u~n),u~_) and height hu, one
can determne the downstream velocities u~n), u~-) and height hd using equa-
tion (4), (7) and (9). Thus, one is able to connect the upstream and down-
stream state of the fluid.

In the case the upstream state of the fluid is semigeostrophic, the ratio
of v to u approaches zero and the entire shock should be described by a
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single velocity. Under these condition it is tempting to describe the shock
as a weak solution to the semigeostrophic equations. In such a descrption

the flow would be semigeostrophic at al points not on the shock. How-

ever, equations (4),(7) and (9) make no alowance for geostrophy. Given a
semgeostrophic upstrea state, for example there is no guarantee that the
velocity Ucl immediately downtrea of the shock wi be in geostrophic bal-
ance with kd. We therefore submit that the shock is bordered by a region in
which the cross chanel acceleration : becomes as large as u and h". In this
region lateral dispersion becomes important. The width of this dispersive
region is of the order of the deformation radus and its role is to adjust the
shock to the semigeostrophic flow on either side.

The shock joining theory above requires knowledge of the exact shape of
the shock in oder to integrate at each point along the shock the mass and mo-
mentum flux across the discontinuity. An alternative approach is to integrate
the conservtion laws for momentum and energy across the chanel upstream
and downstream of the shock. For known potential vorticity, the upstream
and downstream fluxes are each completely specified by two quantities (such
as if and d in the Gil model). For a given upstream if and d, conservtion of
width-integrated mass and momentum flux determne the downstream if and
d. This approach, however, requires conservation of potential vorticity across
the shock which is not guaranteed. In fact, the change of potential vorticity
is related to the rate of energy dissipation within the shock. To show that,
we use the relation

dBq = - (10)d\l
where q is the potential vorticity, B the Bernoul fuction and \I the stream-
function. Since streamnes are continuous across the shock and using \I. = u(n)d,
we have

dB~q~ -
~ d\l ~
d~B~

d\l
1 8

(11)-
u(nld8s ~ B ~.
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Using the standard relation in wea shock theory (Stoker 1958)

~tP ~~ B ~= ducl (12)
where du and dd are the upstream and downstream depths, respectively,
equation (11) becomes

1 ô~tP~
~ q ~= u(n)d ôs ducl . (13)

The change in potential vorticity acoss the jump, which results from the
adjustment process shown in figue 2, is displayed in figue 3. Graph A is
taken upstream of the bore showing the unorm intial potential vorticity.
Graph B is taken between the bore and the jump. The slightly sma.er vaues
of potential vorticity are probably within the limits of numerica error. Graph
C is taken downstream of the jump which shows a signficat increase in
potential vorticity.
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FIGURE 3 Potential vorticity profies of the flow in figue 2 taken ahead of
the upstream-moving bore (A), between this bore and the jump (B)
and downstream of the jump (C).
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Equation (12) is consistent with these numerical results. Facing downtream,
~ h ~ is largest on the left side of the chanel which implies

a (~tP~)
as cl~ ~ o.

Thus, the change in potential vorticity is positive as shown in figue 3.

(14)

3 Rossby waves

Another complication which arses from the nonunormty of potential vor-
ticity are Rossby waves which can just like gravity waves become stationar
in the flow thus adding fuher crtical states to the system (Pratt & Lund-
berg 1991). This is most easily ilustrated by a nonrotating flow in which
potential vorticity is given by

a = ao + aqi (15)

where ao and a are constants.
In the case a ~ 0, the potential vorticity gradent is directed to the

left, facing downstream, and Rossby waves propagate upstrea. Multiple
criticaly controlled states are now possible and a unque specication of the
steady flow no longer exsts. The solution cure now has multiple lobes shown

in figue 4 each corresponding to a criticay controlled flow with respect to
a unque wave mode.

E ii. ii i: i: î: i; ii ii ¡I ¡: i: ¡:
ii II 'i 'I Ii Ii II " ,I 'i 'I 'III II II 'I I, II II II II 'i 'I 'I
II II 'i 1 l I l II , I 'I ,I 'i 'I 'I ,
'I II I I I I I I 1 I I I 1 I I 111' 1121 113'11121131141ISI16117118119,iiO, 'I Ii I

II ¡I 
,I ,I '1'11111 ,1\ ,1\ '\ Ii'

L III 1 I 1 I\.J \) \) \) \; j j oJ oJ.. '- '-
~

o

D

FIGURE 4 Solution cures for the nonrotating, nonunform potential vortic-
ity flow. D is the fluid depth, E the elevation of the bottom of the

chanel and volume transport is held fied.
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Pratt & Arm (1987) suggest that the solution controlled by gravity wave
mode may be preferred on the basis of stabilty. However, this nonunqueness
problem requires fuher investigation using exeriments or solutions to an
appropriate initial vaue problem.
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Critical Control of Deep Ocean Sill Flows

John Whtehead

NOTES BY Katsurou Katsumata

1 Introduction

The bottom topography of the large ocean basins is characterized by large
abyssal plains and sils or gaps connecting between them 1. Some observtions
(Fig.1 and Fig.2) indicate the exchange of the deep water over the sil. In this

tal, it wil be shown that the prediction of the transport across the sil is

feasible with a "back-of-the-envelopen2 calculation based on the maxmization
principle of the geostrophic flow. A methodology of testing the theory against
ocean data is presented and the comparson of the prediction and observtion
is discussed.

2 Theory

Figue 3 shows the confguation under consideration. Take:i across the
chanel and y along the chaneL. We use a one-and-hal layer model where

deep and quiescent water of lighter density p lies upon the active slightly
heavier water of density p + lip.

lTo name a few sil in the Atlantic Ocea; Denmark Strait, Icelad-Faroe Pase,
Faroe Ban Chanel, Windward Pasge, Anegada-Jungfer Pase, Disover Gap,
Vema Gap, Ceaa Abyss Plai, Vema Chanel, Shag Ro Pase, South Sadwich
Island Arc Gap, ...

2the size of the envelope is arbitrar, though.. 

(L.Pratt )
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Figure 1 Elevation view of selected isotherms in the western North Atlantic, with three sil /lows
shown as arrows. The bathymetry between 20 and 40 ° South has ben redrawn to show more
accurately the depth of the deepet portion of the ocean.
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Figure .Q Plan view of the depth of the 1.7 e potential temperature surface in the western North

Atlantic. The transition from a level surface to a sloping surface reveals two sil/lows,
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h

,'~ H

".0

Figure 3 Sketch of the geometry of the constant potential vorticity problem. A reduced gra~ty
current comes from y = - 00 where the channel is very (infnitely) wide along a flat bottom to a point
where the channel is width L.

The water origiates from a reseroir of depth on the right wal H, that
is wide enough so that the water is quiescent there. The origin of z is on the
right wal lookig down the How. The surac height is given by h( z). For a
steay How, the goverg equations are

Iv

t+i
h

,dh
(1)- g-. dz

I
(2)-

H

where g' is the reduced gravity lipg / p and the approximation of gradual
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flow3 is applied. The equation ca be solved by p-lim;nating 11 as

h. = H - Ae-slR - Be#R, (3) .

then with the geostrophy (1)

11 = L(Ae-sIR - Be#R)fR ' (4)

where R = Ý g' H I f is the Rossby radus of deformation.
Applying the Beroul's theorem on the strea lie along:z = 0 i.e. right

hand wal looking downtrea, yields .

Vo - V2g'(H - ko)g' .
- fR(A - B) (with Eq.(4)), (5)

and
ko = H - A-B. (6)

These can be solved for A and B, then the physica quantities in this problem
are given in ter of one parameter ko.

1.0

0.7

0.9

:c
00.8.c

1 2 3

UR
Figure 4 Contours of flux as a fuction of the normalzed depth of the
fluid on the right-hand wal and normalzed chanel width.

3 d. :: du
a; a;
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Figure 5 Flux and critical depth as a function of channel width for constant potential vorticity (solid)
and zero potential vorticity (dashed).

To determe ho, a hydraulc rue is employed: For a given energy the
transport Q is maxed. This asserion of the maxation is equivaent
to the condition of the controlled How; that is, the vaation of the sil height

causes the change in the transport. The tranport Q ca be exressed in
ters of ho when geostrophy is assumed. Figue 4 is a contour of Q as a

fuction of the width of the constriction L and hoe The cue connects the
maxmum of ho for given L.

This problem ca alo be solved for a very deep reservoir (H ~ O(h)),
which can be caed the zero potential vorticity cae, but the dierence in
the crtical intial height ho and the tranport Q tur out to be smal, at
most 22 % (Fig.5). Since the zeo potential vorticity cae is much simpler
algebraicaly, the exression of the tranport will be used, it has the form;

Q= l
IM

2pl

(~t/2 LJ9¥ (h - ::i) 3/2

L~R
(7)otherwse
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Figure 6 Methodology for determning lip and h. The density observtions
of both side of the sil are plotted on the same plane as fuctions of the
depth.
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Table 1: Data and predictions for Atlantic sils

Sil Ap/p h L R Q Qobs Cit.
xl04 (m) (km) (km) Sv Sv

Denmark Straits 3 580 350 14 3.8 2.9 Dickson et al.1990
Ceara Abyssal Plain .5 430 700 65 4.6 2 Hal et al.1997
Vema Chanel 1 1540 446 25 16.3 6 Speer&Zenk 1993

Discovery Gap .1 600 80 4 .21 .21 Saunders 1987

Samoa Passage .3 1050 240 34 7 6 Rudnk 1996

Vema Gap .5 1000 9 35 3.3 2.1 McCarney et al1991
Fischer et al.1997

Faroe Bank 5 400 20 15 3 1.9 Saunders 1990

Romanch Fracutre Zone .47 380 20 369 2.2 1 Polzin et al.1996

3 Comparison of the theory with the obser-
vations

For the comparison of the above theory with the field observtions, it is
necessar to determne the depth at the sil h and the density difference of
the upper and the lower layer from the observtional data, along with the
chanel geometry and the Conolis parameter. For that purose, the mea-
surements of the density at both side of the sil are made and plotted on the
same plane (see Figue 6). The two datasets bifucate at some depth, which

we cal the bifucation depth. Thus we can defie the depth at the sil h as
the difference between the bifucation depth and the real sil depth, and the

density difference Ap as the difference of the two densities at the sil depth.

An example for the Ceara Abyssal Plain that connects the western North
Atlantic and the western South Atlantic is shown in Figue 7. Table 1 is
the result of the similar comparson made for the other sils in the Atlantic
Ocean. Figure 8 compares the correspondence between the observation and
the prediction. It is seen that the prediction by the theory always overes-

timates the observtion, which is exected since the theory gives the upper

limit for the transport because of the neglect of the effect of frction and the
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Figure 8 Comparson of the predictions and observtions

4 Summary
A theory to estimate the tranport with bathymetry and 2 hydrocats is

presentedj the prediction overestimates the observtion by 20 to 80 %, which
is exected. In the comparson, the bifcation depth of the density profie
tur out to be a usefu level of no motion. It is exected that the prediction
is better than the observtion with three or four cuent meter for a few
wee.

It is adtted that the method is a rough estimation and more effort to

continue time seres measurements, more studies of lateral velocity pro:fes,
and more dynamc studies to incorporate the efect of frction, diion, and
time-dependence must be made.
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Inter-basin Exchange Through Broad
Channels and Gaps, Part I

Doron Nof

Notes by: Claudia Cenedese and Mary-Louise Timmermans.

1 Introduction

The exchange of surace water through broad gaps between oceans is an
interesting oceanographic problem. Several important examples include the
exchange between the Pacific Ocean and the Sea of Japan Via the Toshima
Strait, the flow between the Pacific and the Indian ocean via the Indonesian
passages and flow through the Windward Passage in the Carbean and flow
through the Unimack Pass between the North Pacific and the Bering Sea.

2 The non-rotating exchange problem

We wil consider gaps that are too broad and flow speeds that are too low to
be infuenced by hydraulc control, yet too narow to alow free flow through
them. Consider the situation in which two inftely large basins are sepa-
rated by a thin wall which contains a gap of width several times the defor-

mation radius, as in Figue 1. The basins differ in depth by an amount 5
when a barer is blockng the gap. At time t = 0, the barer is removed

and water flows through the gap. Radiating gravity waves are observed, as

depicted in Figue l(a), and afer this initial period of adjustment, a steady
state wil be reached in the form of a barotropic inviscid solution as in Figue
l(b). The flow contracts as it goes through the gap reachng a steady flux of
Q = 1.22dý2g5H, where H is the depth of the fluid and 2d is the width of
the gap, and a unform speed given by ý2g5. .
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Figue 1: Schematic diagram of non-rotating exchange between two basins

separated by a gap.

3 The rotating exchange problem

We wi consider three caes. In case 1 and cae 2, the initial geometry is
identical. In cae 1, Kelvi waves may only propagate along two wals in the
flow domai and in cae 2, they may propagate along three wals. In case 3,
the geometry is slightly modified and Kelvin waves may propagate along al
four wals in the flow.

3.1 Case 1

Here, we consider the same geometry as in §2, except that the inner basin
now contains two layers - a shalow upper layer whose density is p and an
intely deep lower layer whose denity is p + Âp where Âp / p ~ ~ 1. The

outer basin only contains one layer of density p+ Âp, as shown in Figue 2. In
this co-ordinate system, the y-axs is algned in the direction perpendicular
to the cuent and the z-axs lies in the diection of the flow. The sea level
in the iner basin is higher than that of the outer basin by H ~ and this

p
dierence is set up by the wid field. An imaginar gate intialy block the
gap that connects the two basin. When this gate is removed, Kelvin waves
now take the place of the surace gravity waves of the non-rotating cae. In

this cae, we assume that Kelvi waves can only propagate in regions 1 and

3 as shown in Figue 4. The fial adjusted flow is as shown in Figue 3( a)

and 3(b). Since the transport of light water through the gap is fite, the
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curent cross section in region 3 must also be fite so that the interfa.e must

intersect the free surace. Away from the gap, the flow is one dimensional
and in geostrophic balance.

We assume that, within the inertial boundar curent, the potential vor-
ticity is uniform and equal to f / Hi where Hi is the undisturbed depth away
from the wal. For such a curent, the velocity U and the depth D are given

by

and

U = Uwexp (~),

D = Hi (1 - :i ex (~)),

(1)

(2)

where R. is the Rossby radius of deformation = (v'~Hi) and the subscripts

w correspond to the wal.
All regions away from the gap are governed by the potential vorticity

equation a.d the geostrophic relationship given byBu f--+f=h-,By Hi (3)

and
Bh

fu = -g' By' (4)

where u -+ 0 as :z -+ 00 a.d h -+ Hi as :z -+ 00. These equations may be
integrated to yield solutions

u = A exp (y / R.) + B exp (-y / R.), (5)

and

h = Hi (1 - f~ ex(y/R.) + f~ exp(-y/R.)), (6)

where A and B are consta.ts. To determne A a.d B, we ca. use the
Bernoul equation

2. U ,
2" + 9 h = consta.t (7)

and the momentum equation integrated over the region S outlined by the
dashed line in Figue 4. Multiplication of the :z-momentum equation by h
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Figue 4: A diagram of the integration area for the momentum equation.

and integration over the region S gives

J J (hU:' + uh ~) d:d¡ - J J fuhdd¡ = -g' J J h:' d:dy. (8)

which, by defig a streaction 1/ as ~ = vh and ~ = -uh, and using

the continuity equation ca be reduced to

J J (::i,c hu:i) + ~ (huu) J d:dy - J J f ~ d:d¡ = - ~ J J ~ (h)d:d¡.
(9)

Application of Stokes' theorem to (9) gives

- f huvd: + f hu2dy - f f1/dy + ; f h2dy = O. (10)
The fist ter on the lef hand side of this equation is zero because at leat one

of the three vaables 1., v and h vashes on every portion of the boundar.
Consequently, (10) reduce to

( 'h2 )f hu2 + 9 2 - f1/ dy = O. (11)

Since the flow is geostrophic, we have

g' 8
fuh = -"2 8y(h2),

which, upon integration, becomes

(12)

g'h2
f., = 2" + 0, (13)
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where C is a constant of integration. C = 0 if we defie ., = 0 where h = O.
This leads to

+ f h'lidy = O. (14)
(Note that if there were no rotation, then in place of (14), we would have
j( hu2 + g/;2 )dy = 0.) Finaly, using the Bernoul equation and equation
(14), we can solve for the velocity u and depth h in regions one and three of
Figue 5. In region three, these solutions are

U3 = UVJ ex(y 1 ~), (15)

and

h3 = Hi ll- ~ex(y/~)l.
In region one, the solutions are

Ui = .¡ g' Hi exp(y 1 R,),

(16)

(17)

and
hi = Hi (1 - exp(y/~)). (18)

We can also find the distance 1'3 (as shown in Figure 3(b)) from the outer wal,
far downstream from the gap, at which the depth of the curent vanshes.

This distance is
- ýg'Hi lýg'Hil

1'3 - flog UIU .

The transport through the gap (and region three) is

T3 = g'H! ll- ~l 12f.

(19)

(20)

3.2 Case 2

In this case, we relax the condition of no Kelvin waves in region 2 of Figue
3. We assume that the gap width is much larger than the Rossby radius of
deformation and that the flow is semigeostrophic. Now, instead of integrating
the momentum over a control volume, we use the front progression constraint
which is vad only in the gap. From the :z-momentum equation,

du , ô hdt - fv = -g ô:z' (21)
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Figue 5: A sketch of the exerimental apparatus.

and assumng that, in the gap, :: = 0, this becomes

du _ fdy ='0dt dt ' (22)

or
ddt (u - fy) = O. (23)

The velocity and depth can be found as in case 1, using equation (23) in
place of equation (14). It is found that the transport through the gap T3 is
0.4 times that of the transport upstream Ti.

3.2.1 Laboratory and Numerical Experiments

To exame the vadity of the theory, a set of laboratory exeriments were
performed. The apparatus and :8ow pattern is ilustrated in Figue 5. The

light :8uid penetrates into the outer basin upon remova of the gate. After a
short time, a cuent is established in region 2. Kelvi waves reach region 2
by propagating along the boundar in a counterclockwise maner.

Numerical exerients were also performed and a comparson between

the analytical (straight black lines) and numerical solution for the gap prob-
lem is shown in Figue 6. .

3.3 Case 3

Now we relax the condition of zero depth in the outer basin so that the
level in the inner basin is higer than that of the outer basin by an amount
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(Hp-Hn)~' as shown in Figure 7. This difference is set up by the wind field.
Again, the gap width is much greater than the Rossby radus of deformation.
In this case, we alow Kelvin waves to propagate in al regions. The exchange
process has two modes as ilustrated in Figure 8. The fist mode corresponds
to the situation in which Hp ~ Hn and the depth of the curent nea the wal
is also greater than Hn. Under these conditions, the throughfow onginates
from the southern part of the inner basin and moves into the northern part of
the outer basin. In the second mode, Hp -: Hn, but the depth of the curent
near the wal in the inner basin is stil larger than Hn. In this case, the
throughfow onginates in the northern par of the inner basin and penetrates
into the southern part of the outer basin.
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Inter- basin Exchange Through Broad
Channels and Gaps, Part II

Lecturer: Doron Nof

Notes by: Jon Xinzhong Chen

1 The case with U turn
In the north hemiphere, when lad is to the right lookig downtrea of a cota curent, flow
into a gap wi tur ba after separating from the wal(see fìg.l,2,3). The ca of the sepaation

may be a vahig wid stres curl over the ocea interior. In order to bace the momentum ,
eddies must be generated.

In the following, fit we show that for U tur flow, the momentum is not in bace if there
is no eddy generated; then we introduce the flow-force baance equation when eddy generation is
considered; fially, we caculate the size and the generation perod. .
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Fig.!, Schematic diagram for the two cases(the flows with U tur and without U tur)
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1.1 Momentum balance without eddy generation
Suppose there is no eddy generation, then from fig.4, using continuity equation and stream function:
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... = vh (1).., = -uJ (2)
Integrate momentum equation over the region bounded by ABCDEFG, we rey get the fol-

lowing relationship:

LL hu2d1l + ß LL (LL ..d1l)d1l_= 0 (3)
where L is the combined width of the approag and retrofiecting cuent

o~. .y +- N
F ------l___L___~------- Ei ' .l I il i II h' = 0 l (P + 6p)t .0

I

I
I
1

:A

G

-
4

L

8 c
-

X

-i

FigA Schematic diagram of integrating boundar (without eddies)
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'811-' ad~ I. (p) I~ au x
IH(S) :
1

iF - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ~G
Fig.5 Schematic diagram of integrating boundary (with eddies)
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It is eay to see the above condition caot be satised becus y and Vi are always postive
along CD and the integration is done from smal to lage y. For most bounda cuts, the seond
term is much smaler than the fit term. The imposbilty of satisfyg thi condition implies that
there caot be a steay state of the kid origiy asumed becus the integate momentum
impared on the control volume caot be bace. The only way that the reroflected flow field
ca baance thi momentum flux is by somehow creating a flow in the oppote dition. However,
a light westward curent with a fite cross setion is imposble without a wa on the north side
agait which it ca lea. We shal se that the bace ca only be aceved by the generation of
anticyclonic eddies, which propagate to the lef due to ¡J.

1.2 Momentum balance with eddy generation
Asumg T is the period of the eddy generation, the integratig area is shown in fig.5, then if we inte-
grate the time-dependent x momentum eauation(multiplied by h) and continuityequation( multiplied
by u) from Oto T over S region and add them together, we sha fi the followi equation:

J.T LB (hu' + g'h' /2)dy - t iJd¥ = T laC (hu' - iJ + i'h' /2)dy (4)
where,- 7' - 7'
Vi1l = - 10 hud¡ Viz = fo hfJdt¡
;¡ is ~ed time-integrated strea fuction, which is dierent from steay strea fuction ,po
The above equation is our desired flow-force baance. Combined with time averaged continuity

equation and potential vorticity equation, thi equation wi give us a clos system.
. In an analogy to a rocket and sping sprier, the right-hand side corresonds to the flow

force exerted on the domai by the water enterig and exting on the right, the flow force is not
balanced unes eddies are shed on the lef. The term on the left-had side corresponds to the flow
force exerted by the eddies Ihovig to the left out of the domai.

1.3 The size, migration rate or the eddy
Asume migration rate of eddies is C i using the followig movig coordiate tranormation(fig.6):

=dA~=:y
dz = d£ + cdi

A

Y ~

~-----------i E
i
I
I
I
IA

Y = b2

~......_.........,
_. ~"'...' ..:; .- '. .. .. - ... - . -,.. . . i.f .", .:
, .
~.. '.:, .' ;.'. .? ".. ..-.. A

X
A

Y = - b1 AI X = a
i

: FL___________
Fig.6, Transformation coordinate system for the eddy
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Afer some mapultion, the Bow-force bace equation is reduced to the followig equation:

-cili r. hdA + ii, fl rh(,. hd)dAldA +,. 1 rh (r. hd)trdA-61 JO Y -ii Ji Jo Y Y J-L. J-61 JO Y Y (5)
= T J~~. hu2dy + .8( - .tL. .LL. ,pdydy + JOL4 f"L4 ,pdydy)

The eddy sce is about Rd./é/6 with
€ == ßRd./lo

We us exanion in €1/6, set
h = h(O) + é/6h(l) + ...

where Rd. = (g' H)l/2 /10.
fialy, we get:
The radus of the eddy is:

27/4 RIlR = (5r)I/6 è/6
(6)

The period is:

24(5r) 
1/6T = 21/4foè/8 (7)

Both numerica simulation (fig.7) and exerient(fig.8) have confed thi eddy formation mec-
anm.
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Fig.7, Numerical simulation of the generation of eddies.
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Fig.8, Experiment on the generation of eddies.

2 Island Rule
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Suppose there is an island ADEF, the paalel coat points to the north, which is our y diection
,here (fig.9), then the verticay integrated equations rea:

1-/v=-ï9'(h2)c+r/p (8)
/u = -.!g'(h2)¡r - Rv (9)

2
The continuity equation, Vz + v¡r = 0

Applying the :i component equation to boundar 1 and boundary 2 (se Fig. 9), respectively,
we get the following equations:
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_ fiT = -!g'(h~ _ h~) + (c ~ / pd = (c ~ / pd2 JD JD
1 '( 2 2 ) 1S r 1S ~

- 12T= --g hS - hA + -dz = -dz2 A PAP
(10)

(11)

t Y

--- - --- I

B r X

T if

2

F A

Fig.9, Schematic diagam of boundar in derivig island rue.

Along eastern boundares, we have :: = o. So hc = hB and hE = hp.

For "skiy" islands, hE = hD and hp = hA.
Substract (11) from (10) to get, .

T- j(r/p)dz
- (/i - 12)' (12)

where T is volume tranport across the chanel. Thi is sCKed isd rue.
Now apply thi formula to the ocea between Australa and South Amerca:
As ca be seen from fig.10, for the north boundar,!i = 0, so we have the followig two equations:

I' LC LC r0=- (h2)zdz - (-)dz,2 D D P
g'(B (Br12T", = 2 JA (h2)zdz- JA (p-)dz,

(13)

(14)

Then we get the tranport is :

T. - -1-f~"'- 12 p' (15)
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, . . r . .~

Fig.10, Schematic diagram of applying island rule to the ocea between Australa and South
America

From fig.10, it is eay to se that the right-hand side integral along the boundares wi be zero,
then we get zero tranport. Thi suggests us to add upwellg as Goldsbrough (1933) did,

Vz + vl' - w == 0 (16)
then the transport wil be:

'rnd == - ~ f ~ dl + J J wdzdy.
(17)
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Rotating channel exchange.

Experiments and numerics.

Dan Ohlsen, Letue 9.

Notes by: AnnalisaBracco

The problem of two layer. exchange flow is investigate for the nomotatig case
with or without friction or mixing as well the rotatig cas with and without
frction.

1. Nonrotating inviid Theory

A simplifed model is used to investigate the transport between two basins
connected by a channel assuming that the two-layer flow is steady, inviscid and
there is not planeta rotation.

1
. vI HI

2
h v2 .

Figu 1 Section of the chanel with two-layer flow.

The density of the light upper layer and the density of the dense lower layer are
such that:

Pi '5 P2
(1.1)

åp = Pi - Pi ~~ P

where p is the average density. The condition for the Boussinesq approximation
is satisfied and guartes that the location of the cntical section in both layers is
the same. We shall examine the response of the steady, linearzed, long-wave
interlace to smal varatons in bottom topogrphy. The interlace deviation is
denoted by 17.
The velocity pertbation thus beames:
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, vi71vi=-
Hi

(1.2)
, vi(h - 71)vi=

Hi

The liearze momentu equation along the y-axs

av iaPv-=---
ay pay

(1.3)

using (1.2) gives:

aP i v? ()71-=-Pi--ay Hi lJ
(1.4)

aPi _ v~ ()(h - 71)---Piay Hi lJ
Using the hydrstatic relation

aPi ~ aPi + gAp ()71

ay lJ ay (1.5)

and combinig it with (1.4) we have:

( vi vi J viPi -i + Pi -- - gAp 71 = hPi --Hi Hi Hi (1.6)

The crtical flow occurs at the section where:

i i i iPivi +.. vi =~+~=i=Fi (1.7)
gApHi gti Hi g Hi g Hi

F is the intedacial Froude number and g' is the grvitation acceleration reduce
in proporton to the density dierence acoss the interface.

In the simplest case Hi = Hi = H so vi = -vi = Av and the relation:
2

Fi = (!i~)i = 1
2gH (1.8)
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alows us to calculate the maxum value for the velocity /iv and the maxum
rate of flow Q

Q = If vdxdz

in the channel as

3 1/iv 1 --
Q =-HL=-¡H2g'2Lmax 2 '\2 (1.9)

where L is the lengt of the chaneL.

The application of this model of exchange flow which is probably studied the
most is the Strt of Gibrata. An outfow of dense, salty Medterrean water
formed by excess of evaporation, flows though the strt and is compensate by
the light inflowing Atlantic surace water. Naturally, there ar addtional
complications into actual region. The effect of tides is importt and the maxal
net exchange is achieved durg some pe::iod of the tida cycle.

o

Figu 2 Section of the chanel with outfow durng neap tides.

In addtion shear has to be taen into account (see section 2). It produces a 3-
dimensional mixig which has an effect on the density of the outfow.

2. Nonrotating frictional theory

The geometr to be considered is the same horizonta two-layer channel algned
in the x-direction as before without rotation, but with a strtied laminar flow,
where the shear instabilty generates Kelvin-Helmholtz short-waves and
turbulence mixing at late tie. The Reynolds number is not large, so viscosity
may tend to limit the intensity of the turulence. The Richardson number taes the~: '
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R=i

_gap
paz

(:r
(2.1)

In a strtied laminar flow, the trtionalR¡ = X is expete There is also some

evidence that in the atmosphere tuulence deays for R¡ ~.!.
5

In the ocean we expect both velocity and density profiles to have the same
interfacial thckness since the flow is tuulent
So if we define:

/ip1= (~Lx /ivIV=(:Lx

then
I:: Iv

In ths case the Richaron number beomes:
(2.2)

R. = gl /ip =~2-i (/iv)2 p 2H F2 (2.3)

The volume flux compared to the previous section is reuce by the shear

where
( I) ( R.F2)

QR=Q 1- 4H =Q I-T (2.4)

5 S(l- R¡F2)S~
6 2 10

for R¡ =0.2 to 0.3.
~)

t
'l

3. Inviscid rotating theory

A theory for inviscid rotatig hydrulc twa-layer exchange flow which is steady,

hydrostaticaly drven and geostrophic, was developed by Whtehead, Letmaa

and Knox in 197 4.In the limit of zero potential vortcity upstream (~ = -f) for

two-layer the integrted equations beome:

vi =-fx+ci
(3.1)

V2 =-fx+C2
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where ci and c2 ar integration constats and f is the Coriolis pareter. The
velocity profie across the chanel is liear and the shear is invarant with respet
tox.

a)

x h2

1 (L)*H

I H

zL

b)

1 (IR)*(O.5 V 2g'H )

v2

Figu 3 a) Crss setion of rotatig chaneL.
b ) Velocity cross section.

Using the thennal wid equation

f(V2 -Vi) = g' òh2iJ (3.2)

we obta

h - f(c2 -Ci) D2- x+
g'

(3.3)

which expresses a linear height change. Assuming I:p c:c: p the volume
contiuity equation can be applied The integrtion constat D thus beomes:

D= RCi

c2 - ci
(3.4)
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Finaly the Bernoul energy equauon for F2 = (âv )2 = 1 gives
2gtH

C2 -Ci =~2gtH (3.5)

and assuming the maxum volume trsport Q = Qma' c2 is d.terminate by

C2 = :!~2gt H
2

(3.6)

The equauon (3.3) beomes

h2 =f~2H/ gt .x+H (3.7)

and using the expression for the Rossby raus

L-~R- f
we obtan

h2=~1+~)
and (3.8)

V2 =:!~2gtH(1- 2x)2 lR
For an attched flow (LR ;: L) the volume transprt Q in the bottom layer is

L/2 1 rn 1 L2 J
Q= IV2h2~=-~2g'H. 1--2-L/2 2 3 LR (3.9)

If LR ~ L (separted flow) Q can be requi to be contious at LR = L and

2g'H2Q=--.3 f (3.10)

The inviscid rotatig hydrulc control theory applies to the strong steady outfow

of Arcuc Intennedate and Norwegian Sea Deep Water into the Atlanuc though
the Faroe Ban ChaneL.
For ths flow the internal Rossby raus of defonnauon LR is about the same size
as the channel width and the internal Rossby number approhes 1, thus the effects
of rotauon are importt.
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The theory in the approximation of a motionless upper layer alows a resonable
prection of the measurd trsport
A regional hydrographic survey reveals considerable mixg along the chanel,
resultig in downstram changes of water propertes.
Vertcal density and velocity profies in the center of the sil indicate that the
outfow and the inow mix at the pycnoclie that separtes them. The isopycnals
ar spreaded out on the shalow side and sharened on the deep side.
To explain the observations Johnson and Sanord (1992) suggest that the cross-
stream Ekman flow in the inow on the dep side at the channel wall and at the
bottom in the inow meet at the pycnoclie and then flow out into the intenor.

r.:, N

61"

a)

10" 9" 80 l 6'

b) Longitude

60

25km

o
dbar

300

Figu 4 a) The bathymetr of the Far Ban ChaneL. The strgh lie closest
to the arws gives the location of the setion profies in panel b).

b) Section profie of potential temperatu. The isothenns spread to the

norteast, probably owig mixg though shear instabilties. The
outfow velocities increases toward bottom.

There is an analogous situation in the South Atlantic though the Vema Chanel,
where Lower Circumpolar Deep Water flows norward.
The calculation of the rate of trsport thugh ths chanel frm inviscid rotatig
reuced-grvity theory overestiates the observed trsport. Signifcant frction
at the bottom and mixing at the pycnoclie is invoked to explain the observation
data
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4. Frictionally modified rotating exeriment

In precòons and experients, frcòon and rotaon together liit exchange mor
than both cases considered separtely. In the ocean exchanges are generally

overpredicted , so frcòon is needed Here an exitig and complete theory for
rotatig frcòonal two-layer exchange is adpte to a labratory experient.

The experienta appartus consists of a ta of approximatly 120 cm long, 30
em in wide and 40 em high, paròoned in the midde by a veròcal da.

o

Top Caer View A Top
t 11. -g

Camera

J1
rl

,
1\ Minr

-

I

-~ 1\

l- (oUl ta)1\- ~ t \

End Caera
View

~--End ,q .
Caera

Figu 5 Experient schemaòc. The dense outfow (solid arws) flows over the

tube bottom into the light water reservoir. The light inow (open
arows). flows thougl the upper par and enters the dense water

reservoIr.

The two reservoir ar connected by a chanel of circular seòon located at mid-
depth, and the ta is centered on a rotaòng table at a constat rate. Fluids of
diferent densiòes (diferent salty, same temperatu) ar separ by the da
at the sta of experient.
When the chanel is opened the dense outfow moves inside the lower poon of
the tube toward the light water. The infow flows in the opposite diòon inside
the upper par of the tube. Veròcal prfies of salty ar measurte thughout
the ru so that the experient could be stopped before the fluids, enterig each

reservoir, fill them to such level that flow back renterig the tube towar their
ongial reservoir.
The internal Rossby raus of defonnaòon is about the tube diameter.
The tube diameter, the Conolis pareter and the density diference between the
inflow and the outfow ar such that the Rossby number is near unity and
assuming that the exchange is subject to hydrulic contrl, the Froude number
approches unity too.
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This configurtion is intended to represent strts such as the Faroe Ban and
Vema Channel discussed before includig frction. The experient shows Ekman
layers are appended to the top and bottom of each layer of the chanel and thick
Stewarson layers to their sides. These Ekman layers drve a cross channel
seconda circulation. Ths seconda cross-chanel cirultion reduces exchange
by moving fluid that is put down at the boundaes and intedace into the interior.
The intedace in the rotating experiment has a cross-channel tilt since the
exchange is geostrphic to first order.
The flow is visualize injectig dyed water in vanous location in the inow and
in the outfow or using disodum fluorescein to reveal mixg between the fluids
with the channeL.

Outflow

b)

Inflow

Shallow
Side

Deep
Side

Interface

c)

Figu 6 End views of the channeL. The region - a) schematic, b) with dye strak,
c) of fluorescence - shows mixg at the interface and reveals the
presence of interfacial Ekman layers. The fluorescent ta extends down
from the intedace near the deep side and curls towards the shalow side
marking the bounda between the secounda cirulation.

(Figue 6b viewed frm the end opposite Figu 6a and 6c)
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a) b)

Figu 7 Lateral section of the channel with fluorescein in the outfow for the
nonrotatung (a) and rotating (b) case.

Finally the problem of a rotating frictional Hydraulic Channel Exchange is

investigated using a numerical model with a i.. dimensional code and a finite-i
difference modeL.

The goal is to calculate velocity and density in the channel in the (y, z) plane for
a 0 ap Apgz ('dr' gr )
ax == except ax = --- 1 stattc pressure ent .

The resolution of the simulation is 256*256 grd points.
The integrated equations are:

Uz + vUy + wUz - fu = - P x + v( uyy + uzz)
Po

- Py ,J )
Vz +vvy +wvz +fu---+ V\vyy +vzz

Po
(4.1)

P z ,J ) Ap
Wz +vwy +wwz =--+ V\wyy +wzz -g-Po P

Vy+wz=O

APt + v Apy + w Apz = k( Apyy + Apzz )

where v and k are diffusive coefficients.

The cross-channel velocities shows clearly the separation of an Ekman layer at the
interface and solid boundar Ekman layers at the top and the bottom of the
channeL.
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Figur 8 Cross-chanel velocities for numencal simulations (256*256 grd
points)

Two sets of experients and simulations are done varng g' with a fix Coriolis
parameter and varg f with fix g'.
It is possible evalue the rate Q/Qmax for diferent initial conditions.
Both experiment and simulations show that a realistic evaluation of the rate of the
hydraulic exchange in a basin have to tae into account frction and rotation. The

secounda circulation reduces the exchange by injecting water with retarded
velocities out from the bounda into the interior.
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Bounding Rotating Hydraulic Flows

Peter Kilworth

Notes by: Chris Hills f3 Jeff Parsons

The fluid flow across a sil is a very frequently occuring natural phenomenon. Within a
single ocean there may be several hundred topographical sils. The flow of fluid (e.g. sea
water) across one of these sils is a well studied problem and can be treated in a variety
of ways. A frequent assumption used to simplify these approaches is that of zero (or
constant) potential vorticity. However, this has the in-built assumption that Vx '" I or, in
other words .óv "" LI where v, I are the usual velocity and angular velocity and L is some
length scale. We shall consider the flows over sils in a far more general context allowing us
to deal more realistically with the speeds involved in oceanographic flows and demonstrate
that we may construct bounds for these flows and that the bounds are attained. It is
fundamental that the bounds we create and the flows which attain them are hydraulically
controlled!
To begin with we shall consider the maximum bound for the flow over a sill as a function
of the upstream energy, E. Our geometry is as shown in figure 1, where d(x, y) is the
height of the sil, h( x, y) the depth of fluid, u and v the cross- and down-stream velocities
associated with the directions x and y.

y ~~, h(x,y)~~)
Figure 1.

We take all quantities to vary slowly along the sil and use the assumptions of semi-

geostrophy,
v ~u, B/Bx ~ B/By, ua/ax '" vB/By. (1 )

Using (1), the equations of motion become,

- Iv = -g'(h + d)x,

uVx + vVy + Iu = -g'(h + d)y, (2)

where g' is the relative gravity for our 1 ~-layer modeL. From these equations we see that
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we may define the standard 'stream function' 'l, and potential function ø so that,

uh = -'ly, vh = 'lx,

ø = h + d. (3)

The first integral gives a familiar energy equation,

!v2 + g'ø = B('l), (4)

and potential vorticity,
= f + Vx = B'("') ? o.q h .'1 - (5)

To obtain our upper bound we use the fact that the energy is usually a designate of the
flow - if we continually increase the energy the flow increases unboundedly. Therefore we
define,

E = maxx tg'(h= + d=) + !v~Ì ' (6)

where the subscript 00 indicates far upstream and the maximum is taken over the cross-
stream direction. Then we find that B is bounded by the equation,

g'dmin :: B( 'l) :: E, (7)

so that

dmin :: ø :: E / g', (8)
where the subscript min indicates the minimum over the cross-stream width.
We now proceed to bound the flux :F over a fixed cross-section (see figure 2). The fluid
flux across a downstream position y is given by,

(Xl g' ¡Xl g' r (Xl 1.:F = Jxo hvdx = -I Jxo (Ø - d)Øxdx = -I l! (øi - ø~) - Jxo dØxdx f' (9)

phi v~o

Xo ld
I Xl

Figure 2.
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An upper bound on this flux is found in the following manner. We alter the flow and
contour in three stages: a) excise backflow at the ends, b) extend the flow to the left,
and c) excise any internal maxima. By this procedure the flux is increased at each stage
without changing the upstream conditions.

a) excise backflow at the ends

We move the points XQ, Xl so that on the neighbouring height surface lP (= h + d), lPx )- O.
This trivially makes v )- 0 and therefore increases the flux to F' )- F.

phi v~O

h

II I
~I
I

IxlI Xo ld
Figure 3.

b) extend the flow to the left

phi v::O

h I

I

I

I xidrnin Id

Figure 4.

We have included an additional positive flux - F" )- F'.

c) excise internal maxima

We remove the maxima of the function lP in the manner shown in figure 5.
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v:; v.cO

Figure 5.
Modifying cP in this manner gives,

g' cPb = B( 7/b),

!v~ + g'cPa = B(7/a), (cPb = cPa),

B(7/a) - B(7/b) = !v~ ). 0,
B' (7/) ~ 0 =? 7/a - 7/b ). 0,

F'" ). F" . (10)

Thus, by construction we have found that F may be bounded by,
,

F:: ~ f! (cPi - cP~) - dmin (cPi - cPo)) ,

g'

= f (cPi - cPO) f ! (cPi + cPO) - dmin) .
(11)

We now maxi mise F with respect to cPi' Taking the partial derivative with respect to cPi
we find the maximum occurs when cPi = £1 g' and that,

,

F ~ ;j (£Ig' - dmin)2 . (12)

Taking the approximation of £ '" g' (hoo + doo) (i. e. the kinetic energy far upstream is
negligible) we have,

g'h2F ~ 2/' (13)
, where hu is the difference between the maximum upstream surface height and the lowest
point on the sill. This flux is known to be attainable in channel flow,
We now wish to investigate bounding flows for particular geometries. First we non-i I i
dimensionalise using £z,j,g': i.e. v '" £"2,x&y '" £zlj,h,d&cP '" £lg',7/ '" £2/g'j.

We have the following relations,

v = lPx, !v2 + cP = B(7/), (1 + vx)/h = B'(7/), (14)
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giving,
4ixx = -1 + ç, where ç = hq ~ O. (-relative vorticity) (15)

To maximisethe flux we again follow three distinct stages: a) remove left-hand backflow,
b) remove right-hand backflow, and c) excise intermediate backflow. These processes are
summarised in figure 6.

~rc /T
v: i v~

i

IC9 I~ i v)o/
r -~ - -'-

v:O I v-:O

Figure 6.
We increase the flux at each stage in a similar manner to that described above, e.g. case
C involves replacement of the existing flow with a combination of resting fluid and zero
potential vorticity fluid (see Kilworth (lD.
Assume now that our bottom topography is such that ad/ax .( 0 for x .( Xmin and

ad/ax? 0 for x? Xmin and consider ç = ç(x) as a function of h(x) and il(x). We define

II(x) = rXa (d - d1efi)dx.
JXb

(16)

Then for case A, II(xa) = 0 and II(xa) .( 0 in case B; in general we may take II(xa) ~ O.

Note that Xa is determined by maximising F for a given ç. We shall now take case A.
Then,

4i=I,4ix=O at Xa,
4ixx = -1 + ç,

4ix = -(x - xa) + r¡, == 4i = 1 - l(x - xa? + (, (17)==

, where

r¡ = rx ç(x')dx' ~ 0,
JXa

(= ¡x ¡x' ç(x")dx".
J Xa J Xa

(18)

Now consider perturbing Xa by a small amount, 8 to Xa + 8. then we have,

F = rXa ilxdx = rXa 4ix( 4i - d)dx,
J Xb J Xb

84ixx = 0 == 84ix = constant, (19)so
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where 8k indicates the perturbation in a function k. We may now express the change in
flux as follows,

8:F = 8 ti~a øx(ø - d)dx J '

= fXa i8øx(ø-d)+øx8øJdx,
lXb

¡xa
= ¡ø8øJ~: - 8øx ddx,

Xb

¡xa
= -db8øb - 8øx ddx,

Xb
(19)

using that the upper end remains unchanged. But we also have, using the definition of xa,

¡xa
8Øb = - 8øxdx,

Xb

¡xa
and 0 = 8øx (d - db)dx == II(xa) = O.

Xb
(20)

We have now determined xa, and further consider E, -+ E, + 8E,. This gives,

8øxx = 8f" 8ø = 8øx = 0 at x = xa,

18,pJ:; = 8 tt øx(ø - d)dx f'

= ti~a (8øx(ø - d) + øxbø)dx J'

= ¡ø8øJ~: - ta d8øxdx,
lXb

= -Øb8Øb - fXa d8øxdx.
lXb

. (21)

But,

Øb = db, fXaand 8Øb = lXb bøxdx, (22)

So we have,

¡87,J~: = ta (db - d)bøxdx,
lXb

Lxa ixa= - IIx8øxdx = - ¡II8øxJ~: + IIbøxxdx.Xb Xb (23)
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The resulting change in flux is therefore found to be,

8F = rXa II(x')8Ç'(x')dx'.
JXb

(~4)

However, II(xa) :: 0 and II is increasing to Xa, thus II(x') oe O. This implies that the
maximum flux occurs when Ç' = 0; i.e. at zero potential vorticity with possible areas of
resting fluid (as in the excision treatment above).
Thus we have found the vorticity distribution which gives the maximum flux, F. To com-

, pute this however is extremely diffcult, except in the case of straightforward topography
(e.g. parabolic or 'V'-shaped). The solutions for these cases do include areas of resting
fluid on the right looking downstream. However, there are many complications and exten-
sions which may be added to this theory, including mixing for non-ideal fluids, barotropic
modes, non-slowly varying sils, non-steady flows and hydraulic jumps across the sils.
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Eddy-shedding from a boundary current around a
cape over a sloping bottom

By CLAUDIA CENEDESE

University of Cambridge

1. Introduction
In the last 10 years several sureys in the Canary Basin of the eastern Atlantic. have shown the

presence of Mediterranean water in lens-shaped vortces called "Meddies", These eddies were

observed to form primarly near Cape St. Vincent (Bower et al., 1995) and to rotated anticyclonically
(Ari & Zenk, 1984; Pingree & Le Can ,1993). The continuous Mediterranean outfow though the
Strait of Gibralta develops into a coastal curent along the coast of Spain and Portgal and provides
the water found within the Meddies, The mechanism by which ths continuous outfow breaks into
discrete coherent vortices is not clear.

Meddies are characterised by their high salinity and temperatue relative to the surounding water
and have a radius of approximately 50 la, a vertical extent of about 1 km and a core depth in the

range 1100-1200 m. The azimuthal velocity of these lenses is approximately 0.2 m s-I at radii between
30 and 45 la. Their main direction of propagation is generally southward and they are observed to be

long lived strctues (Ari et al., 1988). Two dimensionless parameters, the Rossby number

Ro = f and the Burger number B = 12 R2 are importt for ths kind of flow, A low Rossby numberf g~
suggests that the flow is in quai-geostrophic balance, whereas a Burger number of order of unity
indicates that the buoyancy forces and the Coriolis forces are in balance (the honzonta scale of the
motion is of the same order of magntude as the Rossby radius of deformation). For the Meddies
descnbed before ~ iO-2 and B-;2.

The evolution and translation of eddies on a sloping bottom or a ß-plane is a problem of particular
importce because of its relevance to the transport of propertes and energy within the ocean, The
completely barotropic problem of an isolated eddy on the ß-plane was pedormed by Stem (1975) who
showed how equilibrium requires a coupled cyclone-anticyclone system called a "modon", A model of

. cold eddies migrating on a sloping bottom was given by Nor (1983), the eddy was predicted to travel
,

to the west with a characteristic velocity given by U d = ~s where g' is the reduced gravity given by

g'= g(¡-Pi)lpi, s is the slope of the bottom and! is the Coriolis parameter. Water in the lens

circulated anticyclonically and the deep upper layer was motionless. Later expenmental and
theoretical studies by Mory (1985), Mory et aL. (1987) and Whtehead et al. (1990) and Linden (1991)
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indicated that similar eddies can be produced on a sloping bottom in laboratory experiments but that
the eddies were quaitatively different from the Nof solution. The eddies produced in the laboratory
always presented an active upper layer characterised by a strong cyclonic circulation. A more general
expression for the westward drft was given by Cushman-Roisin et aL. (1990) and all the previous
results can be expressed as a-ymptotic limits to ths single solution.

In a recent theoretical study Pichevin & Nof (1996) showed how the flow-force associated with any
steady curent that cures around a cape canot be balanced without generating and shedding eddies.

In this paper we discuss laboratory experiments which elucidate the mechanism of formation and
westward drft of anticyclonic baroclinic vortices from a buoyant surace curent flowing along a side
bounda and around a cape. The buoyant vortices are infuenced by a sloping bottom though an
active lower layer and vortex stretching, The lower layer in tu infuences the upper layer vortex
through advecion of vortcity, leading to motion the upper layer eddy along the depth contours. The
motion along the bottom slope is related to westward motion on a planeta ß-plane.

The experimental apparatu is described in §2 and the eddy shedding and drft mechanism is
discussed in §3 and §4 respectively. Qualitative results are presented in §5 and quatitative results are

given in §6. The conclusions of the work are discussed in §7,

2. The experiments
A sketch of the apparatus is shown in figue i. The experiments were conducted in a trsparent

glass squae ta of depth 60 cm with a squae base measurng 61 cm. This was mounted on a 1m

diameter, rotating tutable with a vertcal axis of rotation, the ta being centred on the vertical

rotation axs, A sloping bottom simulated the ß-effect for the ambient fluid. The ta was filled with
salty water of density P2. When viewed as modelling a planeta P.plane the shallowest part of the
eI?vironment corresponds to the "nortern" shore of the topogrphic P.plane. East is to the right

looking onshore, west is to the left, and south is the deepest end. A vertcal sheet of perspex 20 cm
long and i cm wide was placed perpendicular to the eastern wall of the ta in order to model the

effect of a "cape", The depth of the salty water at the cape, ho. vared between 14.0 and 24? cm. A
reservoir R¡ of fresh dyed water of density p¡'Pi was connected to a nozzle via a peristaltic pump and
a plastic tube. The nozzle was covered by a piece of sponge. Ths source was located against the
eastern wall of the ta, a few milimetres under the free surace and 14 cm from the cape. The outlet

was directed up the slope so that the tubulent jet of buoyant water would reach the cape and there
develop into a buoyancy-drven curent along the cape. The jet was forced by a constant flow rate Q =
8.68 cm3s-1. Mixing between the source and the surounding waters occured along the intedace of the
two layers. However, the mixing was confined between the jet and the cape. The buoyancy forces are
described by the parameter g'= g(¡-p;lp¡, where g is the gravitational acceleration. In the
experiment g' was fixed at approximately 0.60 cm S-2. Ths value was determined by sampling the
water in the curent downtream of a region near the source where a significant amount of mixing
occured. The .conolis parameter f was vared from 0.224 S-l to 1.366 S-l and the slope, s, of the
bottom had three different values: s=0.26, 0.38, 0.50, 0.62, 0.76. The dimensionless Rossby number of
the vortices, defined as the absolute value of the ratio of the relative vorticity and the Coriolis
parameter, ranged from 0.4 to 0.9, The Rossby radius of deformation R = (g'hJo.s i-I based on the

vortex depth, varied from 1.2 em to 10.4 cm,
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Figure 1. A sketch of the experienta apparatu. a) Top view, b) side view. The arows denote the flow
diecton.
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A video camera was mounted above the ta and fixed to the tutable so that velocity
measurements were obtained in the rotating frame. The curent was made visible by having the source
water dyed by food colourng and by adding buoyant paper pellets on the sUDace. The lower layer
flow was seen by injecting dyed tracer with a syrnge positioned in the southeat side of the cape, A
measure of the upper layer depth is given by the reduction in intensity of light transmitted though the
dyed upper layer from the white base. The velocities were measured by tracking the paper pellets. The
motion of dye was also observed from the side.

3. Eddy shedding mechanism
In order to understand the mechanism involved in the detachment of an eddy from the current and

its consequent shedding we calculated the timescales of the formation of an eddy from a buoyant
current flowing around a cape and compared it with a timescale for the drft of the eddy.

The formation timescale If is defined as the time for the volume V of the eddy to be filled by
buoyant fluid flowing at a flowrate Q. The eddy is considered to be a paraboloid and hence its volume
can be expressed as

_D2h _ 7r'hv2
V = /U' y '.ö

2 - 212 '
(1)

c;
where the radius of the vortex is equal to the Rossby radius of deformation R = v g fly and hv is the. f
maxmum depth of the vortex. In order to calculate the time for filling the volume V two
approximations are introduced. First, the maxmum depth of the vortex is considered to be equa to the

maxmum depth of the curent. Second, the maxmum curent depth at the wall is calculated assuming
that the current is in geostophic balance. The first approximation will be experimentally verified
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later, Indicating with the subscript c and v quatities related to the curent and to the upper layer
vortex respectively, the geostrophic balance for the curent gives

Q = IX vh dx' =ix g' h h dx ~ g'h; .

o c 0 f ex c 21
(2)

Consequently,

h, ~ h. = p.f .

g'
(3)

Using (1) and (2) the formation time is then given by

V 7rIf =-~-Q f (4)

The timescale for the westward drft of the eddy over a lengt equal to the radius of the vortex is
calculated assuming that the westward drft velocity Ud scales with the long Rossby 'wave speed and

,

therefore is given by Ud = g S , (Nof, 1983). Hencef
td =-R=1. !E.

Ud S V? (5)

In order to have a vortex forming at the cape, and then detaching from it as a result of a westward
drft, the timescale for the formation of the vortex and the timescale for the westward drft have to be
of the same order of magnitude ( t f == t d ) so that, using (4) and (5) we can find

hv-= 1l.
R

(6)

More generally we define s' = hv , the slope associated with the interface displacement generated by
R

the vortex, which can also be expressed as a fuction of the varables using (3) and the usual

expression for the Rossby radius R:

S' = (2Q Y/4 15í4g,3/4 (7)

Equation (6), from this simple scale analysis, shows that in order to have formation and westward
drift of the eddy the slope of the topography must be of the same order of magnitude as the slope of
the vortex interface displacement.

Two other possible situtions can occur when tf is bigger or smaller than td so that
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s'
t J ~ td ~ S~-,

7r
(8)

s'
t J ). td ~ S).-,

7r

In the first case the formation process is faster than the drft process. Consequently, the eddy grows to
its final volume V and then drfts westward. In the second case the time for the formation of the vortex
is longer than the time necessar for its drft, so that some fluid from the vortex can drft westward
before the formation process of the vortex is completed, Therefore the vortex taes even longer to
reach its final volume V and can not drft suffciently rapidly as a coherent strcture but instead
remains attched to the cape.

4. Mechanism for westward drift

~

a)

Figure 2. Schematc diagam of the eddy over a sloping bottom.

b)

Consider a buoyant vortex at the free sUDace of a homogeneous layer having a sloping bottom
topography as sketched on figue 2 where in polar coordinates the depth of the ambient fluid
underneath the vortex is h = ho - sR sin e - hv' A first approximation of the resulting flow can be
obtaned by neglecting the effect of friction at the density intedace, the free sUDace and the tank
bottom. The inviscid flow, both inside and outside the vortex, is governed by the pnnciple of
conservation of potential vorticity, Assuming hydrostatic balance the cyc1ostrophic equations are

ou v ou v2 i op , ohu-+----- jv=---=-g-,or r ae r p or or
ôv v ôv vu 1 op g' ohu-+--+-+ ju=---=---,or r æ r rp æ r æ

(9)

and the continuity equation is

o(ruh) + o(vh) = 0or æ ' (10)

where u and v are the radial and azimuthal velocities respectively.
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4.1 Lower layer vortex

The upper layer vortex formation squashes the fluid colum underneath so that, in order to conserve
potential vorticity, the fluid in the column will start rotating clockwse in an anticyclonic motion.
Consider a circular vortex with azimuthal velocity Vl and same radius R as the vortex in the upper
layer (figue 2), In the absence of a zonal drft and assuming the radial velocity to be negligible the
continuity equation becomes

a(v2h) = 0

Be '
and applying this to the nort (N) and south (S) sides of the eddy yields

(1 I)

V2NhN = v2shs, (12)

where

hN = ho - sR - hvN'

hs = ho + sR - hvs'
(13)

Since the same fluid circulates around the eddy without loss of mass and hN *" hs we conclude that

V2N *" v2S' The Coriolis forces associated with these two velocities will no longer balance each other

and, assuming the vortex shape is unchanged, a westward zonal drft U1d is required in order to reach
an equilibrium, The vortex will initially move southward for an inertallengtscale proportional to the
velocity difference. Ths motion will induce a Coriolis force westward. Consequently, the vortex will
be deflected westward until the Coriolis force associated with the westward drft velocity balances the
net Coriolis force associated with the difference between VlN and V1S. This transient regime taes place
for a timescale of the order of one inertial period. After reaching a steady balance the Coriolis forces
in the nort and south side must equilibrate

f(V2N - Uu)= f(v2S + U2d), (14)
that gives

V2N = v2S + 2U2d. (15)

Substituting (15) into (12) yields

(V2S + 2Uid)J2N = v2shs , (16)

U - V2N(2sR + hvN - hvS)2d - ( )
2 ho - sR - hvN

(17)

4.2. Lower and upper layer interaction

We will assume that the lower layer vortex interacts with the upper layer vortex through advecion of
vorticity (Gnffths & Hopfinger, 1986). The lower layer vortex drfts westward as discussed in §4.l
and its vorticity field induces the drft of the upper layer vortex at the same speed Uir U1d. Any small
depare of the upper layer vortex from a confguation concentrc with the lower layer motions will
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be removed through advection by the lower layer velocity field. Ths process is similar to the
"axisymmetrzation" of vortices in a fluid of unform depth and subjected to a uniform f, but in the
present case the vortex an a slope will not be circular.

In order to èalculate the westward velocity Uid we will use conservation of potential vorticity in
both layers. In the top layer"we assume that the eddy is generated by an infow from the coastal curent
having zero potential vorticity and, cQnsequently, the vorticity is given by Çv = -f. In the lower layer

f f + Ç2
ho - sr sin 8 ho - sr sin 8 - hy

(18)

and the relative vorticity becomes

Ç2 == - fh.. (i + sr ~in 8 _ hy).ho 110 110 (19)

Assuming s....l and hv":":l (19) yields

r = _ fhv~2 .
ho

If we consider that the vortices in the lower and upper layer have approximately the same radius then
the ratio of the two vorticities gives a scale of the ratio of the azmuthal velocity in the two layers. The
ratio of the two velocities is then given by

Ç2 V2 hv (-~-=- 21)
Çv v v 110

(20)

Integration of the vorticity in the upper layer leads to the azimuthal velocity v v = _.! jR and using
2

(21) and (17) the westward velocity drft is given by

U =.! g's (hv)2. (22)2d 2 f ho

This result is similar to the westward drft introduced in §3 (Nof,1983), but is multiplied by ~ and by
the square of the ratio between the upper and lower layer depths.

The drft velocity (22) depends on the sign of the vorticity in the lower layer. For an anticyclonic
vortex the drft speed is directed westward as discUssed'in §4.1, whereas for a cyclonic vortex the drft
speed is directed eastward. This is in contradiction with the laboratory observations of a westward
drft. A different explanation is required for this behaviour,

4.3. Drift due to induced vorticity

A vortex on a slope will advect fluid columns both upslope and downslope regardless of the sign of
the vorticity and regardless of whether or not the vortex is dnftng, Conservation of potential vorticity
dictates that the columns advected upslope and downslope acquire anticyclonic and cyclonic relative
vorticity, respectively. The vorticity ç of these columns is given by
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?' = :¡ sRI~ h'o
(23)

These regions of positive and negative vorticity form a dipolar contrbution to the velocity field which
can then induce motion "westward" along the slope. Writing the azimuthal velocity associated with

the induced vorticity as v: we have v' = ! ÇR. The westward drft of the vortex due to the induced
. 2

dipolar vorticity component is given by

U - 2 ,_ g'S(h.,)2d-V---.
I ho

(24)

The two different drft mechansms discussed above can be added together to give a total westward
speed for an anticyclonic vortex:

, ( ()2J
u g s h." 1 h."2dTOTAL = -- ho +"2 ho ' (25)

and for a cyclonic vortex equal to

, ( ()2J
u _ gs hv 1 hv2dTOTAL - -- ho -"2 ho . (26)

Bjerknes & Holmboe (1944), Rossby (1948) and Cushman-Roisin et aL. (1990) gave similar arguents
to find the westward drft for an eddy on a slope.

5~ Qualitative results

In our experiments the buoyant curent generated by the jet on the eastern wall propagated upslope
(northward) until it encountered the cape. It rounded the cape and tued eastward afer separating
from the corner and reattching to the cape some distace from the tip. Providing the curent had a
large enough volume flux, an anticyclonic vortex grew where the curent separated and, under some
conditions, it eventully detached from the cape and drfted westward. Some experiments cared out
with a different ty of source providing less volume flux than the jet source, and some experiments

with lower flowrate showed that the formation mechasm of the eddies was inhibited and the curent
reattached at the cape without forming a region of closed streamlines at the cape,

We first vared only the slope s and the Coriolis parameter I in order to observe eddy shedding as
discussed in §2. The infuence of lower layer depth and of bottom topography was investigated for
some of these experiments. A different orientation of the cape relative to the direction of bottom slope
was investigated in order to simulate different geographical situtions.

5.1. Eddy-shedding

Expriments were carred out with different slopes and for each of those we vared the Coriolis
parameter in order to investigate different values of the dimensionless parameter s ~ 7r (7) as showed in
figue 3, The lower layer depth was kept constat and approximately equal to 15 cm. For s~. s~'7rthe
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curent separated and formed an anticyclonic vortex that staed slowly growing at the cape. Some of
the fluid within the vortex leaked out and drfted westward along an isobath; consequently, the

formation time of the vortex was very long and no shedding was observed at the early stage of the
flow, When the value of the slope was 0.75 the eddy was observed to detach after a timescale much
longer than for the regime characterised by sss ? 7r The detachment also involved the destrction of the
anticyclonic eddy due to baroclinic or shear instabilities growing at the front of the eddy, For all other
values of the slope the vortex did not detach or breakp and remained approximately at its initial

position at the cape. For sss'l1lthe curent flowing around the cape formed an eddy afer it separated
from the wall. Before the curent reattched to the cape the flow streamlines were observed to pass

, though a bifucation point. After this point the streamlines in the outer edge of the curent reattched

1.4
0 shedding eddy

. NON shedding eddy
1.2 . transition

1.0

0.8 . . . 0 0

0 0 0
0,6

. 0 0 0

0.4 . 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0.2

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

s'/pi

Figure 3. Regie diag ilustrtig the eddy-sheddig region for s~ '/;r No eddy-sheddig was observed for

s? s'/;r The squaes indicate experents were the eddy-shedding occured afer tie scales much longer than in
the region where s~ '/;r

to the cape, strongly influenced by depth contours, while the streamlines in the inner par of the

curent closed on themselves at the end of the cape. The closed streamlines indicated the presence of
the anticyclonic vortex (figue 4 a)), and this grew in size due to the continuous inflow from the
curent. Afer this transient regime the bifucation point moved westward along the cape until it
reached the tip of the cape. The vortex then separated from the curent and from the cape (figue 4
b),c),e)). The curent streamlines then re-established their previous path around the cape, separated
and reattched downstream, stang the whole process again and leading to the production of a new
vortex (figue 4 c),d),e)), Afer each eddy detached from the curent it drfted westward approximately
following isobath contours. The vortex generally lost its axsymmertic shape and coherency and could
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a)

b)
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c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4. Formation (a) and westward drift (b,c.d.e) of anticyclonic baroclinic vortices from a buoyant surtàce
current flowing along a side boundar and around a cape (t=O.963 S.I, s'O.62, hI) =14.8 em). The anticyclone
\vas unstable (e) and formed two spiral anS as a result of the generation of cyclonic vorticity in the lower layer
by baroclinic instability. The lower layer flow was seen by injecting dyed tracer in the southeast side of the cape.
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be destroyed before reaching the western wall of the ta as a result of two different kinds of

processes (which will be discussed in §5.5).

5.2. The influence of depth

The depth of the lower layer plays two importnt roles in the shedding process. First it determines the
relative squashing of the lower layer fluid colum underneath the anticyclonic upper layer eddy.
Consequently, it deteImines the magnitude of the relative vorticity in the lower layer. Second, the

topographic ß-ffect depends on the lower layer depth through the relation ß = sf . In this section we
ho

will discuss only the infuence of ho on the eddy shedding mechansm under the assumption that the ß-
effect associated with the bottom slope remains unchanged. Sets of two experiments were cared out
with the same value of the Conolis parameter but varing the lower layer depth and the slope to give

ß_sAf _sBf----,
hOA hOB

where the subscripts A and B label the two different experients with ho =15 cm and ho=25cm
respectively. The value of the dimensionless parameter s17rdepends only onffor a given flowrate and
reduced gravity, and for both experiments s 11rwas chosen to be smaller than s in order to observe the
shedding of eddies. The flow strctue of experiment A has already been discussed in §5. i, Durng
experiment B the vortex formed at the cape but it did not detach and had a similar appearance as the
flow case presented in §5.1 for s~ s11' In the two experiments the westward drft was forced by the
same topographic ß-effect. Therefore the different behaviour observed was caused by the increase of
the lower layer depth and the relative decrease of the lower layer colum squashing.

(27)

5.3. The influenæ of topography
Within the context of the homogeneous (one-layer) model there is a dynamical equivalence between
the varation of the Coriolis parameter with latitude, the P.effect, and varation of depth in the
presence of constantf(for small bottom slopes and geostrophic flow), Hence ßplays the same role in

potential vorticity dynamics as Is, The relative magntudes of the relative vorticity gradient and the
hQ

planetary vortcity gradient are measured by the parameter J!, where U and L are characteristic
ßL2

velocity and lengt scale, respectively.

In order to investigate the importance of the planeta ß-effect on the formation and drft of eddies
in the ocean we pedormed some experiments with values of the slope tht reproduced in the
laboratory a flow dynamically equivalent to a flow influenced by the planeta varation of the

CoriolIs parameter. To calculate the value of the slope we assumed that the ratio of the relative
vorticity gradient and the planeta vortcity gradient is the same in both the laboratory experiments
and the oceans:

Ii -
:1

t
j\

Uu

ßUBR2

U ocean2 '
ß planLocean

(28)
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where ßL4 = sf. Meddies have been observed (Ani & Zenk, 1984) driftng at a velocity Uocen=5 cm
ho

s-I and have a radius of approximately 50 km. Considering ßp/an = 1.57.1O-13cm-ls-1 (corresponding

to latitude 450 and a planetar radius of 6370 Ia), U2d =0. 174 cm S-1, R=12 cm,f=1.366 S-1 and ho=15
cm the value of the slope from (28) is given by s=.05. We carred out two experiments with s=0.05
and s=.l 0 and compared them with the corresponding experiments with the sae value off and a

larger value of the slope. For both values of the slope a vortex was observed forming at the cape by the
usual mechansm. However, it did not detach, nor drft from the cape, and behaved in a similar way to
the case presented in §5.1 for s.: s 'hi.

5.4 The influence of the "cape" position

Experiments were perfonned with different orientations of the cape relative to the direction of bottom
slope in order to obtain a more complete view of possible scenaros along real coastlines. We first
positioned the cape perpendicular to the western wall of the tank with a buoyant coasta curent
encountering the cape from the nort. Afer encountering the cape the curent flowed around it and

then tued westward separating from the corner and reattching itself to the cape. An anticyclonic
vortex formed at the cape in the same way as in the previous experiments and it was observed to

remain in its initial position for s': s '/¡i. For s¿ s '/¡i the eddy migrated westward and merged with the
curent flowing around the cape and along the western walL. No eddies were observed to cross the ta

in the .westward direction. Nor did eddies shed when the cape was positioned ortogonal to the
southern wall. In this geometr some fluid from the curent leaked westward just before going around
the cape. Consequently the vortex did not form completely or shed from the cape.

In other experiments the cape was oriented perpendicular to the nortern wall with a curent

flowing westward. This geometr, where the cape was perpndicular to the isobaths, was an attempt to
sÌmulate a peninsula on a shelf with a strong off-shore slope. The resulting flow showed similar
behaviour to those described in §5.1 with the eddies migrting westward along isobaths for values of
s¿ s '/¡i. It appears that the results for the geometr with the cape positioned perpendicular to the
eastern wall apply to this case as welL.

5.5 Instability proæsses

Instability was observed to influence the fonnation and drft of eddies as weIl as the flow of the
boundary curent along the side bounda and around the cape. These instabilities are expected to
range from those that were almost purely baroclinic and drven by the release of potential energy, to
those that are almost purely barotropic and which drew on the kinetic energy in the basic shear flow.
However, the appearance of the amplified disturbances is expected to be very similar for both tyes of
instability and therefore it was diffcult to determine which one was occurng or dominant. As
observed by Griffths and Linden (1981), these instabilities led both vortex splittg and rapid radial
spreading of the water of the upper layer eddy, At an early stage of the instability cyclonic rings, or
"spiral ars", of buoyant fluid were produced, indicating the presence of cyclonic vortices in the

lower layer.

Experiments showed that anticyclonic eddies were destroyed by instailities as a result of two
different processes. In one case the boundary curent was observed to become unstable along the
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southern side of the cape, with backward breakng wave crests. The buoyant fluid staed meandering
and anticyclonic vorticity was generated to conserve potential energy. As a consequence of the
meandering of the upper layer curent, the lower layer water in the wave troughs was stretched and
acquired cyclonic vorticity. The cyclonic motion trapped some of the buoyant fluid and formed visible
cyclonic ars that give the appearance of backward breakng waves. When each of these cyclonic

vortices reached the tip of the cape they interacted with the anticyclonic vortex generated at the tip by
the curent. The two different strctues began moving westward as a dipole in which the anticyclonic
initially had the greater intensity, Thus the anticyclone advected the cyclone slightly southward to
deeper water so that the lower layer cyclone was stretched, fuer increasing its intensity. Eventually
the intensity of the cyclone overcame the anticyclone intensity and it entraied fluid from the

anticyclone, elongating and destroying it.

Another process occured when we could not observe any instability of the curent. In these cases
the anticyclonic vortex drfted westward without any obvious lower layer cyclonic vorticity generated
by the curent. However, the anticyclone was unstable and formed two spiral ars as a result of the
generation of cyclonic vorticity in the lower layer by baroclinic instability (figue 4 d),e)). One of the
cyclonic vortices was advected southward by the anticylone and increased its intensity until it became
strong enough to tear the anticyclone apar as in the other cases.

6. Quantitative results
The width of the boundar curent flowing around the cape was equal to one to two times the

Rossby radius of deformation. The separation and reattchment of the curent from the cape generated

a vortex with a radius two or thee time bigger than the Rossby radius of deformation. The westward
drft speed was measured for the experiments in which S2 S 'hi and in figue 5 it is plotted against the
predicted drft speed (25) calculated in §4.3, It was observed that for s= s 17Zthe drft velocity was of
the same order of magnitude as the theoretical drft speed U2d while for S? s 17Zthe measured velocity

is bigger than U2d. The higher speed can be explained considenng that for S? s 17Z the vortces form
faster than the time necessar to move westward, Consequently two anticyclonic vortces sta strongly
interacting at the cape before they sta drfting. Suppose the two vortex centres lie on the same
isobath and that their contours touch each other. The anticyclone on the right will advect the vortex on
the left with a northward velocity, moving it slightly upslope. The lower layer colums will then be
squashed even more and will increase their azmuthal velocity in accordace with the conservation of
potential vorticity. Equation (17) shows how an increase of the azmuthal velocity V2N gives an
increase of the westward velocity U2d. Similarly v 'will increase and intensify the westward drft of the
main vortex. "Fhis simple explanation can justify the increase in speed observed in the experiments for
S? s1¡i

Figue 6 shows the measured drft velocity normalised by the theoretical velocity U2d and plotted
against the ratio s ?(s1i of the eddy intedace slope and the bottom slope. The ratio s ?(s1i gives an
indication of the interaction occurng between two anticyclonic vortces at the cape. A ratio equal i
corresponds to weak interaction; the interaction between the vortices is stronger for larger values of
s ?(s1i.
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Figue 5. The westward drft speed measured for the experents in which s¿ s'/;r and plotted against the
predcted drft speed (25) calculated in §4.3.
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Figue 6. Measured drft velocity normalised by the theoretical velocity U2d plotted agaist the ratio s '/(s;r of the
eddy intedace slope and the bottom slope.
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7. Discussion and conclusion
Laboratory experiments were pedormed to investigate a buoyant curent flowing along a side

bounda and around a cape over a sloping bottom. They showed how a vortex can be generated from
the curent where it separates and reattches to the cape and that, under some conditions, the eddy is
able to detach from the cape and drft westward following isobaths. Two importt timescales regulate
the flow: the time tht the curent ta~s to generate a vortex, l¡ and the time, td, that the vortex taes to
drft westward for a distace equal to its radius. When these two timescales are of the same order of
magntude the eddy was observed to translate westward with approximately the same theoretical speed
found in §4, For tf': td vortices were observed to drft at a higher speed th the predicted. This was
attbuted to an interaction between two consecutive anticyclonic vortces. The interaction resulted in
a nortward shift of the vortex and an increase of its azmuthal velocity, and consequently of its
westward drft speed. For f¡:: td the vortex was able to form at the cape but it was not observed to
detach and drft westward. The inuence of the depth of the lower layer, ho,' on the flow was
investigated, The eddy drft was observed for ho=14 cm, whereas an increase of the lower layer depth
to 25 cm completely inhbited the detachment and drft of the vortex from the cape. The theoretical
westward speed, U2d, depends on the depth of the lower layer: the deeper the lower layer the slower
the drft, The experiments, on the other hand, indicate tht for suffciently small values of the

westward speed the whole process no longer taes place. The large values of the slope s required in
the experiments in order to obtan the detahment and drft of the vortex indicate that the phenomena
will occur on a planeta P.plane only when the varation of the Coriolis parameter wit latitude is
reinforced by a topographic P.effect. This suggests that only peninsulas or capes on a sufciently
steep shelf can cause the detachment and drft of a vortex from a bounda curent.

Different orientations of the cape with respect to the isobaths show tht eddies always drft
westward if the geometr allows this, and the behaviour of the drftg eddies is similar for different
orientation of the cape. Finally we investigated the lost of coherence and destrction of the
anticyclonic eddies before they could reach the western wall of the ta. An active (shallow) lower
layer led to instability of both the bounda curent and the anticyclonic eddy, Cyclones were
generated in the lower layer. These were advected to deeper water by interaction with the anticyclonic
eddies, increasing their intensity until they destroyed the anticyclones. The precise natue of the
instability was diffcult to determine because both baroclinic and barotropic instabilities presents
many featues in common.

This study suggests that the formation, detachment and drft of an eddy from a curent flowing
around a cape is a delicate process that taes place only if the water depth is not too large and the
topography is steep enough. The orientation of the cape must also allow the westward motion of the
vortex (i.e, the coastline is not directly westward of the cape). These conditions appear to be satisfied,
for example, in the Canar Basin, where the Mediterrean outfow from the Gibralta Straits flows
along the coast of Spain and around Cape St. Vincent. Observations of Meddies in that region suggest
that an eddy-shedding process similar to that observed in the laboratory experiments tae place.
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The rotating hydraulic jump from an axisymmetric jet
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Introduction.
The problem of an axisymmetric, radial hydraulc jump is a famliar one arising naturally
when an incident jet spreads out over a perpendicular fiat plate, e.g. when filling a sink
from a tap. The apparent simplicity of this arrangement;however, belies the complications
of mixing, viscous boundary layers and the jump itself. But, this geometry provides a good
framework to consider the treatment of such shocks and jumps. The problem of the jet and
subsequent radially spreading flow has been analysed in the non-rotating case, principally
by Watson (1J and Bowles & Smith (2). Experimentaly results are provided by the works
of Watson (1) and Craik et al. (3J.
In his treatment of a vertical jet fallng onto a rigid surface, Watson first considers a fully

inviscid flow, and then further introduces a viscous boundary layer with flow adjustment
regions. We wil be studying the problem in the context of a rotating co-ordinate system
where the incoming jet and plate are fixed relative to the axes. We wil follow the framework
of Watson's study allowing us to guage the effects of rotation on the formation of the
hydraulic jump.

Description and notation.
We shall consider the problem of a vertical jet of con-
stant velocity, U and radius a, falling under gravity
onto a horizontal, flat plate as shown in figure 1.

To exploit symmetry, we take cylindrical polar co-
ordinates, (r, 8, z), at the centre of the point of im-
pact and for simplicity we assume a constant angular
velocity of f /2 about the z-axs for our frame of ref-
erence. The fluid motion is taken to be incompress-
ible. Then the governing, N avier-Stokes, equations

of motion and the equation of conservation of mass,
in this co-ordinate frame, become

~
fl2l U

l. z

I

I
r
'"

--
~
.::~

L
::'

l:l

-
Figure 1.

Du
Dt + f x u + l (f x (f x r)) = -V p / p + g + l/ V2 u,

V.u=O, (1 )

where g = (0,0, -g) is the gravitational body force per unit mass, u = (u,v,w), l/, p and
p are the standard velocity, kinematic viscosity, pressure and (constant) density variables

and we have used gt = %t + u.V to denote the material time derivative. Although it is
not strictly necessary to use the rotating form of the momentum equations (1a), we shall
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use this formulation for convenience and consistency with later work, but throughout a
change of co-ordinates back into the inertial frame is straightforward. In component form,
equations (la) now become, using our assumption that f is aligned with the z-axs,

v2 1 2 1 8p (2 2 8v u )
(u.V')u---fv--fr=---+v V'u----- ,r 4 p 8r r2 8e r2

uv 1 8p (2 2 8u v )
(u.V')v+-+fu=---+v V'v+---- ,r pr 8e r2 8e r2

() l8p 2U.V' W = ---8 + vV' w - g,
p z (2)

writing u. V' = u :r + ~ :9 + w :z and allowing only steady solutions (8/ at = 0). For our
analysis we shall consider, for the most part, fluid of low kinematic viscosity allowing a
large Reynold number (Re = U L / v), inviscid approximation away from the surface of the
plate.
We now consider more closely the structure of the flow up to and including the jump. We
shall use the term 'jump' to indicate a shar change in depth of fluid and fluid velocity
over a short radial distance which formally we shall treat as a discontinuity. We may then,
in a similar manner to Watson ¡i L anticipate five regions separating different flow regimes:

i) uniform in-flow from tap, u = (0,0, -U). This satisfies the equations of motion

and the requirement of constant mass flux.
ii) adjustment area between the viscous boundary layer, region (iii), and essentially

inviscid region away from the source i.e. r ~ a

iii) thin viscous boundary layer where viscosity plays a defining role

iv) boundary layer expands, as depth decreases, to encompass the whole of the thin
layer of fluid up to the jump

v) region outside the jump where fluid is slower and the inviscid assumption once
again becomes valid

l

d(r)

(i) jump

/ (ii) ~ (iv)
(iii)

(v) ~ her)
/I
h

I

1/\r

Figure 2.
Figure 2, shows these regions, where we use h(r) to indicate the (inside) depth of fluid,
d( r) the depth outside the jump, i- the radial position of the jump and hats to indicate
the function values evaluated at r = r. Finally we may introduce a convenient constant of
the motion, the volume flux Q. Clearly conservation of mass dictates that, since density
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is constant,

Q = 7ra2 U =

(27r (h(r)
10 10 urdzdB,

(27r (d(r)
10 10 urdzdB,

r -: r,
(3)

r ). r.

InvIscid flow.

The majonty of the fluids we consider will behave essentially inviscidly with viscous ef-
fects only playing an important role in thin boundary layers where vertical scales become
suffciently small (and thus the z-derivatives involved in the dissipative terms are of com-

parable size to inertial effects). Clearly, for our physical apparatus, a thin layer will be
formed between the faster moving outer fluid and the plate as the fluid spreads out as
outlined above. But as a fist approximation and useful precursor to a boundary layer

analysis, we consider the fully inviscid flow which wil exist away from the incoming jet
to which the boundary flow must adjust and limit the effect of viscosity to the formation
of the discontinuity. Formally we take the limit v ~ 0 to yield the Euler equations of

motion. In addition, we take the flow over the plate to be laminar with w = 0, and exploit
the axisymmetry of our system to assume no B-dependance throughout: aiaB = O. Our
system of equations (2), in these approximations, become

au v2 1 2 1 apu----fv--fr----aT r 4 - par'
av uv

u- + - + fu = 0,aT r
ap- = -pg.
az ( 4)

Integrating equation (4c) immediately, and imposing the physical condition that p is con-
stant on the free surface, z = h(T), we have that inside the jump,

p = pg(h(r) - z), (5)

where p is now the pressure relative to the atmospheric pressure. Therefore, equations

(4a,b) are independent of z, so that u = u(r), v = v(r). Expression (4b) becomes a
homogeneous linear equation for v, which we solve to obtain,

v = A.jr - fr/2, (6)

where A is a constant. It should be noted that this equation simply represents a conserva-

tion of angular momentum with the second term on the right hand side arising from the
rotation of our co-ordinate frame. Substituting for the pressure and azimuthal velocity in
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our final equation of motion we obtain a differential equation for u which when integrated
gives,

u2 = -2gh - A2/r2 + B, (7)
where once again B is a constant of integration. Equation (7) should be recognised as a
statement of Bernoull's theorem (derived by integrating the momentum equation) with
B playing the role of a Bernoulli constant. In addition, we have due to our axisymmetry
that, from (3),

Q = 27rurh, or h = a2U /2ur. (8)
We now have a complete solution of the iniviscid equations of motion for the velocity and
pressure fields. To determine the unknown constants we must make a further assumption.
As discussed above, we expect the invisicd solution to be vaid in a region both away from
the plate and the incoming jet. However, we must apply the condition of matching the

velocity profile of the invisicd solution to the incoming jet at a point where the free surface
meets the jet. We can see from figure 2 that this region is likely to adjust the quickest and
agree most closely to the laminar approximation. Therefore, we impose u( a) = U, and
v(a) = 0, which may be thought of the condition that, as the fluid on the outside of the
jet turns the 'corner', instantaneously no energy is lost. We now find that,

A = fa2/2, B = U2 + ga + f2a2 /4, (9)

since h(a) = a/2 from (8). Thus we have from (6), (7) and (8b) a full solution of our
inviscid flow, involving cubic equations for u and h.
To better understand the form of our solution we consider the asymptotic limit of the
velocity for r ~ a. Assuming u '" r-ex at large radii, a balance of scales in equation (7)
gives that Q = 0, - 1. Therefore we expect two types of profile, one where the velocity
becomes uniform, the other where it decreases like Ijr. We investigate this by forming
a series solution for u in terms of the asymptotic series r-n. Substituting and equating
coeffcients we find,

or

_ i/2 _ ga2U _ 4B2 A2 + 3g2a4U2 (~)Ui - B 2Br 8B5/2r2 + 0 r3 '
a2U ga4U2 ( 1 )

hi = 2BI/2r + 4B2r2 + 0 r3 '

_ ga2U (ga2U)4 + B4A2 (~)
U2 - B + B4 2U 2 + 0 3 'r ga r r

B (ga2U)4 + B4A2 ( 1 )
hz = ~ - ')B2 3 4 U2 2 + 0 "3 '~g ~ gar r (10)

for r ~ a. These are conjugate solutions, the first representing supercritical flow the

second, subcritical flow. We shall concentrate first on the observed regime inside the jump
- supercritical flow.
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It can be seen from (10a,b) that, to fist order, the velocity is constant and the depth
decreases inversely with r. This justifies, to some extent, a furher approximation of
discarding the h-derivative in the r-momentum equation as negligibly smal. It should be
noted that this approximation removes the subcritical branch from the solution. In this
approximation we have the simplified relations,

u2=C_A2/r2, v=A/r-fr/2,
h2 = éU2/4(Cr2 _ A2),

A = fa2/2, C = U2 + f2a2/4, (11)
which in the limit f -¡ 0 reduces to the profie of Watson (1): u = U, h = a2/2r.
Figure 3 shows plots of the calculated velocity and height distributions for vaious vaues
of f, highlighting the effects of rotation and the h-derivative on the solutions. On theVelocity Height
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. Figure 3.
left hand side, for the velocity profiles, the top (solid) curve represents the full solution

including both rotation and the effects of h-derivative. The bottom, uniform, velocity
profile is that determined by Watson by neglecting both of these terms. In between, we
can see the curves representing the addition of rotation and the h-derivative, respectively,
as the velocity increase above that of the Watson set-up.
It is clear from these plots that although the influence of rotation can be significant, the
angular velocity of our frame, f /2, must be considerable (or the jet diameter large) for a
measurable long-term difference. However, the inclusion of an h-derivative makes a much
greater impact upon the vaue of the limiting, uniform flow the system settles to at large
radii - still being 10% at f = 1. The princIpal contribution to this difference occurs near
the jet, where the change in h is most rapid. Since h is inversely proportional to ru the
order of the height profiles is reversed and the differences are far less pronounced.
The observations above are strongly supported by taking the appropriate limits of f and
a in the asymptotic series (10). The series also highlight the 'uniform' nature to which the
velocity settles. Figure 4 demonstrates the speed of convergence of these series and the
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numerical proximity of the aymptotic series to the full analytic solution.Velocity Height
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The conjugate solution.
As we observed above, equation (7) is effectively a cubic and therefore we expect three
solutions. One of these can be immediately discounted as unphysical, giving negative
heights and velocities. The two remaining solutions represent the super and subcritical
flows discussed earlier, termed conjugate. For example, we may plot as before the velocity
and height profiles, but this time using the subcritical branch.Velocity Height
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Figure 5.
We can see that now (as predicted by the series solution) the height profile approaches a
uniform limit and the velocity decays inversely with r. This therefore is the solution that
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is appropriate after the flow has jumped! For each flow rate Q we may determine both a
supercritical and a sub critical flow and it is the transition from one solution to the other
that is observed at the hydraulic jump. This is clearly demonstrated in figure 6a, where

we can see that for a particular Q, we have for any vaue of r and 'Bernoull' constant,
B, two possible depths of fluid. We note that not necessarily all vaues of B shown are
physical and only values for which there-exist real U, a such that Ua2 = 1 are attainable.

Q=Pï f=
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(a) the possible super and subcritical height proñ1es (horizontal axis) for various values of the
Bernoulli constant, B(vertical axis), against the radius r(into the page),
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(b) a particular height profile showing both branches for B=75.

Figure 6.

Figure 6b compares the effect of rotation (solid curve) on the two possible height profiles
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The jump conditions.
It is observed that as the fluid spreads out radially from the jet as a thinner and thinner
layer the flow eventually jumps from a supercritical fast-thin layer to a sub critical slow-

thick layer. In order to determine conditions for the position of the jump, which can be
checked experimentally or numerically, we might consider two distinct approaches: a) by

maintaining a mass, momentum and angular momentum balance across the jump and b)
by considering the characteristic wave speed of the flow, c, compared to the actual flow
speed, u.
The method of characteristics is well developed in respect of shocks and jumps. By this
method the governing equations are rewritten in terms of new vaiables, R, so that along
characteristic curves defined by ~~ = c, the R are invariant. The R are termed Riemann
invariants and c the characterstic wave speeds. These speeds represent the rate at which
information may travel through the fluid in the form of waves. Therefore, by tracing the
values of the Riemann invariants along the characteristics we may construct a solution in
the whole of the phase space. It is clear that if two independant characteristic .curves meet,
however, their respective values of R wil conflict and it is at these points that a shock is

formed. In general, however, this can only be determined numerically - analytically we
find the somewhat redundant condition that the flow must be supercritical u ? (gh)1/2 for
a steady jump to form i. e. both characteristic wave speeds are positive.
Mass, momentum and angular momentum bal-
ance: We consider a small cross-section of the jump,
of radius 2Dr about f as shown in figure 7, in the man-
ner of Watson (1 J. Assuming conservation of momentum
across the jump we have that the rate of destruction of
momentum across the jump is equal to the total 'thrust'
due to pressure across the jump. But the pressure inside
the jump is given by (5) and similarly p = pg(d(r) - z)
outside the jump. So that the thrust of pressure across

our annular cross-section is given by,

for a given Q and B.

~
~

~2Ö r~~2Ö r~
Figure 7.

f27r fd r7r fh
Jo Jo pg( d(f) - z )fdzd8 - Jo Jo pg(h(f) - z )fdzd8 = 7rpgf( d2 - h2).

The transport of momentum for the annulus can also be found:

f27r fd r7r fh
Jo Jo pu(f - ?fdzd8 - Jo Jo pu(f + )2fdzd8' 27rpf(U~h - u¡d),

~

(12)

(13)

where u.:l are the fluid velocities either side of the jump at f:: Dr. Equating these we have,

lg (d2 - h2) = (U~h - U¡d).
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An additional condition also comes from considering conservation of mass (i. e. Q remains
constant across the jump). So that,

2 ~~U_ = a Uj2rh, U+ = a2U j2rd. (15)

We determine Îi by evaluating the height profie above at r and thus have a relationship
between r 'and d,

!g (d'2 - h2) = (a:n 2 G - J). (16)

Discarding the trivial solution d = Îi we can plot the profiles of d against r. In figure 8, the
upper, solid line shows this profile for the full rotating solution the lower curve representing
Watson's solution.
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Figure 8.
Equation (16) may now be used to yield a lower bound on the jump radius r. As we have
discussed, the jump occurs where the flow changes from a shallow, supercritical floy¡ to a
deeper subcritical flow. Therefore, we expect that d ~ Îi and, using (16),

~ ~ n nn (a2u)2
gh3 -c ~g(d + h)dh = --- 2r (17)

Therefore, substituting for the height profile of (7) and (8) we have a bound on r. In the
simple case of the vVatson profile, h = a2 j2r, we find

r ~ ga2 j2U2. (18)

We may also determine the azimuthal velocity profie (which could also jump) for r ~ r
by considering the conservation of angular momentum. It is clear that the transport of
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angular momentum into the jump must equal that away from the jump. But, the transport
of angular momentum into the jump is given by,

r27r rÎi .
10 10 pU_v_(f)f2dzd8 = 21lpU_hf2v_(f) = pQfv_(f).

(19)

Since Q is conserved across the jump, we must have that v+(f) = v_(f). But the azimuthal

velocity profile outside the jump is stil given by (6) and thus, matching the unnown
constant at f, we have shown that the azimuthal velocity does not jump!
Therefore, outside the jump we return to our invisicd solution, (6) and (7), and use the
matching conditions above, for r = f, to determine the unknown constants and therefore

provide a full invisicd solution for all r.

Determining the jump radius.
The conditions of the previous section do not determine a unique position for the jump
given an initial inflow: equation (16) expresses a relationship between the jump radius, f,
and the depth of fluid just past the jump, a. However, an interesting and practical appli-
cation of this condition may be considered. Physically, the jump represents the transition
of the radial outflow from supercritical to subcritical flow. Therefore, by introducing a
ridge (or weir) at some fixed radius R, we may by the principles of hydraulic control, fix
the subcritical flow upstream of the weir. Then, using our inviscid solutions (6) and (7) we
may fully determine the sub critical flow from the upstream weir depth and velocity, dw,
Uw. (Note that only one of Uw, dw is independent, as we must still impose our flux condi-
tion: Q = 21lRdwUw). Indeed for a thin weir, (i.e. so that r can be taken to be constant)
we may use the methods of one dimensional weir analysis to show that the critical depth
of fluid over the weir is (Q2 j4g1l2 R2)1/3 - the critical point on the curve specifying H - k
in terms of the fluid depth across the weir for a fixed Q, where H is the Bernoull head
and k is the height topography of the weir. Therefore, dw is found by solving the cubic,

Q2 _ 2. ( Q2 ) 1/3
8g1l2 R2 d~ + dw - kmax + 2 4g1l2 R2 '

(20)

where kmax is the height of the weir. In this manner, from a prescribed inflow and weir

topography we may find a unique jump radius with which to test our inviscid theory.
However, care must be exercised in choosing the our parameters: we require that the ridge
does act as a weir and controls the flow. For example, the super and subcritical flows are
given by taking the appropriate roots (as explained above) of,

u2 _ J -2gh - j2a4 j4r2 + U2 + ga + j2a2 /4,

l-29d - j2é j4r2 + U; + 2gdw + j2a4 /4R2,

h = a2Uj2ur r.. f, and d = a2U/2ur r? f,

r .. f,

r? f,
(21)
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which determine our U~, Îi, d in equation (16). Numerically, for U = Ims-1, a = 2.5cm,
9 = 9.81ms~1, R = 25cm, f = 10s-1 we have,

r=2,6cm, Îi=1.195cm, U_=1.006ms-1, tÎ=14.965cm, U+=O.080ms-1, dU/=15,070cm, uU/=O.OO8ms-1,

r=9cm, Îi=o ,31 7cm, U_=1.095ms-1, tÎ=8.560cm, U+=O.041ms-1, dU/=8,573cm, UU/=O.015ms-1,

r=10cm, Îi=O.285cm, U_=1.096ms-1, d=8.140cm, U+=O.038ms-1, dU/=8.151cm, UU/=O,015ms-1,

r=llcm, h=O.258cm, U_=1.101ms-1, d=7.777cm, U+=O,037ms-1, dU/=7.785cm, UU/=O.016ms-1,

r=24.5cm, Îi=O.115cm, U_=1.109ms-1, d=5.271cm, U+=O.024ms-1, dU/=5.271cm, UU/=O.024is-1,

(22)

By comparing such numerical calculations we find that, as verified by experiment, for a
fixed weir height, r increases with rotation rate and flux. Also we find that for the same
volume flux and weir, the thinner the jet the further out the jump.

Numerical calculation.
In order to verify the relations derived above for this idealised situation, a numerical

simulation might be run using the time-dependent equations. In order to demonstrate this
approach, we made use of a numerical channel flow model, adding a circular ridge to the
bottom topography ensuring axisymmetry. The flow was initiated at each time-step so
that a constant flux was maintained through the circle r = a (i. e. u = U r / a for r .. a)
and h taken to be a/2 (constant) for r .. a. The evolution of the fluid was followed as the

flow evolved in time and the jump formed. vVe would not expect exact agreement with our
theory as any numerical calculation must have a degree of dissipation (numerical viscosity)
but we should find a close comparison with the above results. At present no data has been
collected but an example of the steady jump, is shown in figure 9.

Laboratory experiments.
An experiment was performed to qualitatively verify the predictions of our inviscid theory,
graphically demonstrate the extent of the effects of rotation and highlight further areas of
interest and investigation. A square tank of side 21in was placed on a rotating table, inside
which there was a circular perspex plate of diameter 20in. Removable weirs of heights 2cm
and 1cm could be affxed at diameter 17in. vVater was continually pumped from the tank
into a vertical pipe of varying diameters (lin, lin, ~in and lin) to produce ajet of constant

flux and the whole apparatus rotated. Experiments demonstrated the following principal
behaviour:

i) Bore diameter - bore diameter did not seem to have a measurable effect for the
flow rates and sizes we used, however, the flow due to larger pipes seemed to be
more stable.

ii) Rotation rate - the greater the rotation rate the greater the value of r. In

fact, the addition of rotation can introduce a hydraulic jump into a flow which
when not rotating is engulfed in the sub critical regime. Using our apparatus we
managed to attain angular velocities up to f = 2.
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iii) Flow rate - the greater the flow rate the greater the diameter of the jump. By
reducing the flow rate suffciently the sub critical flow created by the weir can
collapse to engulf the incoming jet so that rotation is required to re-introduce

the hydraulic jump.
iv) Weir height - the higher the weir the smaller the jump radius. The weir by

controllng the 'downstream' flow parameters dramatically stabilised the flow,
including reinforcing axisymmetry. In the absence of a weir the flow becomes
very thin and more diffcult to quantify and for our scale of apparatus the hy-
draulic jump rarely formed inside the radius of our disk.

v) Tilted - an interesting variation of the standard problem was also tried. The
plate was tilted at an angle so that not only does gravity now playa role in
the radial momentum equation but also the axis of rotation is not aligned with
the z-axis. This resulted in the hydraulic jump becoming deformed to an 'el-
liptical' shape and no longer being centered below the jet. Also this allowed
the possibility for slow enough flow rates for the higher part of the surface to
become dry. Frequently the flow formed two regions a supercritical 'slip-way' off
the plate and a horseshoe shaped halo of subcritical fluid surrounding it with
the hydraulic jump occuring in between. As before, rotation and increased flux
increased the jump radius.

A more precise experiment could be employed to compare analytic and experimental data,
although in some regimes departure from axisymmetry, the measurement of depths and
the introduction of air due to turbulent mixing at the interface could make accurate mea-
surement diffcult.

The viscous boundary layer.
It is clear from the above analysis that the layer of spreading fluid quickly becomes thin and
that viscous forces are likely to playa significant role. It therefore becomes necessary to
consider the problem in the context of boundary layer theory, i. e. H ~ L for typical height
and length scales Hand L respectively. Clearly, we may no longer assume independence
with respect to the vertical co-ordinate z and since z ~ r we expect z-derivatives to

dominate. The conservation of mass gives, stil taking our system to be axisymmetric
( â j âB == 0),

i â âw
--(ru) + - = o.r âr âz (23)

Therefore, to maintain a balance of scales, we have that the magnitude of the velocities u,
w satisfy,

ujr rv wjz. (24) .

We may now write down the balance of first order terms in the momentum equations,
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using "\. u '" ua / aT' + wa / az and "\2 '" a2 / az2,

au au v2 f2T' 8h a2uu- +w- - - - - -fv = -g-+v-,aT' az T' 4 aT' az2
av av uv a2vu-+w-+ -+fu = v-.aT' az T' az2 (25)

The boundary conditions we must satisfy now include the adherence condition on z = 0
and the no-stress condition on the surface:

u=v=w=O on z = 0,
au av
az = az = 0 on z = h,

¡h(r)
21lTJo udz = Q.

Watson employs a similarity solution in order to solve the boundary layer equations in
his confguration, where v == 0 and f = O. However, the addition of rotation considerably
complicates the equations and the method of solution is no longer clear. The effects of
the inclusion of the azimuthal velocity and extra terms in the momentum equations due
to rotation need further consideration.

(26)

Further work.

i) Weir analysis - the upstream conditions created by the presence of the weir

should be further investigated, taking into account the axisymmetric topology
ii) Experimentation - a more accurate experimental apparatus, might be employed

to give quantitative results and a measure of the suitability of the inviscid ap-
proximation to the flow.

iii) Numerical - data could be collected to test the nearly inviscid theory and viabil-
ity of the steady approximation. In addition any instability should e highlighted.

iv) Stability - the stability of the calculated flow regime might be investigated in-

cluding the susceptability of the hydraulic jump to linear wave-like instabilities.
v) Viscosity - a more detailed analysis of the viscous regime and the adjustment of

the essentially inviscid flow to the viscous boundary layer could be performed.
vi) Tilt - a treatment of the tilted regime described in the experimental section

might raise interest in the form of new flow regimes and instabilities.
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Fluid Intrusion in a Rotating Channel
Allen C, K uo

i Introduction

It has been argued that climatological change may depend in part on flows in the deep oceanic

basins (Watts & Hayder 1983). A key to understanding these flows is knowledge of the transports
between them, i.e, knowledge of sil flow. This report examines, analytically and numerically, a
related (initial vaue) problem: the breakng of a dam in a channel under the influence of rotation.
We briefly review past work.

One of the first attempts at understanding sil flow in the geophysical context was made by
Whitehead, Leetma & Knox (1974). They applied existing steady hydraulic theories and incorporated
rotational effects to study sil flow in the zero potential vorticity limit. They were able to calculate
mass transports in terms of the rotation rate and the difference in depth between the upstream
reservoir and the sil height. Gil (1977) provided a more general theory for hydraulics type flows

under the influence of rotation and extended steady; rotating hydraulic theory to constant, not
necessarily zero, potential vorticity flow. Pratt (1983), using numerical means and the characteristics
formalism, contributed to our understanding of time-dependent rotating hydraulics,

Two simplifying approximations exist in the theoretical work mentioned above: the assumption
of constant potential vorticity and the assumption of geostrophic along-sil/channel flow (semi-

geostrophy), Here, we continue to use these approximations to study the time-dependent intrusion of

a fluid mass in a constant width channel under the influence of rotation. Dam break initial conditions
are used. The characteristic method and simple wave theory are applied to obtain an analytical
solution. The nature of the flow is investigated as a function of the width of the channeL. (Stern,
Whitehead & Hua 1982 considered the infinite width case), Formal validity of the semigeostrophic
equations is expected in the limit of narrow channel width and long times; numerical computations
of the full equations of motion bear out this idea, Diferences and similarities between theory and
computations are examined as the flow evolves. Lastly, steady state solutions are found and the
associated mass transports are calculated.

We note that the related and important problem of transients in the hydraulic control process,
due to changes in channel width or topography, is not investigated here,

2 Mathematical Problem Formulation

The non-dimensional model equations used in this study which govern a rotating, inviscid, homo-
geneous, "shallow-layer" layer of a fluid flowing beneath a deep, inactive upper layer of fluid (a 1~

layer model) can be found in Pratt & Whitehead. Repeated here, they are:

82 (au + u au + v au) _ v = _ adat ax ay ax
av av av ad ah- +u- +v- +u = -- --at ax ay ay ayad a . a.

at + ax (ud) + ay (vd) = 0,

(1)

(2)

(3)

The layer thickness d is scaled by D, x (cross-channel length scale) by the deformation radius
.J / f, y (along-channel length scale) by an arbitrary length scale L, u by gD / f L, v by a linear

gravity wave speed .J, and time by (L/ .j(gD)) , Notice that we have included a y (but not x)
dependent topographic term h here, scaled by D, for generality but topographic effects are ignored
in the initial value problem studied here. The hope is that this effect wil be incorporated in a future
study.

We wish to investigate the breaking of a dam in an infinitely long chanel of width wand hence,
the following initial and boundary conditions:
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u(x, y, t = 0) = 0

v(x, y, t = 0) = 0

d(x, y, t = 0) t
1 yo: 0=
0 y )0 0

u(x = -iwj2,y,t) = 0

The following diagram shows the lower layer of fluid in a section of the channel at t = 0:

Figure 1: Initial conditions.

3 Semigeostrophic Approximation

The parameter 8 == Vf which appears in Eq, (1) is the ratio of the width to length scale of the
flow (or equivalently the u scale to the v scale). We henceforth narrow our focus by considering flows
such that variations are much greater cross-channel than along-channel so that 8 0: 0: 1. Formally
then, we may neglect the acceleration terms in Eq,(1), thus making the so-called semigeostrophic

approximation,
The validity of the semigeostrophic approximation is questionable in the short instances after

the "dam" breaks, But should the channel be narrow, we may expect that the constraining effects
of the side walls to be significant enough to suppress strong u velocities; 8 remains smalL. At the
other extreme, complete breakdown of the theory should occur for very wide channels where a strong
positive u velocity wil develop shortly after the dam breaks.

In either case, since we expect a rarefaction type of solution, validity of the approximation should
increase in time. Formally we might say that semigeostrophic theory is valid in the linuts w -t 0
and t -t 00. Comparison of the solution with numerical computations wil show this to be the case
and that good agreement can be found for channels as wide as two deformation radii.

Having argued for the approximation, we use it. The approximation allows us to solve for the
cross-channel structure of d and v, but in addition, we need the following dimensionless potential

vorticity equation (neglecting the 0(82) relative vorticity term):

1 + ôv
q=T' (4)

The potential vorticity q has been nondimensionalized by i. Because of our initial conditions,
q is constant initially. Dimensionally, q = i; nondimensionally, q = 1.
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Since many of the formulas and equations derived or used in this paper are not dependent ön
the initial conditions, we wil not take q = 1 until necessary to solve this particular problem. This
wil allow us to give expressions having greater generality than would otherwise be the case. We stil
assume q to be constant, but not necessarily equal to unity. Its value is set from upstream conditions:
assuming an upstream reservoir/source of potential depth (see Pratt & Whitehead) D 00, this implies
that q = D / D 00 nondimensionally.

Solving the two equations (1) and (4) yields:

-1' sinh(qh) - -1 cosh(qh)d(x, y, t) = q + d(y, t) 1 i + (d(y, t) - q) 1 i ,
. sinh(2'q2w) cosh(2"q2w)

1. . cosh(qh) 1. - -1 sinh(qh)
v(x,y,t) =q2d(y,t), 1 i +q2(d(y,t)-q) 1 i ,S1nh(2'q2W) cosh(2'q2w)

(5)

(6)

The above solution is written in terms of two unkown integration constants: J and d. J is the
average of the sidewall depths across the channeL. d represents half the difference in sidewall depths.
The solution for the u velocity can be obtained diagnostically from Eq, (2),

For large enough velocities v, the flow may detach from the assumed rectangular channel (the
left wall in the Northern hemisphere). The above profile must be modified since the above solution
assumes symmetry of the channel walls across the line x = O. It is not diffcult to show that in this
case:

d( )- -1 d-( )sinh(q!(x-xc(y,t))) (d-( ) _1)cosh(q!(x-xc(y,t)))x, y, t - q + y, t .1. + y, t - q i ,
sinh(~q2we(Y, t)) cosh(~q2we(Y, t))

(7)

( )_ !d-( )COSh(q!(x-xc(y,t))) !(d-( ) _1)sinh(q!(x-xc(y,t)))v x,y,t -q y,t 1 +q y,t -q i ,
sinh(~q2we(Y, t)) cosh(~q2we(Y, t))

Here, the two integration constants are now J and the width of the separated flow We' Also,
Xc == W - we(y, t).

In summary, the mathematical problem has been reduced to finding, as functions of y and t, the
integration constants J and d for the case of attached flows, and J and We for the case of separated
flow. The first-order quasilnear parial differential equations governing these quantities, as well as

their initial conditions, are given in the next two sections.

(8)

4 Reduced Equations: Attached Flow

The governing equations for J and d can be found in Pratt (1984). We simply repeat them here.

1.T-1 ôd ôË 0q2 - + - =
ôt ôy

2 -1.TôJ ôQ -_ 0q 2 _+_
ôt ôy

(9)

(10)

where Q = 2Jd is the flow rate, E = ~q(T-2J2 +T2(J- q-1)2) +d+h is the y-averaged Bernoull
function, and T == tanh( W /2) is a measure of the width of the channeL.

Initial conditions for these equations are:

d(y, t = 0) = 0

J(y,t = 0) = r 1 y -c 0

1. 0 y:; 0

(11)

(12)

The assumption of semigeostrophy has reduced the problem of finding 3 unknowns in 3 indepen-
dent variables to 2 unknowns in 2 independent variables y and t.
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5 Reduced Equations: Separated Flow
The governing equations for d and We can be found in Pratt & Whitehead, We repeat them here.

â(ql/2Te-1d) 1 aWe aB
ât - 2 at + ay

a( ql/2Te (d - q-l )) 1 âWe 1 âQ
ât + 2at + 2q ay

= 0 (13)

o (14)

where

Q = 2(f (15)

is the time dependent transport which depends on y,

E ~q(T;2(f + T;(d - q-l)2) + d + h (16)

is the cross-channel averaged Bernoull function, and

Te == tanh(we/2) (17)

Strictly speaking, at t = 0, the above equations are not applicable so we do not give initial
conditions. "Initial conditions" are obtained by a matching procedure with the solution in the
attached region,

6 Solution to IVP

6.1 Solution: Overview

We first give an outline of our solution methodology. It is helpful to imagine finding the solution in
the y-t plane, indicated schematically below:

!!=q
attached regio

unknowns: ¡¡ and d
separated region

unknowns: ¡¡ and T,

d= i
d=O i1 = 0

T, = 0

y

Figure 2: Schematic characteristic diagram showing the two regions where the solution is sought. d,
d, Te, Ci, csep and Cnose are all to be found. Note that we have chosen to solve for Te rather than We
in the separated region for the sake of mathematical convenience.

There are two regions where the solution is sought- the attached region and the separated re-
gion, We first solve the problem in the attached region, The relevant unknowns here are d and d,
This region is delimited on the left by some line in y-t space which represents the propagation of
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information about the actual dam break upstream, The slope of this line we term c¡ and is to be
determined, The region is delimited on the right by assuming that there exists a line in y-t space
where d = d == dsep. If such is the case, then by definition of d and d, the depth of the fluid must
be zero on one wall (which must be the left wall in the northern hemisphere), implying separation.
The slope of this line is a measure of the speed of the separation point csep, to be determined.

To the right of this line is the separated region where Te and d are sought. (Note that we have
chosen to solve for Te rather than We for the sake of mathematical convenience.) We postulate that
this region is delimited on the right by a line in y-t space where d = 0, in analogy with the one
dimensional dam break problem. The slope of this line is a measure of the speed of the nose of the
fluid intrusion, which we call Cnose and is to be found,

It is not clear that the (characteristic) lines delimiting the two regions are straight, We wil argue
that this is in fact the case through simple wave theory (Stoker 1955, Whitham 1974), It is precisely
this feature of the characteristic lines that makes the reduced problem mathematically tractable.

In the following two subsections, we describe in detail how the solution to Eqns. (9), (10), (13),
and (14) are found for d, d and Te. We urge the reader to skip these detail-filled subsections on first
reading and go on to the results of Section 7,

6.2 Solution: Attached Region

We solve Eqns. (9) and (10) with initial conditions (11) and (12) by using the method of character-istics, .
First, we write the equations in this region in standard quasilnear form

Ut + Auy + B = 0 (18)

with u representing the vector of dependent variables:

u=(~)

A and B are given by:

( ql/2dT-l ql/2dT-1 )
A = ql/2T3(d _ q-l) + q-l/2T ql/2dT-1

B = ( q-l/~T~Z )

At this point, matters are simplified if we take ~Z = O. Then, a straightforward diagonalization
of Eq, (18) yields the interpretation that on the characteristic lines in y-t space given by:

dy _ cattach == ql/2dT-1:i ¡P/2(1 _ (1 _ qd)T2jl/2

dl- :I
the following differential relationship holds:

(19)

dd
dd = =F(qd)-1/2T(1 - (1 - qd)T2jl/2

(20)

The above equation may be integrated immediately to yield the following relationship between
d and d on the characteristic lines:

R:i = ql/2dT-1:i

(¡P/2(1 - (1 - qd)T2jl/2 + (~~2r;)IOg (2(qd)1/2T + 2(1 - (1 - qd)T2j1/2J) (21)
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(Compare the above expression with the one obtained by Pratt (1984)).
At this point, we specialize to our particular initial conditions and take q = 1. R::, the integration

constants of Eq. (20) (the Riemann invariants), can be found as a function of the width parameter
T by evaluating Eq. (21) at t = 0 when d = 1 and d = 0:

R:: = :l (1 + C -;T2) log(2T + 2) J (22)

Below is a plot of the relationship between d and d as given by the "plus" Riemann invariant for
several choices of the channel width. Note that where d)- d, the Riemann invariants are no longer
relevant since the flow would be separated.
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Figure 3: "Plus" Riemann invariant for the case of attached flow,

Now, we may apply simple wave theory to this problem. Two solutions are possible depending on
whether one chooses R+ or R_ as a constant initially (at this point, they both seem to be constant
at t = 0 !), In the next two paragraphs, we argue on physical grounds that R+ is the correct choice
of constant at t = O.

We consider the solution to the dam break problem at an infinitesimal time .6t afer the "dam"
breaks. In this case, we might expect that under gravity, an infinitesimal "slumping", indicated
schematically in Fig. 4 below, to occur. If either R+ or R_ were chosen constant for all y .: 0 at
t = 0, then the relationship (21) between dependent variables wil hold for all time in the attached

region of Fig. 2, Specifically, at t = .6t, we can evaluate d given a d. "Physically", we expect it to
be greater than or equal to zero, corresponding to a velocity v in the positive y direction, We shall
show that taking R_ as a constant at t = 0 is "unphysical" since it leads to a negative v velocity.

Inspect Eq. (20). The positive sign corresponds to R_ and implies that as d decreases, d

decreases. As one travels along the y axis in the positive direction starting where d = 1, d must
eventually decrease from zero, i,e. it is negative, which implies a negative v velocity. q,e.d.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of d at an infitesimal time t:t afer the "dam" breaks. Assuming
that the perfectly discontinuous initial condition at t = 0 can be approximated by this condition at
t = t:t, one can argue more plausibly for the simple wave solution in the unseparated regime.

The discontinuous structure of the initial conditions is diffcult to comprehend. It is more helpful
to think of the above qualitative schematic as an initial condition for d- we might imagine that
as t:t -t 0, the solution to the initial value problem (IVP) with initial conditions (IC) given by

Eqns. (11) and (12) converges to the solution of the IVP with the IC indicated schematically above.
A similar qualitative schematic could be drawn for d and would show an increase from zero to a
maximum value at the point where d = dsep is indicated. Beyond that point, conditions on Te must
be specified,

Now, with R+ argued to be the correct choice of constant at t = 0, we invoke simple wave
theory (Whitham 1974) which implies that cr:ttach is constant on the characteristic lines defined by
dy / dt = c':tach. This implies a set of straight line characteristic given by y /t = c':tach. With this
fact, the solution for d and d as a function of y/t and the width parameter T in the attached region
of Fig,2 is given by the solution of the equation for the characteristic lines and the R+ equation (21):

= dT-1 - JI/2(1 - (1 _ d)T2)1/2

dT-1 + JI/2(1 - (1 _ d)T2)1/2

+ (1 -TT2) log (2JI/2T + 2(1 - (1 - d)T2)1/2 J

The problem of solving the parial differential equations (10) and (9) has thus been reduced to
the problem of solving simultaneously two transcendental algebraic equations. The algebra problem
is solved numerically, It is necessary, though, to first find in what region of y-t space the numerical
solution is valid, In others words, we need to find to find c¡ and csep of Fig. 2. (It wil be necessary
to determine d at the point of flow separation, dsep, before one can obtain csep.)

To find c¡, which represents the leftmost tip of the leftward propagating disturbance, we assume
continuity and solve Eq, (23) using the condition/definition that on y/t = c¡, d = 0 and d = 1. We
see that c¡=-1 regardless of the width. Just as in the nonrotating dam break problem, the tip of
the rarefaction region travels at the linear gravity wave speed (it can be viewed as an infinitesimal
disturbance) .

Next, we find dsep as a function T. This is done by solving Eq. (24) taking d = d = dsep; the

numerically computed solution is shown in Section 7. But we can give a qualitative idea of the

y/t

(1 T2 )
1+ T log(2T+2)

(23)

(24)
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dependence on T by examining the limiting form of d in the wide and narrow channel limits,
For the narrow channel limit, take T = 0 in Eq. (24) where it is then seen that dsep = O. This

makes sense, since we would expect the two dimensional nature of the flow, caused by rotation, to be
suppressed to one dimension as the chanel narrows; flow separation becomes less of an effect. The
region of flow separation should be gradually reduced until the point of flow separation coincides

with the nose of the fluid, which from the nonrotating dam break problem is known to be zero.
In the wide channel limit, T = 1, implying d = .5. This limit is not as obvious as the previous.

In any case, we expect a monotonic increase in d from 0 to .5 as T ranges from 0 to 1 since there is
no reason to expect maxma or minima.

Finally, we find the speed of the separation point csep as a function of T by solving Eq, (23)
under the conditions that d = d = dsep for y/t = csep. This yields the dependence of csep on dsep,

whose dependence on T was given above.
Once again, we may obtain a qualitative understanding of how csep varies with T. As stated

above, when T = 0, d = O. This implies from Eq. (23) that csep = 2. This is consistent with the
argument presented above about how the separation point becomes the point of the nose of the fluid
intrusion as the channel narrows, At T = 1, d = .5, implying csep = 0: the separation point is
motionless, In general, we might expect csep to decrease monotonically from 2 to 0 as T increases
from 0 to 1.

6.3 Solution: Separated Region

As in the attached case, we obtain the solution in the separated region using the method of char-
acteristics. Unlike the attached case, we wil not obtain an explicit expression for the Riemann
invariants since the differential equations satisfied on characteristic lines appear intractable.

As before, we cast Eqns. (13) and (14) into standard quasilnear form

Pt + CPy + D = 0 (25)

where P represents the vector of dependent variables:

p=(~)
Also, C == E-1F and D == E-1G. E, F and G are given by:

( qll2Te
E = qll2Te-1

qll2(d _ q-l) + q-ll2(1 _ T;)-l )

_qll2dTe-2 - q-ll2(1 _ T;)-l

F= ( 2qdqdTe -2 + qTe2(d - q-l) + 1 -q(lTe -3 + ~Te(d _ q-l)2 )

G=(aOh)
ay

Matrix multiplication gives the elements of the matrix C

3qd + T; + (qd - 1)T;

2qll2Te

(qd - 1)2T; - (qd)2

2q3l2T;
qll2(T; - 1)2(qd - (1 - qd)T;

2(qd + (1 - qd)Tn

(1 - T;)(qd - (1 - qd)T;)
2qll2Te

Cii =

C12 =

C21 =

C22 =

and the column vector D
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D = 8h ( Te(Te2 - 1) ) . ( _q1/2(d - q-1) - q-1/2(1 - T;)-1 )8y 2(qd + (1 - qd)Ti) q1/2Te
Multiplication of Eq. (25) by the left eigenvector matrix 8-1 of C yields:

8-1pt + A8-1p:i + 8-1D = a

The elements of 8-1, which we call 8ij, are:

822

1

det 8

de~ 8 C11C~ C-)

1 ( _q2J2 + (1 - 2qd + q2J2)T; )
det 8 qTe (qd + T; + (qd - 1)Tt + 2(qd)1/2Te(1- (qd - 1)T;J1/2)

-811

de~ 8 (C11C~ c+)

1 ( q2J2 - (1 - 2qd + q2(2)T; )
det 8 qTe (qd + T; + (qd - 1)Tt - 2(qd)1/2Te(1 - (qd - 1)T;J1/2)

811

812 =

821 =

det 8 need not be calculated since it cancels out of the equation,
The diagonal A matrix is given by:

( csep 0)A = b c'!P

where

c~? == q1/2dTe-1:: ¡¡/2(1 - (1 - qd)T;J1/2 (26)

Notice that the above equation is just Eq, (19) with d replaced by d and T replaced by Te.
At this point, it is necessary to take ~Z = a implying D = OJ otherwise, the interpretation of

conserved quantities on characteristic lines is lost and an explanation becomes tedious, Doing so,
we have the following two relationships between d and Te (corresponding to the plus and minus

Riemann invariants) that must hold on the characteristic lines l = c~P:

dTe 811

dd
=

812

=
qTe (qd + T; + (qd - 1)T; + 2(qd)1/2Te(1- (qd - 1)T;j1/2)

(27)q2rF - (1 - 2qd + q2rF)Tt

dTe 821

dd
=

822

= qTe (qd + T; + (qd - 1)T; - 2(qd)1/2Te(1 - (qd - 1)T;j1/2)
(28)q2d2 - (1 - 2qd + q2rF)Tt

Were we able to solve these nonlinear differential equations analytically, the constant of integra-
tion would yield the two Riemann constants (as in the previous attached flow case),

Now, we specialize to our problem and take q = 1. Solutions for d and Te in the separated
flow region of Fig, 2 are obtained in principle by the simultaneous solution of Eq, (27) and the
characteristic equation y It = c'!p.
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The solution to the differential equation (27) is obtained numericaly by assuming the solution is
continuous across the line y It = csep shown in Fig. 2. In other words, the numerical integration is
started with d = dsep and Te = T and stepped backward in d until d is a very small number which
we call the nose of the fluid intrusion. A plot of these "plus" Riemann invariant (the integral curves
of Eq. (27) ) is shown below for a few values of the channel width:
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Figure 5: "Plus" Riemann invariant for the case of separated flow,

The above diagram suggests that Te is zero where d is zero for all T, implying that the nose of
the separated region is not only of zero height, as might be expected, but' also of zero width. Note
too that Te goes to zero more quickly than d implying that the width of the nose becomes narrower
more quickly than the thickness of the nose does. Being slightly more quantitative, it can be shown
that We approaches zero at roughly twice the rate that d does for all channel widths,

With Te obtained numerically as a function of d, it is a simple (numerical) matter to solve for
each variable individually as a function of the similarity variable y It from the characteristic equation

ylt = dTe-1 - (1/2(1 - (1- d)T:i1/2, Notice that the characteristic lines are straight in the separated
region, which follows from the relation between d and Te given by (27) and assumed to be true at
an infinitesimal time after the dam breaks.

The speed of the nose of the intrusion depends on T. :;his can be seen by taking the limit d -+ 0
in the characteristic equation. We have Cnose = limy~o ~e' The limit is indeterminate and must be
resolved via the differential equation (27) as d approaches zero- this too is indeterminate and in fact
should not be able to be resolved simply since the ratio must depend on specific initial conditions,
that is, on dsep and T. The inverse of the slope of the lines in Fig. (5) at d = 0 measures the speed
of the nose.

7 Results

In this section, we present our analytical results, Additionally, we wil compare and contrast our
results, all based on the semigeostrophic approximation, with results from numerical simulations
of the full 2-D shallow water equations in a channel (Eqns. (1), (2), and (3) with 8 = 1). Before
presenting the results, we comment briefly on the numerical scheme,

The finite difference scheme used here is based on "flux-corrected transport," (see Leveque 1992)
It allows one to achieve second order accuracy in space by adding a correction to a first order upwind
scheme. The time stepping is accomplished via Strang splitting which gives second order accuracy
in time. The equations are cast in conservation law form so that the finite difference formulation
obeys discrete forms of mass and momentum conservation. A small 0(10-10) layer depth is required
in the simulations upstream of the dam at t = 0,
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The first plot shows the value of d at the separation point, dsep, as a function of the width
parameter T:
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Figure 6: Dependence of d at the separation point on the width parameter T, T = .46 corresponds
to w = 1.

Notice that dsep (and d) approaches zero as the chanel narrows because the separation point
becomes the nose of the fluid intrusion in this limit. Also, as the channel width approaches infinity,
the value of d approaches 0,5, As we wil show later, the configuration of the flow in this case
has the separation point being stationary at y = a where d = 1 for all x except in a left (looking
downstream) wall boundary layer where d goes to zero, Note though that we expect a breakdown
of the semigeostrophic equations in this limit. .

Now that we have the value of dsep, we plot the speed of the separation point csep and the speed
of the nose of the fluid intrusion Cnose as functions of T:
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Figure 7: Dependence of the separation point speed and speed of a point very close to the speed
of the nose, on the width parameter T, Semigeostrophic theory is presented along with the full

numerical simulation results. T = .46 corresponds to w = 1

To avoid confusion, we have used the label "Cnose" in the above plot. Strictly speaking, it is
the speed of a point located D.x/2 away from the right hand wall (looking downstream) and having
depth d = .001. The grid spacing D.x ranged, as determined from the numerical simulations, from
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0.01 for the case of narrow channels to 0.025 for the case of the w = 2 channeL. ßy, the along-channel
grid spacing, was held fied at 0,05,

Comparison between the numerics and the theory was carried out by noting that the numerical
simulations were formulated in conservation law form. This fact implies that the cell centered values
of the numerical simulation data represent an integral average of the data over the cell (the "cell
average"- see for example Leveque 1992), Therefore, we obtain data points from the semigeostrophic
theory by averaging the speed of points having d=.OOl at x = w/2 and x = w/2 - ßx, the only

assumption being linear interpolation across the celL. In Fig. 7, the theoretical nose speed curve was
plotted using ßx = .025,

We expect agreement between theory and numerics as the channel width narrows; the fact that
the separation point speed matches so well for all values of T is thus quite surprising, In general
we attribute discrepancies between the theory and the numerics to resolution effects and slight
numerical viscosity rather than to a failure of semigeostrophic theory for the case of the nose speed
for the following reasons,

The theory predicts an ever-thinning nose solution; the numerics can never reproduce this effect
accurately for fied resolution. Numerical viscosity probably comes into play at this scale. In

addition, the cross-channel resolution decreases in the simulations as the width is increased. With
regards to comparing results from different theories, we might expect discrepancies in the depth and
velocity fields but the fastest Poincare waves in the simulation should stil be comparable in speed
to the fastest waves in the semigeostrophic theory.

The "real" nose speed as obtained from semigeostrophic theory is shown below. Here, we have
taken speeds at the right hand wall x = w /2 for four successively smaller values of d. The plot
demonstrates numerical convergence and suggests an upper bound on the nose speed of approxi-

mately four.
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Figure 8: Nose speed dependence on the width parameter T, from semigeostrophic theory. The
four lines represent the velocity on the right (looking downstream) wall (dwal¡) of points having four
successively smaller values of depth,

Viscosity and lateral mixing would of course tend to smear and slow down this thinning nose
solution.

Next, the full solution of the equations for d, d and Te are plotted below as a function of the
similarity variable y/t and for four values of the width parameter T.
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Figure 9: Solutions for a, d and Te in both the attached and separated regions. Four values of the
width were taken: 0.2, 1.0, 2,0 and 4.0. The flow is critical at y = 0, sub critical for y -: 0 and
supecritical for y :; 0,

The above plot can be interpreted as giving the y-dependence of a, d and Te at unit time, The

discontinuous nature of a increases as w increases which is probably related to the breakdown in
semigeostrophic theory in the largew limit.

Next, we compare contour plots of the depth field from semigeostrophic theory and from the
numerical simulations. This is done at a fied time t = 10 and for two cases of the channel width,

w = 0,2 and w = 2.0. The figures are plotted separately then overlain. The contours were selected
at eleven discrete levels: d = 0.001, 0,1, 0.2, ,,,,0.9, 0.999, Note that the cross-channel scale is
magnified greatly with respect to the along-channel scale.
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Figure 10: Contour plots of the layer depth d at t = 10 for channel width w = 0.2 (a) numerical
simulation (b) semigeostrophic theory (c) both plots superimposed
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The agreement shown in Figs. 10 (c) and 11 (c) is somewhat surprising. The full 2-D system admits
Poincare waves; it is not clear that at a fiea time, the depth field in the numerical simulations should
not be more oscilatory in nature.

As expected, the solutions tend to agree more for small w. (It can also be shown that the

solutions agree more at longer times.) Notice also that the solutions are more similar near the

sidewalls. This may be explained by noting that near the walls, we expect u to go to zero and the
semigeostrophic approximation to increase in validity. Near y = 0, the discontinuous nature of the
theoretical solution becomes more apparent as the channel width increases (Fig. 11 (b)). Agreement
between the two solutions is worst in this region because a strong negative u velocity must develop
in this region for wide channels. This velocity is prevented from fornung in the theory.

As the channel gets wider, the "generalized Kelvin wave" (see Pratt & Whitehead) nature of the
solution becomes more apparent, Comparing Figs. 10 and 11, the signature of these waves is given
by the increased deviation from the vertical of the contour lines near the sidewalls. In the infinitely
wide channel limit, one expects two independently propagating Kelvin waves to appear along both
channel walls (Pratt & Whitehead).

For visualization purposes, we plot in 3-D the depth field d for a w = i channel at three different

times (next page). Note again that the cross-chanel scale is magnified greatly with respect to the
. along-channel scale.
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Figure 12: Full solution for the layer depth d at three different times t = 0, 5 and 10, Here, the
channel width equals the deformation radius.
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7.1 Results at Steady State

One might inquire into the steady state solution of this rotating dam break problem. By steady
solution, we mean the solution at any fied position y as t -+ 00. Because of similarity, this is
equivalent to the solution evaluated at y = 0 at any time t, (It thus follows that as t -+ 00, the flow
at any position y approaches criticality.) Below, we plot the steady values of rl and d as a function
ofT,
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Figure 13: Long time values of rl and d as a function of T

Recall from the nonrotating dam break problem (Stoker 1955) that the steady state depth d is
(2/3)2 ~ .44, Notice that the solution for rl agrees with the nonrotating case in the limit T -+ O.

With the steady state values of rl and d known, it is instructive to plot the full depth profile d.
Below, we do so for two cases of the channel width: w = 1 and w = 10.
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Figue 14: Long time depth field d for two cases of channel width. The initial discontinuity was at
y = Q. Note the x and y scales.

Stronger curvature in d implies stronger velocity v by geostrophy. Notice that as the channel
broadens, the transport becomes confined to a sidewall boundary layer of deformation radius width,

With the steady values of d and d, it is also possible to calculate the mass transport Q = 2dd.
We plot it below.
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Figure 15: Thansport Q at asymptotically steady state as a function (a) the channel width w and(b) T=tanhwj2 .
First examine Fig, 15 (a). In the narrow channel limit, the rotating solution should approach the

nonrotating ID solution of Stoker (1955), In this case, the depth and velocity approach constants
at long times so that the transport is simply a linear function of width- specifically, Q = dvw =
(2j3)2(2j3)w, This is the general behavior seen in the plot above for chanels widths smaller than
the deformation radius, Beyond this width, rotational influences set in. The graph shows that
increases in the width beyond this point have less and less of an effect on the transport.

One might have guessed that the transport would taper off, in analogy with the results of White-
head, Leetma & Knox (1974), They showed that the effect of rotation on hydraulically controlled
flows is to reduce the transport. In any case, in the infinite width limit, one could expect the flow
not to feel the effects of the channel width. The only length scale the flow can have in that case is
the deformation radius, in which case the transport must approach a constant,

Fig. 15 (b) is instructive in that plotting Q vs. T yields an almost linear relationship. Perhaps
this would be obvious if one was looking for a function that increases linearly and then tapers off to
a maxmum value. In any case, Gill's (1977) introduction of the parameter T proves usefuL.
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8 Conclusions

In this study, we have used a semigeostrophic approximation to study time dependent effects in
rotating channel as a function of the width of the channeL. Additionally, we have gained a general

idea of the long time mass transports involved in such flows.

In the problem considered here, it is not obvious how one could solve for the final geostrophically
balanced state given only the initial conditions (channel width) and the full set of governig equa-
tions; the potential vorticity conservation methods that Rossby (1937) outlined for doing so fail in
this case, Here, we have resorted to considering the time dependent equations in order to connect
the initial and final states. It is tempting to conjecture that the steady state results presented here
are equivalent to the steady state results of the full shallow water equations in the channel, for at
the steady state the mathematical equations are identical, IT this could be proven, then the char-
acteristic method would have indirectly solved a nontrivial two dimensional geostrophic adjustment
problem. Since one system admits Poincare waves while the other fiters them out, it would also
imply that Poincare waves do not have a strong influence in the final state, in this problem at least,

We note that a net v velocity could have been added in to the initial conditions without destroying
the analytic tractability of the problem. It is not immediately obvious that this effect 'can be scaled

away.
Topographic and sidewall influences, well known to be able to strongly alter the mass flux, have

not been studied here. It appears such problems are not amenable to analytical techniques; numerical
and experimental methods must be brought to bear in those cases,
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Introduction

The 3D dynamics of quasigeostrophic flow with uniform potential vortcity reduces to the

evolution of potential temperature on honzontal boundares.

This work provides an application of surface quasi-geostrophic equations (SQG here)in a

simple oceanic continuously stratified model with a tilted upper boundar.

One of the most strng features of the oceanic circulation is the observed separation of

western boundar curent. The outcropping mechanism provides one of the simplest

explanations of separation of western bounda curent in wind-drven gyres of opposite

signs. Assuming that the effects of the frction and inerta are confined to regions of a

bounda layer character, the separation latitude is shown to depend on the degree of

stratification. Recent models of the wind drven circulation in a closed basin solve the

two dimensional quasi-geostrophic or the shallow water equations with layers

outcropping with vertcal discretization in constant density layers: the separation latitude

and the resulting circulation is strongly dipendent from the stratification choice.

U sing the SQG equations we can study the problem of the separation of the western

boundar currents in a continuously stratified model, where the outcropping of the

intenor flow can occurs "continuously" and the separation latitude is non dictated by the

choice of vertcal coordinate.

The goal of this project is to study a semplified model and compare the dynamics in the

SQG approximations with the homegeneous case
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1. Equations of motion: Surface Quasi-Geostrophic dynamics

We want consider the problem of 3-Dimensional flows drven by the dynamics of upper

boundares, the internal dynamics being the vanishing potential vortcity.
In the limit of small Rossby number (Ro = U / foL.c.c 1) , the quasi-geostrophic
approximation of the equations of motion on the ß -plane in the Boussinesq version and

in a nondimensional form are:

(see Pedlosky, 1964 for a complete derivation)

dtq = -J('I,q + ßy) (1. La)

with the condition on the stramfuncion of no-normal flow at a rigid horizontal boundar

z = Zi, z2 (being the upper and the lower boundaes).

At a flat boundar the condition of no normal flow is:

dte = -J('I,e), z = zi,z2 (1.1.b)

In presence of a surace with elevation where z = ri(x,y) is the equation for the suiface in

a non dimensional form, the boundar condition on 'I becomes:

dte = -J('I,e +--riJ, z = zi,z2
DRo

(1.1.c)

where we assumed that

q == (dxx + dyy + PsdzPsEdz)'I (1.2)

is the 3-dimensional potential vortcity.
The streamfunction 'I rapresents the pressure field related to the horizontal velocity field
in the usal way (u, v) = (-'i y' 'I x) and 'I z := e is the potential temperature.

S=S(z) is the stratification parameter definited by:

1 f2L2 f2L2_-co---- 0-c.- - 2 2
S(z) gkD N D (1.3)

f 0 /2 is the Coriolis parameter and rapresents the characteristic value of the normal

component of the earh's rotation.
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L is the chateristic horzonta length, D the vercal scale. N (z) = ( : ~~ J12 is the

Brunt - Väisälä frequency, Ps is a function of z and may be defined as the global average

of p at each level z and b is the characteristic amplitude of the topographic varation.

In the oceans, where the compressibility effect on fluid elements is negligible, the Brunt -

Väisälä frequency is given in term of the equilbrium density distrbution:

( d )1/2
N= _g--

p dZ

and the basic density field may be considered roughly constant.

Assuming N constant, the factor £ may be subsumed into a rescaled vertcal coordinate

z' = £1/2z. (We wil retain the notation z for the rescaled Zl).

A familar special case of 3-dimensional flow is obtained by assuming e = 0, z = z1, z2'

In this context we have a flow of" Charey type ", where the dynamical effect of upper

and lower boundares was neglected. In other words the flows are confined within

isoentropic suraces with uniform pressur and temperature.

The complementar problem is that of Surace quasi-geostrophic flow, or flow of" Eady

type" (Eady, 1949), in which it is assumed that q = O. The interior equation (1.1.a) is
identically satisfied and the flow is drven by the dynamics of upper and lower
boundaes.

We ar interested in this second case applied to a ocean basin, assuming that the flow is

confined in a closed horizontal basin with infinite depth, in the approximation of zero

potential vortcity at the interior, uniquely drven by the upper boundar.
Typical scales relevant to the North Atlantic Ocean may be U = 0(2*1O-2ms-1),
L = 0(103Km), fo = 2Qsin~o = 0(1O-4s-1) on mid-latitudes.

Introducing a tilted surace with elevation z = -Ày the equations take the form:

dte = -J("" 'i - Ay) + F z=O

(1.4)
e=dz'"

(dxx + dyy + ozz)'" = 0
zo:O

(1.4)
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'" z ~ 0 as z ~ -00
where

A=- AN
f oLRo

(1.5)

F is the total heating rate and may be considered a given forcing function and A is the

nondimensional topographic vanation that reproduces the beta - effect in two dimensional

flows.

In terms of spectral amplitude in an infinite period domain with infinite depth
'" = Re(vexp(ik + ily - i(Ot)) for a two dimensional flow. The vertical strctue which

satisfies the system (1.8) is exp(vlk2 + 12z) and ê = vlk2 + 12V.

This model supports linear waves trvellng westwards with the dispersion relation

Ak(0--
- vlk2 + 12

(1.9)

These waves decay away from the surace as exp(kz) and are dynamically identical to

topographic edge waves.

2. Linear problem.

a) The time dependent, inviscid, unforced case.
Free modes of the system

The aim is to show how the intenor and the western boundar layers develop in a basin

governed by the linear version of the SQG equations.

The geometr of our model consist in a flat basin of stratified fluid confined to a closed

domain with 0 :: x :: L, 0 :: y :: L with depth in a general case 0 ~ z ~ - B.

Before examing the forced problem it is of interest to discuss the free modes of the
system.

The linear, non - dimensional, inviscid equations are:

q = V2", = 0 (0:: x:: L; 0:: y :: L; -B.: z .: 0; t ~ 0) (2. La)

at",z - A'l x = 0 (0 :: x :: L; 0:: y :: L; z = 0; t ~ 0) (2.1.b)
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",=0 (x = 0, L; Y = 0, L; z = 0; t ~ 0) (2.l.c)

"'z=o (z = -B) (2.l.d)

Because of the form of the equations (2.1) without loss of generality we can assume a

periodc behaviour with y:

",(x,y,z) = q,(x,z)sin(1y)

using L/rr as scale for the nort-south coordinate.
The operator ayy can be replaced by _12 where I is the north-south wavenumber. The

equation (2.l.a) becomes:

v2q, _12q,

(0 :: x :: L; 0:: y :: L; - B -: z -: 0; t ~ 0)

and equations (2.l.b, 2.l.c, 2. 1. d) are invarant on q,.

The system supports propagatig wave solutions of the fonn:

q, = ImtAcOSh(~k2 + 12 (z+ B))exP(ikx - iArot)l (2.2)

. with the dispersion relation

ro = - ~ k COth(~k2 + 12B)
k2 + 12

(2.3)

The phase speed in the x - diection is

Cpx = - ~ 1 COth(~k2 + 12B)
k2 + 12

(2.4)

The x - component of the group velocity is given by:
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Cgx =
12COth(~k2 +12B) Bk2

(-A2 + 12 l + (k2 + 12 )Sin2( '1k2 + 12B)

(2.5)

and the y - component:

Cgy =
k1 (COth(-vk2 + 12B)

k2+12 (2 2)3/2k +1 Sinh2(,1:2 + 12B) J

(2.6)

We can consider the behaviour of the wave solutions in the parcular limit of D -:; 00

which represents a strongly stratified ocean. In this case z scale as fL z' and
N

û) --
k

-vk2 + 1

1
Cpx -- -vk2 + 1 (2.7)

Cgx+(~J

The phase speed and the group velocity are always positve. The waves are
unidiectional: all the information and the energy from the eastern boundar is trasmiued

westwards while there is no possibility to propagate information eastwards.

This behaviour contrasts with the wavelike solutions for the planetar wave equation in a

basin. In that case the energy from the western boundar can be trasmiued eastwards by

short waves. The inviscid system is does not achieve a steady state.

In our model the linear unforced system develops a. steady state in the interior and a finite

time singularties along the western boundar, corresponding to a front.

Choosing the nort - south wavenumber equal to one, appers that long waves travel faster

and both speed decrease to zero decreasing wavelength.

Instead for the homogeneus model, D -:; 0, the phase speed increases indefinitely with

increasing wavelengt and decrease to zero for short waves.
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b) Time independent, forced, viscous, case.

In the homogeneous model in the prossimity of the surface the dominant contrbuuons to

the frctional forces in dimensional form can be rapresented as:

A a2u E a2uv _ v
f D2 az2 -2 az2o

A a2v E a2vv _ v
f D2 az2 -2 az2o

(2.8)

where Av is the vertcal turbulent viscosity coefficient and Ev is the Ekman number
associated with vertcal mixing. Estimates of Av for the ocean suggest values from

1cm2s-1 to 103cm2s-1.

It shown that the homogeneous model of the Ekman layer remains valid for a stratified

fluid. In case of infinite depth the vertcal scale D is replaced by fL.
N

In our model furter assume a vertcal dissipation in the form of eq. (2.8).

We choose the forcing resulting from an applied wind stress

F = W . k . curl~ (2.9)

~ is the wind stress and W in our non dimensional coordinates is to~

Ps Ufo
to is the maximum wind stress value (typically to = 10-1 Nm-2).

For an ocean drven by a zonally simmetrc wind stress:

~ = l cos( i ),0 J

(2.10)
atX . (1ty)curlt = - ay = SIn L

We are interested in parcular in the behaviour of the western boundar layer. In the non

dimensional form the linear time independent equation for the SQG dynamics becomes
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E1/2 ((p (P) (1t )-i -Y+-Y +A'I =-Wsin i
2Ro ax2 ay2 x L (2.11)

The linear problem reduces to the system which was onginally solved by Stommel. An

analitical solution can be found with the boundar condition that the cost be a streamline,
which is satisfied settng 'I = 0 on x = 0, Land y = 0, L.

The result is shown in Fig. (2.1). There is an intense crowding of streamlines toward the

western border of the basin and the displacement of the center of the anticyclonic gyre

toward the west. This westward intensification of the wind-drven ocean currents is the

conseguence of the varation of the Coriolis parameter with latitude.

Eq. (2.11) expresses a balance between planetar vortcity, frctional vortcity and wind

stress. On the western side of the ocean where current speed and current shear are strong,

frctional and platenar vortcity tendencies are also great. Whereas in the eastern part,

where currents are weak and diffuse, these terms are orders of magnitude smallers.

Instead the wind stress tendency is the same allover the ocean.
El12

If we neglect the frctional terms under the condition -i.(.( 1, the interior circulation,. 2Ro
reduce to the Sverdrp relation

Av = curlt (2.12)

On the western boundary where the frictional effects are non negligible, eq.

(2.11)becomes to lowest order:

E~2 a2aib + A aaib = 0

2Ro a'A,z aÂ
(2.13 ) \ .

~

i

where we wrote the original equation in term of the interior 'I plus a boundar layer

correction function

Vb = 'i(x,y) + aib(Â,y)

The solution is clearly:

i!i1.,y) = c(y)exp( - 2~~, 1.) (2.14)

E1/2
-- times the scale of the basin is the frctional boundary layer thickness.
2RoA
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3. The nonlinear time dependent problem.

The fully nonlinear, tie dependent problem is studyed with a numerical expenment.

Results from numencal calculations of wind-drven ocean circulation in the SQG model

with explicit bottom frction and sUDace heating are presented. The lateral frction is

instead supposed to be zero everywhere in order to minimaze the influence of frctional

boundar layers (Munk layers) and holds the model to become dynamically unstable.
The integrated equation is

El12
e1t"'z + J("" '" z - Ay) = --(e1xx'" + e1yy"') + F

2Ro
(3.1)

with '" = 'I(x,y,O) and the boundar condition "'= 0 on x = 0, L y = 0, L.'

'" z - Ay may be defined as the absolute temperature.
Our ocean model is a square basin of length 1000 Km and infinite depth. It is drven by

an imposed heating in the form of a wind stress curl in both single and double gyre
confgutions.
For a single anticyclonically forced subtropical gyre

t = l W cos( i ). 0 J (3.2.a)

for the antisymmetncally forced double gyre

t = l W cos( 2 ~y ). 0 J (3.2.b)

giving a counterclockwise gye nort of the wind stress curl zero and an anticyclonic 
ally

gyre to the south. This configuration of the wind stress holds the formation of an
intergye boundar and a jet. We saw that the Sverdrp dynamics implies that the intenor

mendional drft must retur in intense western boundar layer currents. These currents
can be unstable and in the classical homogeneous model conditions for instabilty in the

ocean are easily venfied in jet regions.
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a) The numerical modeL.

A finite difference approximation of eq. (3.1) is integrated forward in time with a first
order Adas- Bashfort scheme from an initial state at rest everywhere (e = '" = 0, Vx, y)

on a squar grd of lengt n.

At each time step '" is calculated from e using a spectral method, vanables being

expanded as a sine series. '" automatically satisfies the boundary conditions at x = 0, 1t

and y = 0, n and A 1 ê
"'k,l= ./2 2 k,l

-vk +1
(3.3)

Our model describes a stratified ocean with infinite depth and a forcing acting on a finite

layer thikess.

The Jacobian is finite differenced using a third order upwinding scheme, which
introduces an implicit frction term on e on the form:

Jl = Umax(~x)3V4,1z

where U Max is the maximum velocity at eac:h time step and ~x is the grd space. This

term helps to dissipate the enstrophy that builds up at small grd scales.

For numerical simulations the dimensional parameters have the value:

L=106m

ßo = 2.1O-11m-1s-1

Ps = 103Kg. m-3

f = 1O-4s-1o

Av is choosen to obtain the fnctional boundar layer thickness between one and three

grd points, in the range 75 -: 103 cm 2s -1.

When the nonlinear effects become important the thickness of the boundar layer is
controlled by inertal effects.

We shall consider flows which have nonlinear and frctional effects of varing degrees.

Our interest is in those flows which are strongly nonlinear, the linear case reproducing the

same behaviour of the homegeneous modeL.
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A measure of effects of nonlinearty is given by W, the amplitude of the forcing. The

nonlinearty can be increasing increasing W increasing the value of the maximum wind.
stress, 'to'

The integrated equation is rescaled so that the coefficient arsing from the latitudinal
varation in slope is equal to one and eq. (3.1) becomes:

ate + J(""e + y) = vV2", + w' curFE (3.4)

In this rescaled form w' = 1 corrsponds to a maximum wind stress 'to = io-1Nm-2.

The equation is integrated with a varable timestep which garantees the CFL number less

or equal to 0.2.

b) Single gyre configuration

Fig. (3.1.a - b - c) show the streamfunction and the potential temperature field of a single

gyre at different evolution times. Fig. (3.1.c) is after reaching a steady state, where steady
means that the maximum velocity and the mean square velocity differed by less than 5%

from their values at the previous time step.

The resolution is 256*256 grd points, v is equal to 0.0125, the minimum value required

to resolve the frctional boundar layer, and w' is equal to 2.

There is a north-south asymmetry produced by the northward advection of potential

temperatue. A thin, strong jet appears along the length of the northern wall. With the
increasing of time the jet flows southward on the eastern boundar producing a weak

eastern boundary current and modifing the interior configuration in the north. The
nonlinear boundar curent does not penetrate the interior except at the north-west corner.

If the inertal effect decrease in magnitude (w' = 1) and the inertial boundar thickness is .

of the same order of the frctional boundar, (Fig. 3.2), the jet along the northern wall

becomes narow.

With w' = 4 (Fig. 3.3.a - b) the jet is broad, but there is no significant varation in the

thick of the western boundar, where most of the energy is confined.

We compared these results with the classical homogeneous ocean model, where the flow

is confined in a square, flat, bottomed basin governed by the barotropic vortcity equation

in the beta-plane approximation and it is drven by the same imposed wind-stress curl

with identical friction retard.

The integrated equation is
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n £1/2atq + J('l,q + ßy) = -Wsin-l- -- V2'l
L 2Ro

(3.5)

where 'l is the two dimensional streamfunction and q the potential vorticity ( q = V2'l).

In our nondimensional form

ß = ßoL2

U

W - 'taL
- pU2H

where H is the depth of the homogeneous layer.

For the mesoscale in the ocean ßo = 1O-llm-1s-1.

In the rescaled form eq. (3.5) becomes

atq + J('l,q + y) = -w' sin ny - VV2'l
L

(3.6)

where w'=l corresponds to a maximum value of the wind stress 'to = 10-1 Nm-2 with a

layer depth 500 m.

Fig. (3.4) shows the evolution toward a steady state of a single gyre for w' = 1 and v =

0.0125. The flow is sufficiently nonlinear to resemble a Fofonoff free basin mode.

The maximum streamfunction in the domain measures the transport of the gyre
quantifying the degree of spin-up. If the interior was in linear Sverdrp balance, 'lmax

would be unity in this paricular case, being w' and ß equal to 1. Pedlosky (1979)

describes this spin-up as a perturbation involved ignonng lateral frctional boundar
layers. In the single gyre circulation the interior velocities exceed Sverdrp prediction in

order to accomplish the necessar dissipation through the vertical frction. In the SQG

simulations with the same frctional coefficient and forcing the degree of spin-up is one-

sixth of the presente case. It means that the frictional terms (explicit and implicit) are

more active in the SQG system in order to dissipate the energy accumulated at the
western boundar and avoid a singularty formation.

c) Double-gyre configuration
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Fig. (3.5.a - b) shows the instantaneous", maps for a numencal experiment with V =

0.0125, w' = 2 and 256*256 grd points. In Fig. (3.5.b) the flow has reached a staustically

steady steady state. The boundar current south the zero wind stress curl line (ZWCL)

flows nort and the one nort the ZWCL flows south. They become unstable forming a

midlatitude short jet with a ring penetrting south of the ZWCL.

The circulation is dynamically unstable and in the double-gyre problem this leads to a

degree of spin-up smaller than in the one-gyre case, because the vertical frction is
coupled to lateral temperature exchange between gyres, but the difference between the

two configuration is less than in the homogeneous case. The explanauon is probably stil

in the singular character of the waves propagation..

A region of recirculation exists in prossimity of the ZWCL at the western wall where the

isolines of total temperature are distorted. The jet becomes stronger and it extends quite

far into the interior. The ZWCL assumes an oscilatory behaviour following the jet
contour. Like in the homogeneous model is useful to consider 'I in the context of the T

contour. In the region of linear Sverdrp balance T runs west-east along latitude circles T

= -yo At the western boundar T contours are attached to the western lateral wall: the flow

must pass across T contours from lower to highter values and in the prossimity of the

midlatitude, because the gradient of T are strong, a region of significant recirculation is

formed. The ZWCL follows almost exactly the T = 0 contour. The T countours are non

firly attached to the coast at their reference latitude (= -y). In a sufficiently nonlinear

boundar curent they can be drown almost parallel to the streamlines.

The solution reached a quasi steady state. In Fig (3.6) w' is equal to 4 and v is 0.008

(512*512 grd points): there is a strong circulation along the ZWCL and the increasing of
the recirculation zones. Increasing the viscosity we attend the progressive reduction of

the recirculation zone and the development of a shorter and more symmetnc double-gyre

configuation, with a more linear behaviour of the ZWCL which remains in prossimity of

the midlautude.

Increasing the resolution it is possible to study the previous cases using as viscosity
coefficient v =0.006. The nonlinear effects are dominant on the frctional ones.

For w' = 1 (Fig. 3.7.a - b) a strong circular anticyclonic ally eddy forms at the midlatitude

on the western boundary and slowly propagates eastward, surrounded by a thin and
stretched cyclonically recirculation zone moving south. The ZWCL turns south
following the cyclonically eddy and return at the midlatitude following the
anticyclonic ally one. The evolution on time shows the formation of a strong and complex

recirculation zone with cyclonically and anticyclonic ally eddy near the western boundar.
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Setting w' = 2 (Fig. 3.8.a - b) the separation region appears elongated and the two
recirculation zones nort and south the ZWCL are almost symmetrc at the formation

time. Evolving in time the anticyclonically recirculation zone becomes bigger and moves

nort penetrating the interior with the formation of a circular eddy not attached to the

western boundar.
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Fig. 2.1 'V contours for a the single gyre in the linear, time dependent problem.

'Vmax =0.917 with A= 1, w'=O.Oland v=O.02.
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a)

b) c.)

Fig. 3.1 Evolution of a single gyre configuration with w' = 2, v = 0.0125. a) 'l countours

at numerical ume t = 0.055, 'lmax = 5.725. b) 'l countours at t = 0.055,

'lmax = 5.249. c) 'l countours at t = 0.434 (steady state), 'lmax = 5.198.
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c:

Fig. 3.2 Evolution of a single gyre configuration with w' = 1, v = 0.0125. \l countours

and e contours at t = 0.253 (steady state), \lmax = 2.676.
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'- ~

Fig. 3.3 Evolution of a single gyre configuration with w' = 4, v = 0.0125. a) 'I contours

and T = (8 - y) contours at t = 0.105, 'Vmax = 10.432. b) 'V contours and T =

(8 - y) contours at t = 0.166 (steady state), 'Vmax = 11.252.
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Fig. 3.4 Evolution of a single gyre configuration for the homogeneous case with w' = 1,
v = 0.0125. \j contours and ç = (q + y) contours at t = 0.695, \jmax =

12.65
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aì
'b)

Fig. 3.5 Evolution of a double gyre configuration with w' = 2, v = 0.0125. a) 'l contours

and T = (8 - y) contours at t = 0.109, 'lmax = 4.936. b) 'l contours and T =

(8 - y) contours at t = 0.212 (steady state), 'lmax = 5.039.
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Fig. 3.6 Evolution of a double gyre configuration with w' = 4, v = 0.008. 'V contours

and 8 contours at t = 0.04, 'V max = 12.4
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a)

b)
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Fig. 3.7 Evolution of a double gyre configuration with WI = i, v = 0.006. a) 'V contours

at t = 0.044, 'Irnax = 3.010. b) 'V contours and T = (8 - y) contours at t =

0.08, 'Imax = 2.791.
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a) 'bì

Fig. 3.8 Evolution of a double gyre configuration with w' = 2, v = 0.006. a) 'I contours

and T = (8 - y) contours at t = 0.037, 'lmax = 8.119. b) 'I contours and T =

(8 - y) contours at t = 0.070, 'I max = 7.236.
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'eneous model with w' =. . 1n in the homeg . 7 'I inax =' nfll!Urati( _ () 99 ,. . double gyre co - contours at t - . 4. 39 Evolunon of a 'I u" and q = (or y) 2270 'Im" = 1.3 .Fig. . 0.2, v = 0.025. a) canto. = (Ci- y) conlOurs all =. .

. b) 'I contours and q0.988.
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o

Fig. 3.10 Evolution of a double gyre configuration in the homegeneous model with w' =

0.5, v = 0.0 125. 'I contours and q = (0) y) contours at t = 1.00, 'I inax =

2~533.
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Hydraulic control and mixing in a semi-enclosed

reservoir

Mary- Louise Timmermans

1 Introduction

The problem of mixing in a reservoir that is connected by a narrows to a larger
reservoir is of importance in a range of applications, including flow between a sea
or fjord connected to the ocean by a strait or natural ventilation in buildings ¡2),
We examine the relationship between the mixing taking place in the small reservoir
and the hydraulically controlled flow between the reservoirs. This situation was first
investigated by Stommel and Farmer ¡6), who considered an estuary opening into the
ocean through a narrow strait. Figure i ilustrates the simplistic case of no bottom
topography and reservoirs with vertical sides. The estuary is the basin on the right
in this schematic diagram. If there is no mixing between the river outflow and the
ocean water in the estuary, then the entirely fresh upper layer flows out through the
strait while the lower layer remains stationary. If the two layers are mixed vertically
in the estuary, then the thickness of the upper mixed layer increases and the density
difference between the upper and lower layers is decreased. The mixing drives an
exchange flow between the estuary and the ocean because there is now a return

flow of the dense lower layer into the estuary, Under the assumption that the two-
layer flow is critical at the narrowest section of the channel, Stommel and Farmer
showed that the salinities and exchange rate are independent of the magnitude of
the mixing beyond a particular value of the mixing. This limiting case is referred
to as overmixed. Thus, in the overmixed limit, the density difference between the
layers as a result of mixing is limited by the exchange process between the estuary
and the ocean, rather than by the mixing process itself.

One application of this problem is the exchange of Mediterranean and Atlantic
water through the Strait of Gibraltar. In the Mediterranean, unlike an estuary,

where there is a buoyancy source of low density water, there is a buoyancy loss as
a result of evaporation which leads to dense water formation. Bryden and Stommel
¡i) argued that mixing in the Mediterranean Sea is suffciently intense that it has
reached the overmixed limit and the overmixing criterion may be applied to the ex-
change flow through the Strait of Gibraltar. That is, they showed that the salinity
differences between Atlantic and Mediterranean water and the exchange flow be-
tween basins is limited by the hydraulic control at the strait and not by the mixing
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processes operating in the Mediterranean. This simplifies the problem because it is
then only necessary to know that the basin is overmixed and the problem is fully
determined without the exact amount of mixing needing to be specified.

The present work emphasises the importance of the magnitude of the mixing

on the exchange rather than simply assuming that the basin is overmixed. This is
of oceanographic significance because not all basins in nature are overmixed, For
example, Hunkins and Whitehead ¡3J hypothesized that the surface water of the
Arctic Ocean is greatly undermixed. The Arctic Ocean consists of an upper layer of
low salinity water that prevents circulation in the shallow depths. If there were more
mixing of this low salinity water, the thickness of the upper buoyant layer would
be greater and the exchange flow between the Arctic Ocean and the Greenland Sea
through Fram Strait would increase, while salinity differences between the surface
and deep regions of the Arctic Ocean would decrease. Thus, the exchange depends
on the magnitude of the mixing, and hence the basin is not overmixed.

In this study, we investigate, both theoretically and experimentally, the two-
way exchange for mixing conditions in the smaller reservoir that vary from small
mixing to the overmixed limit. In most exchange flow problems, either the basin is
assumed to be overmixed, or the density difference between the two flowing layers is
given, However, it is not always possible to specify arbitrarily the density difference
between layers. In §2, a two-layer hydraulic model is described in which the mixing
is modelled as turbulent plumes. Laboratory experiments designed for comparison
with the theory are described in §3 and the results are given in §4.

2 Theory

2.1 Governing Equations

We consider a steady, frictionless two-layer flow through a channel connecting a
small basin from a larger basin, as ilustrated in Figure 1. The channel is assumed
to be much narrower than the internal Rossby radius of deformation and therefore
rotation is not considered. Initially, both reservoirs contain unstratified salt water
and a small steady flux of fresh water is added to the smaller basin. The equation
of continuity is

Q1 - Q2 = Qo, (1 )

where Qo is the volume flux of fresh water into the small basin, Q1 is the volume
flux of the upper layer out of this basin and Q2 is the volume flux of the lower layer
into the basin. Conservation of salinity may be expressed as

Q181 - Q282 = 0, (2)

where 81 and 82 are the salinities of the upper and lower layers. This assumes a simple
relationship between the salinity of the currents through the narrows, which is valid
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Figure 1: Two layer flow through a transition in width. Fresh water influx into the
salt water surroundings in the smaller reservoir results in a flow of lighter mixed
water, of density Pi, out of this reservoir in an upper layer of depth r¡D in the
transition, and a relatively dense (density P2) inflow in a lower layer of depth (1 -r¡)D.

in the laboratory situation, but may be more complicated in nature. Combining
equations (1) and (2) yields

Q _ Qogbi - "
9

(3)

and

Q2 = Qo~b - Qo, (4)
9

where g' = gß(S2-Si) is the reduced gravity since we have assumed that the density
difference is proportional to the salinity difference and ß is a constant. gb (given
by gßS2) is the reduced gravity prior to any mixing between the input fresh water,
and the unmixed salt water. For no mixing (g' / gb = 1), the entirely fresh upper
layer is the only active layer. It is apparent from equations (3) and (4) that for
large mixing, when the salinity differences become very small (g' -- 0), Qi and Q2
become very large in the absence of frictional effects. This is impossible because the
potential energy of the system is proportional to g', and hence decreases rapidly as
g' -: O. But, the potential energy is the only source of kinetic energy for Qi and
Q2, and thus the fluxes cannot become arbitrarily large as g' -- 0, Hence, a limiting
minimum g' and a maximum in the exchange flow is implied by the equations, and
further mixing in the reservoir cannot alter these limits. This is the overmixing

limit.
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We assume that the flow passes through critical conditions at the narrowest point
in the channeL. Using the steady state momentum equations and the equations of
mass continuity in each layer, it can be shown ¡5), in the Boussinesq approximation,
that the exchange flow is hydraulically critical at locations where

Fl + Fi = 1, (5)

2

where Ff = h is the Froude number for layer i, Ui is the speed of the flow in this
layer and di is the thickness of the layer in the narrowest part of the channeL. Here,
i = 1 denotes the upper layer and i = 2 denotes the lower layer. The volume flux of

layer i is given by Qi = UidiW where w is the width of the narrowest section of the
channeL.

It is convenient to express all quantities in non-dimensional form. We non-
dimensionalize widths by w, depths by the total depth D of the channel and volume

1

fluxes by g~2 D~w. Hence, after introducing a fraction r¡ such that d1 = r¡D and

d2 = (1 - r¡)D (we assume that the free surface deflection is zero), equation (5)
becomes,

-2 - - 2
Q1 + (Q1 - Qo)

r¡3 (1 - r¡)3
g'
, ,

go
(6)

where the tilde over a quantity implies that it is non-dimensionaL. Eliminating Q1
from this equation, we obtain

1 C' -' 1)2 -'3
F(g', r¡) = r¡3 + (~_ r¡)3 - ~õ = 0, (7)

i

where g' = t- which lies in the range between 0 (completely mixed) and 1 (no
90

mixing), Equation (7) is a cubic in g' which has a real root between 0 and 1 for a
given value of r¡ provided that Qo is less than some critical value Qc ~ y'(1 - r¡) ~,
from the theory of cubic equations. In addition to this expression for hydraulic

control, we wil derive an equation for the mixing process taking place in the small
reservoir.

In this study, the agency for vertical mixing is turbulent buoyant convection

from a small source. The amount of mixing is progressively increased by extending
the distance over which the buoyant plume rises vertically through the environment
and hence increasing the amount of entrainment of salt fluid into the fresh plume.
We consider an axisymmetric plume generated by an idealized point source below a
finite source of buoyancy. The environment is assumed to be uniform and at rest. In
homogeneous surroundings, the buoyancy flux Eo (given by Q09b) remains constant
with height. We use the basic entrainment assumption that the mean inflow velocity
U across the edge of the plume is proportional to the mean upward velocity W ¡4J.

That is, U = aW, where the constant of proportionality a is called the entrainment
coeffcient, which has an empirical value of about 0.1.
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Morton et aL. ¡4J found exact similarity solutions of the equations for conservation
of mass, momentum and buoyancy in the case of an ambient fluid of uniform density.
They applied conditions of zero radius and zero momentum flux at the source. The
volume flux at a height h above the source is given by

Q = c(Boh5)l, (8)

and the reduced gravity by
1

g' _ (B~h-5) 3"-, (9)c

where c is an empirical constant which depends upon æ. Non-dimensionalizing as
before, these variables become

1

Q = C (QO(D/W)2h5) 3" , (10)

and
1

_, (QÕ(w/D)2h-5)3"9 =
c (11)

i
\
i
\.,
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Figure 2: g' as a function of the dimensionless height h of the mixed layer above the
plume source. Curves are plotted for one source (n=1) and 6 sources (n=6) for the
same total buoyancy flux, The parameters used in the calculations were those of the
experimental system: gb = 0.23 ms-i, w = 0.05 m, D = 0,37 m, Qo = 7 x 10-6m3s-i.

In order to increase the volume flux for a given buoyancy flux, a number of
buoyancy sources could be placed at the same vertical level in the reservoir. For
example, consider n sources placed suffciently far apart so that their plumes do not
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interact, with each plume of buoyancy flux Eo/n. The volume flux at a height h
above the source is n~Q, where Q is given by equation (10), and the reduced gravity
is

1

_, _£ (QÕ(W/ D)2) 3" h--2g=n3 3.
c

This is the same g' that would result from one plume of buoyancy flux Bo/n.
A short time after the fresh water ilux is initiated, a steady ~tate is achieved in

which a mixed layer of uniform depth hi accumulates at a height h above the source.
Let f¡ be the non-dimensional depth of the nozzle opening below the top interface
between fluid and air, (as shown in Figure 1) so that f¡ = h + hi and the reduced
gravity between mixed and ambient fluid is

1

2 (Qõ ( w / D?) 3" (_ _) _ 2-, -- H h 3g=n3 -i .
c

The vertical volume flux in the plume is equal to the volume flux in the upper mixed
layer through the channeL. The density of the mixed layer is equal to the d~nsity
of the plume fluid at the interface between the two layers. Figure 2 shows h, the
distance that the plume travels, as a function of the dimensionless reduced gravity

for both 1 source and for 6 sources with the same total buoyancy flux.
Equation (13) intr_oduces a new variable hi, and hence, we require an additional

relationship between hi, r¡ andg'. This equation is obtained by applying Bernoull's
principle just above and below the interface between the two layers,

1 2
Pi + Pig(D - hi) = "2PiU1 + Pc + Pig(1 - r¡)D,

(12)

(13)

(14)

and
Pi + p2g(D - hi) = ~P2U~ + Pc + P2g(1- r¡)D, (15)

where Pi is the pressure on the interface at depth hi and Pc is the pressure in the
;narrowest part of the channel on the interface at depth r¡D, as shown in Figure 1,

The left sides of these expressions refer to the section in the small reservoir and the
right sides refer to the narrowest section in the channeL. We have assumed that there
is no change in energy before and after the transition in width and we have neglected
the velocities in the reservoir under the assumption that w /W -( -( 1, where W is
the width of the reservoir. Taking the difference of equations (14) and (15), and

expressing the velocities in terms of volume fluxes, we obtain

2-'( h) Qi Q§ = 0, (16)9 r¡ - i + -: - (1 _ r¡)2

where we have made the Boussinesq approximation and expressed the variables in
non-dimensional form. Eliminating Qi and Q2, we obtain

2 g,3 - 1 1
-= (r¡ - hJ + - - (g' - 1)2 = o.Qõ r¡2 (1 - r¡)2 (17)
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Note that the derivative of this equation with respect to rJ is the expression for
hydraulic control in the channeL. We now have three equations, (7), (13) and (17),
which we can solve for rJ, g' and hi' However, before obtaining a complete solution,
it is useful to examine the limits of large and small mixing.

2.2 Limiting Cases

2.2.1 Large Mixing

Stommel and Farmer ¡6J used the critical condition in the contraction to derive
the overmixing solution. This relationship (equation (7)) is plotted in Figure 3 for
three different values of g'. The graph shows that, for a particular g', there are
two solutions to F = 0 for rJ in the range between 0 and 1. One of these solutions
corresponds to a thin upper layer and the other to a thin lower layer. In the present
experimental configuration, the smaller solution for rJ is chosen as rJ increases from
o to its limiting overmixed value. As mixing increases (g' decreases), F incre~ses
for all rJ and at a particular g'; the two solutions coalesce. This point, for which a

2000

1000

F
\. \ 0.2 _~.4, \ 0.6 0.8 J .'\~O,1~~I' rJ

g' = 0.12
-1000

\"....
_ _j'___ 0.14 ____~ - --_.....1"/

-2000

Figure 3: Equation (7) plotted as a function of rJ for three different values of g' with
g' decreasing as the two solutions to F(g', rJ) = 0 move closer. In the limit as g' -- 0,
the real solutions cease to exist. The parameters used in the calculations were those
of the experimental system.
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double root occurs, is the overmixing solution of minimum g' and it is given by
_ 1

g' = (~J) 3
(18)

In this limit, for small Qo, r¡ = ~. That is, overmixing results in an interface at half
of the depth in the contraction.

In a completely mixed reservoir, it is not possible to use Bernoull's equation to
link the mixed reservoir to the narrows, because the assumption of no dissipation
no longer applies. We can see this because if there is no energy loss, then the rate
of release of potential energy exactly balances the rate at which the kinetic energy
of the motion increases. In this balance, the interface in the contraction is at half
of the depth in the contraction. However, with increased mixing, there is more

potential energy put into the system and therefore there must be dissipation, likely
in the form of a jump, before the flow of the mixed layer reaches the contraction,
and hence we cannot use Bernoulli's equation.

As the overmixed limit is approached, the interface height in the reservoir be-
comes (from equations (7) and (17))

- 1
hi = 2r¡ - "2' (19)

Hence, for small Qo (r¡ = ~), the overmixed limit is reached as soon as the interface

height is at half of the depth of the reservoir, Thus, from the plume theory equation

(13), we find that

H-_1 _:!(I)t(W)t--+c 5 - - .2 2 Dn (20)

We can find the minimum number of plumes required to reach the overmixed limit
by setting f¡ = 1 (i.e., the sources are placed at the bottom of the reservoir). Solving
equation (20), we see that we need 5 plumes to reach the overmixed limit, given the
present experimental parameters. Further increasing the number of plumes does not
influence the exchange. Note that the strength of the source, Qo, does not affect the
number of plumes in the overmixed limit.

2.2.2 Small Mixing

Let us now consider small amounts of mixing (g' -- 1). In the limit as g' -- 1, from
equations (7) and (17) we find r¡ = Qo and the thickness hi of the upper layer in the

small reservoir can be expressed as

- 3
hi = -r¡.

2 (21)

This is simply the relatio!;ship between upstream and contraction depths in the one
layer system. For small Qo, small mixing results in a lower layer that is very much
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thicker than the upper layer and hence there is only a very weak inflow in the lower
layer, which is why we recover the one layer result. Equation (21) also holds for
small TJ, even if g' is also small, since again the inflow speed of the lower layer is very
small. For small mixing, the depth of the sources below the surface is given by

- 3 r(W)~TJJ~H = 2TJ + L Dn ~ (22)

2.3 Solutions

Figure 4 shows the reduced gravity as a function of the interface height calculated
from the equation for critical flow in the constriction (equation (7)) for different
values of Qo. When the net barotropic flow is weak (Qo -+ 0), the solution is

0.8

0.'

-,
9

D.'

0.2

0.2 0.' 0.' 0.'

TJ

Figure 4: Solutions to equation (7) are plotted for various values of Qo. The dimen-
sionless reduced gravity g' plotted as a function of TJ for Qo = 0,001,0,02,0,1,0.30.

nearly symmetric about TJ = ~ with the left side correspon~ing to a thin upper layer
and the right side to a thin lower layer. However, when Qo is increased, a critical
value is reached past which there are no real solutions to g~ for a given value of
TJ. That is, the flow is no longer controlled. Note that for Qo = 1, which has no
physical solutions, the flow is unidirectional and the out flowing layer occupies the
full depth of the channeL. Figure 5 shows g' as a function of the interface height TJ in
the narrows, The intersection of the thick line (equation (7)) and the dashed lines
(equations (13) and (17) for various values of if) are the possible values of TJ and g'
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Figure 5: The dimensionless reduced gravity g' plotted as a function of r¡. The thick
line is the solution to equation (7), and the thin lines are the solutions to equations
(13) and (17) for f¡ = 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8. The parameters used in the calculations are
those of the experimental system,

in the present experimental system, In §4, the numerical solutions wil be compared
with the laboratory results.

3 Laboratory Experiments

A test of the theory was carried out in a laboratory flume that was 5 m in length,
0.6 m high and 0.4 m wide. The flume was filled with salt water from the ocean,
The reservoirs were formed by placing a perspex contraction in the flume so that
the length of one reservoir was 0.4 m long and the other was 4.2 m long. The
geometry is ilustrated in Figure 1. The contraction was abrupt on the side joining
the small basin, where it had a width of 5 cm, The channel, made of clear flexible
plastic, widened over a length of 0.4 m onto the side of the larger reservoir, To
produce vertical mixing, buoyant fresh water plumes were generated in the uniform
salt water environment of the small basin, The initial reduced gravity gb between

the fresh water and the salt water was 0.23 m ç2,
Experiments began by releasing fresh water from an upward pointing tube placed

at some height H under the salt water surface. In order to increase the volume
flux through the contraction for the same buoyancy flux, experiments were also

performed with a varying number of sources placed at the same vertical leveL. In
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all experimental runs, the total buoyancy flux from the source or sources was Eo =
1.6 x 10-6 m4 S-3, i The fresh fluid ascended, forming a turbulent entraining plume
which drove an exchange flow through the contraction, Approximately one to two
minutes after the fresh water flux was initiated, a steady state two-layer system was
achieved, The two layers were visualized by adding dye to the fresh water supplied at

Figure 6: Vertical cross section of a typical experiment, Mixing takes place in the
reservoir on the right, The narrowest part of the contraction is in the center and
the flow in the upper layer is from right to left.

the source. In the upper layer, the fluid was mixed and less dense than the ambient,
while in the lower layer, the fluid outside the plume was uniform dense ambient fluid,
vVater samples were taken to measure the density of the surface mixed layer. The
samples, taken from various regions in the mixed layer, indicated that it was a well
mixed layer. Once this steady state was reached, the exchange flow was observed

for various values of H. Crystals of potassium permanganate were dropped into
the contraction and their subsequent traces were observed. A total of 20 runs was

conducted with varying values of H.
For the single plume experiments, the same outlet, of diameter i cm, was used

each time. As the experimental source had a finite diameter, it was necessary to
determine the position of the virtual point source below the nozzle opening. The
position of the virtual source was determined experimentally by measuring the radius
of the cone shaped plume as a function of height above the nozzle and extrapolating
the resulting straight line to the apex of the cone. The relevant heights were then
measured from this virtual source, which was determined to be 0.5 cm below the
opening. \i\hen multiple sources generated the mixing, the outlets were each of
diameter 0.5 cm and their virtual sources were taken to be at the nozzle openings.

1 'Ve have assumed pure buoyancy driven plumes and neglected any flux of momentum, because
3 1

the lengthscale L = NIo4 / EJ based on the momentum flux Mo and the buoyancy flux Eo at the
source is only 0.5 em, which is very much less than the height of the plume. Thus, buoyancy
dominates over momentum, except in the region close to the source.
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The vertical cross section of a typical experiment is shown in Figure 6. In the
experiment shown here, 6 sources were placed at 16 cm below the surface in the
small reservoir, which is on the right in the figure. The steady state level of the

mixed layer has been reached and the flow of the upper dark layer is from right to
left out of the smaller reservoir. The plumes are out of the picture to the right.

4 Results

In Figure 7(a), the posi~ion of the interface in the contraction as a function of the
non-dimensional depth H for several different single plu~e experiments is compared
with the theoretical predictions. The interface height hi in the basin is plotted as
a function of iI in Figure 7(b), and the relationship between the reduced gravity 9'
and iI is shown in Figure 7(c). As can be seen from the experimental results, the
completely undermixed case was diffcult to achieve in the laboratory, There was
always a slight upstream flow ~n the lower layer due to some unavoidable mixing
across the interface. For small hi and r¡, the data is in agreement with the one layer
relationship (hi _ ~r¡). As the overmixed limit is approached (r¡ ~ ~), the height

of the interface hi in the small reservoir does not lie on the numerical curve. This
dissagreement is a result of the incorrect assumption that the exchange flow is dis-
sipationless in a well-mixed reservoir, as discussed in §2.2.i. Beyond the overmixed
state, the present theory can no longer predict the height of the interface in the
reservoir.

Experimental and theoretical predictions for multiple plumes are compared in
Figure 8. By increasing the number of plumes, we increase the volume flux through
the contraction while decreasing the density difference. The interface height should
be approximately n2/9 more than that for a single plume from a source at the

same depth. This agrees with the experiments, Before the basi~ has reached the
overmixed state, the experimental results for the interface heig!it hi lie on the curve
as expected, However, close to the overmixed limit, where H ~ 1 for 6 sources,
and r¡ ~ ~, the value of hi deviates from the theoretical prediction, as in ~he single

source case. This indicates that the basin is overmixed and the value of hi can no
longer be predicted by the theory, although the exchange flow is not affected. The
reduced gravity 9' as a function of iI (Figure 8( c)) shows the increased mixing for
a given value of iI that is a result of increasing the number of sources.
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Figure 7: The relationship between the dimensionless depth H of a single fresh water
source and ( a) the interface height r¡ in the contraction, (b) the interface height hi
in the basin and (c) the reduced gravity gl. The solid curves are the numerical

solutions and the points are experimental results.
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Figure 8: The relationship between the dimensionless depth H of 6 sources at the
same vertical level and ( a) the interface height r¡ in the contraction, (b) the interface
height hi in the basin and (c) the reduced gravity g', The solid curves are the

numerical solutions and the points are experimental results
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5 Conclusions

We have shown that for the simple geometry of a flat bottom and a transition
in width, as shown in Figure 1, the exchange flow between two reservoirs can be

determined as a function of the amount of mixing between the two flowing layers (as
given by the dimensionless source depth ÏI), Unlike in other exchange flow problems,

where the density difference between the buoyant and dense layers is specified, we
have fixed the amount of mixing between the layers. Theoretical calc_ulations verified
by experiment demonstrate, for small volume flux of fresh water Qo, that as soon
as the interface reaches half of the depth in the reservoir, the basin is overmixed
and the overmixing criterion can be applied, Once this limit has been reached, the
exchange flow is independent of the mixing, .

There are numerous extensions to this work. In nature, the amount of mixing
in an ocean basin may vary over time (for example, as a result of the tides). This
wil cause temporal variations in the exchange flow, and a time dependent hydraulic
theory is therefore necessary. Similarly, varying strait geometries wil greatly influ-
ence the hydraulic control and the exchange flow. A simple extension of the present
problem of a narrows with a horizontal bottom would be the addition of a sil to
the channeL. Furthermore, in the present study, it was assumed that the strait was
narrow compared to the Rossby deformation radius, It is possible that in wider
channels the effects of rotation on the two-way flow may be strong and a rotating
hydraulic control theory l7) must be applied,

I would like to thank Jack Whitehead for suggesting the project and for his en-
couragement and advice over the summer. Special th~nks are also due to John
Salzig for his invaluable assistance in the laboratory. I am most grateful for the
interesting and helpful discussions with many other GFD staff and visitors,
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An Experimental Investigation of a Coastally-
Trapped, Sunace Density Current

JEFF PARSONS
Deparent of Civil Engineerig

University of ilinois

1. Introduction

The ultimate fate of rotationally-dominated plumes is of utmost importce to oceanographers

as well as engineers and geologists. River plumes and oceanc outfows, like that of
Mediterranean at the Straits of Gibralta, tyically have only slightly different densities than the

surounding water. Also because of their relatively low momentu and their large size they are

commonly trapped by the topogrphy and flow along the coast as sUDace grvity curent (see
Figue 1). Though considerable anysis (Stem, 1980; Griffths and Linden, 1981; Stern et ai,
1997) has been devoted to the stability of these curents, the effects of these instabilities on the

propagation rate and ultimate fate of the front of a curent have not been studied. Laboratory

experiments provide the most effective way of understading this process due to the

complexities (i.e., discontinuities) present in the flow, Scaling analysis will then provide the

basis for interpreting the underlying mechansms regulating the removal of the geostrophic

curent from the coast.

2. Dimensional Analysis

rive independent parameters exist in the experiments pedormed herein, They are the Coriolis
parameter f the reduced grvitational acceleration of the curent g' the volumetric flux of light

fluid at the source Q the tota flow depth H and the kinematic viscosity v. From these
parameters, two different scenaos can be posed to describe the development of the sUDace

gravity curent. If the curent reaches a steady-state, these two behaviors will either be

geostrophic (i.e., a balance between rotationally-afected inertia and buoyancy) or viscous-

dominated (i.e., a balance between rotationally-affected viscosity and buoyancy).

Geostrophic balance (which occurs in the limit of zero viscosity; v~O) dictates that there are

two significant lengt scales formed with f, Q and g ~ From geostrophic balance and continuity

the depth of the curent at the wall D will be described by .J2fQ/g'. Using this as a length, it is

possible to form the Rossby radius L = .J g'D / f in terms of the independent parameters. Doing

this we find L = (2g'Q/ f3)'4 _ Both the Rossby radius and geostrophically-expected depth can

be made dimensionless with the tota fluid depth, to form the two dimensionless lengths. An
alternative third, but not independent, dimensionless parameter is the ratio of liD. Dimensional
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quantities are tyically scaled in time by l/f and in lengt by the Rossby radius L. The ratio of
these results in a velocity scale of "g'D. All of these parameters can be found in relation to

their physical interpretations in Figue i below.

If the flow is viscous-dominated, velocities will scale lengts with .Jvj f and velocities with

.l. Effects of viscosity can also originate from the Ekman layer at the bottom of the tank.

These effects wil occur after the Ekman spin-up time which can be expressed by

tspin-up = ~Hz/if. Processes which see the transition from geostrophic to viscous-dominated

behavior will be described the square of the ratio of the two velocity scales g'D/if

w::L.. . g' = (Pi - pJgl Pi

!h~
Pi Pi

Pz

ÎQ ,'/~
CROSS-SECTION PLAN VIW

Figure i Definition diagram of a geostrophic coasta density curent

Dependent variables in this problem are the nose propagation rate U and the seaward flux of

light fluid q, These parameters are the oceanographically relevant parameters descnbing the

ultimate size and shape of the plume. The depth h and width w of the curent are also dependent

varables, Deviations from the values shown in Figure i will most likely indicate that geostrophy

is not the appropriate description of the flow.

3. Experimental Setup and Procedure

Experiments were performed in two different tas. The first experiments were pedormed in

a Perspex rectagular tan 174.4 cm long, 30.5 cm wide and 30 cm deep. With an external

mirror mounted at a 45° angle with the floor of the ta, the width-averaged depth strcture was

visualized simultaeously with the horizontal behavior of the curent. Because of limitations in

the ruout of the curent, later experiments used a 2 m diameter Fiberglas (i.e" not transparent)

circular tank, The circular ta was not only larger, but allowed for ruout distaces of as much
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as 6 m without topographic interrption (i.e., without hittng a corner). Both tas were covered

with plastic wrap to curl evaporation effects and prevent wind shear at the surace.

It should be noted tht the reduced gravitational accelerations required for the blocking

instabilities were extremely small, even for the large tas used herein. Under reasonable
rotation rates (e.g" f:S 2), the reduced gravitation acceleration needs to be less than 0.3, This,

along with the small volume fluxes (around 1 cm3/s) required for plume behavior at the source,

severely hampered the parameter range that could be explored.

For the most par, the reduced gravitational acceleration and the tota fluid depth were the

parameters tht were vaned. Ths was done primanly to assess the effects of the instabilities on

the tota depth because it was thought tht the compression of the lower layer played an

importt role in the activity of the blocking instabilities. However, as will be discussed at
length below, viscosity played an importt role in the flows herein and these vanables were

relatively insignificant. As a result, the Conolis parameter was vaned in the later expenments

and resulted in a limited, but signficant, spread in the data.

4. Experimental Results

4.1 Effect of instabilties on the nose propagation rate

Experimental results in terms of the paramC?ters discussed above are shown for all of the

experiments in Table 1, Expenments with a prefix M indicate experiments pedormed by Melvin

Stem, Jack Whtehead and John Salzig in the rectagular tan. A prefix R indicates a
rectanguar box expenment ru by the author, while C indicates a circular ta expenment.

More interesting, however, was the behavior of the velocity of the curent nose with time. Two

typical time senes are shown in Figure 2 which illustrate the behavior of the dimensionless
velocity and with dimensionless distace along the coast. Scaling of the velocity and the lengt

was for a geostrophic curent (see Dimensional Analysis above). As can be seen (roughy), the

curent initially ha a velocity consistent with geostrophy (in the non-dimensionalization in the

figure, this corresponds to a value of 1.0), but loses momentu until it reaches a constat value.

Exteme early times were diffcult to measure because of the small size and fast speed of the

curent. The transition to the slower velocity seen in these two experiments, as well as all others,

was rapid and typically occured on the O(LO)L. Oscillations seen at large times in Expenment

Cl were not due to experimental error, but rather to the formation trains of blocking instabilities

and to the meandenng phenomenon described below, Despite these oscilations, the mean

velocity remains remarkably constat, even for the large ruout lengths in the circular tank

expenments,
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Table i General experimenta results

Expenment g' H Q f U Blocking Nose
# (cm/s2) (cm) (cm3/s) (Hz) (cm/s) instabilities meandering

M1 .10 22.0 I i .125 Y Y

M2 .31 22.0 i 2 .123 L N

RI ,09 13,8 i i .140 Y N

R2 .14 14.1 i i .133 Y Y

R3 .33 14.6 i i .129 Y N

R4 .31 15.3 1 1 .118 Y N

R5 ,30 9.0 1 1 .114 L N

R6 .10 9.6 1 1 .151 Y Y

R7 .09 8.4 i 1 .088 N N

R8 ,06 7.8 1 1 .036 N N

R9 .19 10.8 1 1 .190 L N

Ci .12 30.0 1 i ,114 Y Y
..

C2 .20 30.0 2 1 .093 Y Y

C3 .20 30.0 2 1.8 .109 Y Y

C4 .10 31.0 2 2 .238 y y

C5 .16 30.0 2 0.6 .080 Y Y

* L denotes limited blocking instabilities (or weakdaped instabilities as in Figue 3)
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Figure 2 Nose velocity time series

Taking advantage of the quick and long-lasting steady-state, it was possible to assess the

controlling parameters in ths portion of the flow. By averaging the last four velocity
measurements taen in the rectaguar box experiments (measurements were taen every 10 cm

for the entire lengt of the ta) and the velocity between 1.57 m and 3,14 m in the circular tak,

it was possible to assign a chaacteristic velocity to each experiment. This chaacteristic velocity

is the U in Table 1. Plottng the two velocity scales ( .J g'D, .J) against U ilustrates that the

nose velocity is much more infuenced by viscosity than geostrophy, Shown in Figure 3, the ratio

of the velocity scaled with viscosity only yields in a 50% change in the resulting dimensionless

parameter, while the geostrophic dimensionless vares by nearly a factor of four. The slight

positive correlation between the two scales is most likely a result of the positive bias in the
velocity of slowly adjusting fronts (i.e., the velocity was measured in some experiments where

the steady-state was not quite reached). It is importt to note that the nose depth, though it

could not be measured easily, even with the angled mirror, was also consistent with viscosity-

dominated behavior (namely; ~v/ f , usually about 1 mm).

Despite the solid evidence presented above, strct scaling with viscosity does not yield
pleasing results, Plotted in Figue 4 are the same data (for the strong instability experiments

only), but with just velocity and viscous velocity scale. Ideally, these data would plot along a

single line, However, due the lack of varation in f, the correlation is not quite clear. Futue

experiments could resolve ths diffculty by additional rus with thefvared between 0,5 and 2.0

(the extremes offpossible with the rotating table used herein).
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Figure 4 Collapse of nose velocity with viscosity-dominated velocity scale

*Experiments are only shown if they possessed strong instaility formation.

Viscosity also effects the propagation velocity when the total fluid depth becomes
increasingly shallow. In this case, the bottom Ekman layer begins to influence the entire flow

structure and interferes with the ßevelopment of the instabilities. Ths behavior is consistent
with the numerical analysis of Stern et al (i 997). Though the Ekman number (the ratio of the

Ekman spin-up time to 1 l) is small, the instabilities slow the actul velocity and increase the
horizontal lenb7Ih scale, Also, because the velocity and lengtp scales are easily predicted by the

analysis above, it is possible to plot the expected effective time scale (the ratio of the instability

lenb7Ih and velocity)_ Figure 5 illustrates these results. It should be noted that when there were
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no instabilities, where the curent was dominated by the bed, the propagation speed was
proportional with the geostrophic velocity .J g'D. This is ilustrated in Figue 3. The actul

velocities, however, were on the order of 1/5 the geostrophic velocity.

500

0 Strng instailties
40 . No instailties 0""

~ x Weaampe Instailtiesen'-
U
E

300 0.::
C.~
C: 0'a
en 200
ã
~
¡i

100

50 100 150 200
Effctive tie scale (see)

Figue 5 Effect of bottom Ekman spin-up time on blocking instabilities

4.2. Nose meandering

Interesting behavior occured at times long afer the fronts became viscous-dominated. At

these large times, the nose meandered to and from the sidewalL. This is illustrated in a
photograph in Figue 6. The phenomenon was quaitatively similar to that of 'squirt'. Squirts,

commented upon by Stern (1986) and first seen in river plumes off the coast of California by

Mooers and Robinson (1984), are suspected to be caused by the compression of the curent nose.

Compression, or velocities behind the nose moving faster th the nose itself, causes the light

fluid in the coastal curent to 'squirt' away from the coast. Though this is a possible explanation

of the behavior herein, a more likely explantion is given below (i.e., the flows herein are
viscous-dominated, rather than geostrophic like those of Stern, 1986).

'"~
o

f;

Characteristics of the meandering, along with the proposed scaling,. are shown in Table 2, As

can be seen in the table, the formation length and amplitude of the meanders follow with the

buoyant-viscous length scale of g'D /if. Formation times should necsarily follow witktb
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Figue 6 Photograph of nose meandering and blocking instabilities in Experiment M2

parameter because it describes the relationship regulating the two effects in this problem (ie.,

buoyancy and viscosity), Length scales of the meandering themselves might not necessarly
follow the same relationship, but as is seen in the table and will be discussed below, ths is

indeed the case.

A possible explanation of the meandering follows from the idea that the viscous influence

originates from two distinct viscous bounda layers; one due to the sidewall, the other from the

sUDace. Figue 7 illustrates the development of the phenomenon, along with along with an

analysis of controlling processes at each point. Essentially, it is thought that the sidewall

preferentially slows the fluid near it, causing the light fluid away from the wall to overr the

fluid near the walL. This effect, however, could also be due to sUDace tension gradients (i.e.,

meniscus effects), In tu, light fluid following this can flow more easily away from the wall

than towards it, moving the nose offshore, However, once the flow realizes it is in rotation, it

tus back towards the walL. It can do this by forming anticyclone (which is consistent with a

small bulb of light fluid in rotation), which gudes the fluid back to the coast. The ratio of the

buoyancy and the viscosity and rotation (reflected in the dimensionless parameter in Table 2)
would be the factors that reguate this process and was reflected in the results.

Care, however, should be exercised in extending this phenomenon to the field. The flow in

question is extremely sensitive to external laboratory forcing. For example, evaporation effects,

though they were tempered by the plastic wrap covering the ta, could be important.
Visualizations indicated small flows due to this effect. Also, because the ta is not exactly

rotating at the same frequency all the time, small changes could force instabilities such as these.

The question of the importce of the sUDace tension on this phenomenon also has to be raised.

However, most damaging to the fate of this phenomenon in nature are the long lengths of

uniform (i.e., no capes or peninsulas) coastline required for this phenomenon. Substituting the
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Table 2 Characteristics of nose meandering

Experiment # Formation length Meander Viscous-Buoyancy
(m) Amplitude (cm) Parameter (g Vlif

MI 1.3 3 45

R2 1.5 3 53

R6 1.5 3 45

Ci 2.5 4.5 69

C2 3.5 6 89

C3 1.5 4 47

C4 2.0 3.5 63

C5 2.5 8 103

Time I ~
Drag slows curent

near wall
%

Time 2

Curent begins to
flow away from
wall to escape
wall frction

,/

Time 3

With time, an
anticyclone forms

Time 4

Curent shortcircuits
back to wall

Figue 7 Schematic description and explanation of the nose meandering process

Rossby radius does give some indication of the lengths. In this case, noses tyically require at
least 100L to undergo meandenng. In nature where L is 0(10) la, this results in the coastline

maintaining regular topography for at least 1000 la. Most coastlines possess many capes or

peninsulas over this distance. At these changes in topography, separation wil most likely occur.

This problem was well treated by Stern and Whitehead (1990).
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5. Conclusions

The presence of blocking instabilities was shown to drve a sUDace gravity curent into a thin

viscous bounda layer in a short amount of time. Afer ths time, the gravity curent propagated

. at rate consistent with the viscous-buoyancy balance. Due to the slow down from viscosity from

the sUDace and sidewall, effects of the bottom Ekman layer were more. pronounced. Ekman

effects were observed for curents with predicted (from geostrophy) dimensionless depths as low

as 0.2. These bottom-influenced curents then propagated at rate proportona to, but less than,

their geostrophically-expected value.

In the far-field, the nose meandered to and from the sidewalL. It was theorized that
competition between the sidewall and sUDace bounda layer drove ths phenomenon. The

meandering was successfully scaled with a dimensionless quatity representing the. balance

between buoyancy and the effects of rotation and viscosity. The meandering process, in a few

cases, ultimately caused the curent to become separated from the wall and propagate slowly

seaward.
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Derivations of linear stability criteria for shear
flow using Barston's method

J ürgen Theiss

1 Introduction

Some dynamical systems become unstable under certain conditions. Finding these
conditions or criteria for instability to occur is of great interest in various areas of
physics. Derivations of these stability criteria always take advantage of specific prop-
erties of these dynamical systems. Therefore most existing derivations are mostly not
general enough to lead to further, stronger criteria or to be applied to other dynamical
systems.

However, a very general method to derive stability criteria was developed by
Barston (1977). This method allows the derivation of stability criteria for any lin-
earised equations of motion of conservative systems if they can be cast into a specific'
but stil very general form.

In this report I first outline in section 2 Barston's method in general terms. In
section 3 I review Barston's derivation of the Fjørtoft theorem and Rayleigh's inflec-
tion point theorem for homogeneous parallel shear flow. Finally, in section 4, I apply
Barston's method to derive the Richardson number criterion for stratified parallel
shear flow and present an attempt to extend this criterion.

2 Barston's method

Barston's stability analysis can be applied to any dynamical system which can be
expressed as an equation of the form.. .

Pç+Aç+Hç = 0 (1 )

where P, A and H are time independent linear operators with P being hermitian and
positive definite, A anti-hermitian and H hermitian. Their domain is an infinite-
dimensional complex Hilbert space E with inner product -(,:: and L2-norm II. The

function ç = ç(t) is an element of E, Alternatively, equation (1) can be written as a
first order system of the form

(=w( (2)
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where

W = (_p~1H _p~1A); (= ( ~ ) (3)

Note that a unique solution e of equation (1) implies a unique solution (1 = e and
(2 = é of equation (2) and vice versa. Either equation can therefore be used to study
stability properties of the dynamical system.

The stability properties of a dynamical system are closely related to the invariants
of its equation of motion. These invariants or constants of motion are defined by

Definition An operator G is a constant of motion if G is hermitian and

d
dt ~ (, G( )-= 0 ( 4)

for every ( being an element of the set of all solutions of equation (2).

Note that the operator G is said to be a constant of motion as opposed to the scalar
~ (, G( )- which is an actual constant of motion. Note also that there may be other
constants of motion not of this form which are not considered in Barston's method.

Calculating expression (4) using (2) gives

d

dt ~ (, G( )-
. .

~ (, G( )- + ~ (, G( )-
~ W (, G( )- + ~ (, GW ( )-

~ (, (wtG + GWJ( )- (5)

which leads to

Theorem 1 If G is hermitian then

d

dt ~ (, G( )-= 0 ~ wtG + GW = O. (6)

The condition on G on the right-hand-side of (6) is equivalent to the operator iGW
being hermitian since

iGW = -iWt G = (iGW)t. (7)

This condition facilitates deciding if a hermitian operator G is a constant of motion.
It can thus easily be shown that, for instance, the operator

G = (~~A -~P) (8)

is a constant of motion. The more powerful property of theorem 1, however, is that it
enables us to generate further constants of motion. If G is assumed to be a constant
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of motion then the hermitian operator GiW, too, satisfies the condition on the right-
hand-side of (6), since

Wt(iGW) + (iGW)tW = (wtG + GW)iW = 0 (9)

and thus GiW also qualifies as a constant of motion. This suggest an iterative pro-
cedure generating further constants of motion which have the form G( iw)n where
n = 2,3,4, . ... For later reference the first three constants of motion in this series are

gi ven by

G (-iA -iP) (10)iP 0 .
Ki = GiW

(~ ~)
(11)

K2 = G(iW)2 =
(0 -iH)

(12)iH iA .
It might be noted also that theorem 1 and the fact that G( iw)n is a constant

of motion whenever G is, are both true for any system of the form (2), whether or
not W has the form (3). -But it is when W has the form (3) that we can write down
immediately the constant of motion of (8) or (10), and hence those of (11) and (12).

To establish the link between the constants of motion and the stability properties
of the system we consider the trivial identity

.. (, G( ?
( ( .. (, ( ?=.. (, G( ?.. , ?

where G is a constant of motion and ( an element of the set of all solutions of
equation (2). Choose 8 to be the smallest value the expression .:c¿~c~ takes on,.: . ~

with.. (,G(?? 0 but finite, and introduce the norm defined by 1(12 =.. (,(?

Equation (13) then gives the inequality

(13)

1(12 :: .. (, ~( ? (14)

If the constant of motion G is positive definite then the constant inner product
.. (, G( ? implies that ( must be bounded. Thus, .:c.~c~ in J14) represents an
upper bound for 1(12. The term .. (, G( ? is also often referred to as a Liapunov
functional of the system. If, however, G is not positive definite then ( can become
infinitely large with .. (, G( ? remaining a finite constant but 8 tending to zero. The
term .:C,~C~ thus tends to infinity and no longer bounds 1(12.

In summary, the heart of Barston's method is

Barston's theorem If the system has a constant of motion which is positive definite
under certain conditions then the system is stable under these conditions.
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The reverse is true too which is shown by Barston (1971). However, this fact is not
used below and the interested reader is referred to the reference.

3 Parallel shear flow in an inviscid homogeneous
incom pressible fluid

The equations governing the flow of an inviscid homogeneous incompressible fluid are
given by the incompressibility condition

'V.u=o (15)

the mass continuity equation
ap-+u.'Vp=O
at (16)

and the momentum equation

au 1
- + u . 'Vu = -- 'Vp.at p (17)

The quantities p(x, t), u(x, t) and p(x, t) are the density, velocity and pressure of
the fluid, respectively. The fluid is bounded only in the vertical direction by rigid
boundaries at z = 0 and z = a. We assume the basic state to be a steady horizontal
shear flow given by

Uo = U(z)ex

where ex is the unit vector in the x-direction and with the density given by
(18)

po = Po(z). (19)

We introduce small perturbations about that basic state. The fluid motion is thus
described by

p

p

Uo + ui(x, t)

po + Pi(x, t)

Po' + Pi(x, t)

(20)

(21)

(22)

u

. where the subscript 1 denotes the small perturbations. We insert (20)-(22) into the
momentum equation (17) and linearise the resulting equations. Below we assume the
density to be constant in the horizontal momentum equations (Boussinesq approxi-
mation) which simplifies the manipulations but does not alter the general properties
of the results. The results below can be derived in complete analogy for variable

density.
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Multiplying the horizontal momentum equations by

~(~ )8z By

and the vertical momentum equation by

(23)

82 82
8x2 + 8y2'

respectively, from the left and subsequently subtracting both expressions eliminates
the pressure. We thus have

(24)

82 83 8 82 ( 82 82 ) ( 82 82) 8
- 8z2 wi - U 8x8z2 Wi + 8x Wi 8z2 U = 8x2 + 8y2 wi + U 8x2 + 8y2 8x Wi.

(25)
Since the fluid is incompressible and the velocity component in the y-direction does
not appear in (25) we can introduce a streamfunction given by

u = ey x \hli. (26)

This streamfunction can be expressed in terms of its Fourier transform in the hori-
zontal plane given by

~/,(X t) = ¡OO "'(k k z. w)ei(k;i"'+kyy-wt) dk dk dw'f , 'f "" y, , '" y
-00

(27)

where k", and ky are the wavenumbers in the horizontal plane and w the wave frequency
given by w = kc with k = .jk; + k~ and c being the phase speed.

Without essential loss of generality we set ky = 0 and k", = k. Inserting (26)

and (27) into (25) we arrive at the well known Rayleigh's equation,

(U - c)(D2 - k2)lp - U" lp = 0 (28)

where D -'- ;"" Rayleigh's equation constitutes the starting point for classical
stability analysis (Drazin 1981) which leads to Rayleigh's inflection point theorem,
Fjørtofts theorem and Howard's semicircle theorem.

However, for Barston's method to be applied, Rayleigh's equation has to be ex-
pressed in the form given in (1). This is easily achieved by multiplying equation (28)
by (ik)2 reinstating the time derivative ( -ikc -- it) and expressing the streamfunc-
tion lP in terms of the displacement E, of fluid particles given by

lP = (U - c)E, (29)

which is obtained by Fourier transforming Wi = ~~ = ~=. Rayleigh's equation thus
becomes

l (:t + ikU) (D2 - k2) - ikU"J (:t + ikU) E, = 0
(30)
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which finally gives .. .
Pç + Aç + Hç = 0 (31)

where

P
A

H

_ D2 + k2

2ik(-DUD + k2U)

k2(DU2 D - k2U2)

(32)

(33)

(34)

Alternatively, equation (31) can be written as the first order system (2)

(=w( (35)

where W is given in (3).
Rayleigh's equation in the form of equation (31) with (32)-(34) or in the form (35)

fulfills the requirements for Barston's method to be applied. This means, if we found a
positive definite constant of motion which becomes positive definite under certain con-
ditions then the fluid flow would be stable. Unfortunately, for the case of Rayleigh's

equation in (31), the constants of motion given in (10)-(12) cannot become positive
definite. However, it could be the case that other constants of motion, obtained

through the iterative method mentioned above or through linear combinations, turn
out to be positive definite. Barston (1977) investigates the linear combination

kvG + Ki (36)

where v is an arbitrary constant and G and Ki are given by (10) and (11), respectively.
To check if the cOnstant of motion in (36) can become positive definite we need to
calculate the inner product

-( (, ¡kvG + KiJ( )- (37)

for every ( being an element of the set of all solutions of (35). The inner product
in (37) becomes

-( (1, ¡H - ikvAJ(i )- + -( (i, -ikvP(2 )- + -( (2, ikvP(i )- + -( (2, P(2 )-. (38)

Adding the identity -( ikv(i, Pikv(i )- - -( ikv(¡, Pikv(i )-= 0 and using the fact
that -ikv is anti-hermitian, i.e. -( (i, -ikvP(2 )-=-( ikv(¡, P(2 )- expression (38)

becomes

-( (i, ¡H - ikvA - k2v2 PJ(i )- + -( (2 + ikv(i, P((2 + ikv(i) )- . (39)

Since P in the second term is positive definite, we only need to consider the first term.
Inserting the explicit expressions for P, A and H given in (32)-(34) into the first term
of expression (39) gives

-( (i, ¡H - ikvA - k2v2 PJ(i )-= -k21a(U - v?UD(ij2 + k21(¡12J dx (40)
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This expression can never be made definite positive and thus according Barston's
theorem no condition under which the fluid flow is stable can be found.

We could search for other constants of motion and investigate if they can become
positive definite. Barston (1977) instead finds an ingenious way of confining his

analysis on a subset of the whole solution space which contains all the unstable
solutions in the case the fluid flow is assumed unstable. Restricted on this subspace
some of the constants of motion above might become positive definite under certain
conditions. To achieve that partitioning of the solution space, Barston first factorises
the general equation given in (1) .. .

P ç + Aç + H ç = O. ( 41)

Assuming some of the solutions of equation (41) to be of the form

ç = eQt f ( 42)

where Q is any linear operator and fEE, the solution can be substituted into (41)
to give the relation

PQ2 + AQ + H = 0, ( 43)

U sing this relation we can express H in (41) in terms of P, A and Q which enables us
to write equation (41) in the factorised form

(P:t+PQ+A) (:t-Q)ç=O
(44)

Rayleigh's equation in (30) has that form already and thus Q can be readily
identified to be

Q = -ikU.

One solution of Rayleigh's equation is thus, according to (42), given by

(45)

ç = e-ikUt f. ( 46)

This is the continuous spectrum solution originally found by Case (1960a) as opposed
to the discrete normal mode solutions. The fact that the solution in (46) is a con-
tinuous spectrum is due to the non-constant velocity profile U = U(z) which can be
easily seen if expressed in terms of discrete normal modes, i.e.

ç = e-ikU(z)tf = 1: e-ikwta(w)E(w - U(z)) dwf. (47)

Changing back to the more general linear operator Q, the solution of the first
order system (2), being equivalent to equation (41), is given by

( eQt f )
( = eQtQf ( 48)
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Barston defines a set N of all points which are on the solution curves given in (48).
We thus have

N = ( ¿f ) . (49)

He then constructs a set M which is orthogonal to G( N) where G is the constant of
motion given in (10) acting on the set N, i.e.

M .1 G(N). (50)

For an element ( ~~ ) of M this orthogonality means that

~ ( ~~ ) , G ( fQ ) ?= 0 (51)

which, written out explicitly, implies

(2 = p-i(Qtp - A)(i (52)

Barston then proves that in the case the fluid flow is unstable all unstable normal
modes can be expressed as

( = (Meiwt (53)

where (M E M.
We are now in a position to check if the same linear combination of the constants

of motion (36)
kl/G + Ki (54)

can become positive definite if it's only acting on the subset M of all possible solutions.
Again, we need to calculate

~ (, (kvG + KiJ( ? (55)

but with ( E M, which represents an additional constraint on the components of (
given by (52). For the special case Q = -ikU we have

P(2 = (ikU P - AJ(l (56)

Using that additional constraint simplifies the calculation of expression (55) since
'mixed' terms are avoided. We straightforwardly obtain

~ (1, ¡k2(u - v)U" + Lp-i LJ(i ? (57)

where L = PkU + kU p + iA. Since L is hermitian the product Lp-i L is positive
definite. If in addition

k2 (U - l/) U" ~ 0 (58)
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then the whole operator in (57) is definite positive and according to Barston's theorem
the fluid flow is stable. If we choose the arbitrary constant v to be the velocity at
the inflection point of the velocity profile, i.e. v = Us = U(zo) where UII(zo) = 0,
then (58) becomes

k2(U - Us)UII ? 0 (59)

This suffcient condition for stability is the well known Fjørtoft theorem. Condi-
tion (58) also implies Rayleigh's inflection point theorem. Whenever

U" =I 0 (60)

everywhere, i.e, the velocity profile does not have an inflection, then v can be chosen
in such a way as to ensure condition (58) always to be true. Consequently; the fluid
flow is stable. Clearly, the opposite of both conditions (59) and (60) are necessary
conditions for instability.

4 Parallel shear flow in an inviscid stratified in-
compressible fluid

The equations governing the flow of an inviscid stratified incompressible fluid com-
pared to its homogeneous counterpart differ only in the buoyancy term _gL in the

Po
momentum equation where g is the gravitational acceleration. Thus, as in the homo-
geneous fluid case, we have the incompressibility condition

V.u = 0 (61)

the mass continuity equation
ap
at +u.Vp=O

but the momentum equation is given by

(62)

au 1 p
- + u. Vu = --Vp- g-.at p po (63)

Following exactly the homogeneous fluid case, we consider small perturbations about
a basic state, linearise the equations, make the Bousinesq approximation and Fourier
transform them in the horizontal plane. The result, equivalent to Rayleigh's equation,
is the well known Taylor-Goldstein equation

(U - c)(D2 _ k2)lj _ U"lj + N2 lj = 0
(U - c)

(64)

with N2 = _g.l aaP where N is the buoyany frequency. The Taylor-Goldstein equation
Po z

is used as a starting point in classical stability analysis, especially it leads to the
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central Richardson number criterion (Drazin & Reid 1981). In order to be able to
apply Barston's method, equation (64) has to be written in the form given in (1). In
complete analogy to the homogeneous fluid case we multiply equation (64) by (ik)2,
reinstate the time derivative ( -ikc - ;t) and express the streamfunction in terms of
the displacement ç, i.e. q; = (U - c)ç. We thus have,.. .

Pç+Aç+Hç = 0 (65)

where

P _ D2 + k2 (66)
A 2ik( -DUD + k2U) (67)
H k2(DU2 D - k2U2 _ N2). (68)

Equation (65) only differs, compared to the equivalent equation in the homogeneous
fluid case (31), by the term -P N2 in the operator H. This does not change the
general properties of the first three constants of motion (10)-(12). Thus, we can draw
the same conclusions as Barston for the homogeneous fluid case, that is that neither
the constants of motion nor the linear combination (36) can ever become positive

definite.
Instead of investigating other constants of motion and their linear combinations

we follow Barston's idea of confining the stability analysis to a subset of the set of
all solutions which contains all the unstable solutions in the case the fluid flow is
unstable. This approach requires to factorise equation (65), Assuming, as in the
homogeneous fluid case, one solution to be of the form

ç = eQf f (69)

where Q is any linear operator and fEE, gives the relation (43)

PQ2 + AQ + H = 0 (70)

which determines Q. However, in the stratified fluid case the operator H, explicitly
given in (68), contains the additional term _k2 N2 whereas the operators P and A
do not. Thus, equation (70) cannot be solved for Q. This is not surprising since
the continuous spectrum for the stratified case which would be the result of this
approach is not known explicitly. Case (1960b), however, found the asymptotic limit
of the continuous spectrum of the form

ç=teQtj. (71)

Inserting this as a possible solution into equation (65) results in a more complicated,
time dependent equation for Q which does not avoid the problem encountered assum-
ing the simpler solution (69).
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Another, alternative approach to find constants of motion which can become pos-
itive definite is to express the Taylor-Goldstein equation in terms of other variables
than the streamfunction ø or the displacement E,. An obvious choice is a substitu-
tion Howard (1961) used to prove, for the first time mathematically rigourously, the
Richardson number criterion. Howard replaced the streamfunction ø by a function
F given by

1

ø = (U - c) 
"2 F. (72)

Due to the power of ~ it proves diffcult to understand the physical meaning of the
function F. Nevertheless, we can substitute (72) into (64) and divide by (U - c)t to

obtain

¡( )) 2( ).. i II (2 i 12) FD U - c DF - k U - c F - -U F + N - -U = O.2 2 (U - c) (73)

Note, this equation can be more easily derived by first dividing (64) by (U - c)t, then
calculating its adjoint (with ø* = F) and to multiply the result by (U - c)~. Multi-
plying equation (73) by (ik)2(U - c) and reinstating the time derivative (-ikc ~ %t)
leads to .. .

P F + AF + H F = 0 (74)

where

P

A

_ D2 + k2

2ik(-DUD + k2U) + 2ik(~U'D + ~Uii)2 4
k2(DU2 D - k2U2) - k2(UUI D + ~UUii - (N2 - ~U'2)2 4

(75)

(76)

(77)H

Unfortunately, the second terms of the operators A and H are not, as required by
Barston's method, anti-hermitian and hermitian, respectively. In order to obtain
a form of the Taylor-Goldstein equation (64) which does have the properties for
Barston's method to be applied other substitutions have to be investigated.

It turns out to be very diffcult to find appropriate substitutions to transform the
Taylor-Goldstein equation (64) accordingly. However, what proves to be successful
is a suggestion by Louis Howard to carry out two substitutions consecutively. The
Taylor-Goldstein equation (64) is first transformed by the substitution (72) leading
to equation (73) which is then further transformed by another substitution given by

F = (U - c)G. (78)

After reinstating the time derivative in the usual way we finally obtain

(_D2 + k2) (:t + ikU) (:t + ikU) G + ik (~Uii + U' D) (:t + ikU) G

+k2 (N2 -lUI2) G = 0 (79)
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which is more conveniently written as

00 0
P G +A G +HG = 0 (80)

where

P - D2 + e

A ik (~U" + U'D)

H k2 (N2 _ ~U'2)

0
:t + ikU

(81)

(82)

(83)

(84)

Although A is not anti-hermitian and the operator 0 = (gt + ikU) not the partial

time derivative gt as required, equation (80) can still be exploited. Just as equation (1)
can be expressed as a first order system (2) so, in complete analogy, equation (80)

can be expressed as
o

(=W( (85)

where

W = (_p~iH _p~iA); (= ( % )

However, the operator 0 = (;t + ikU) as opposed to the partial time derivative

%t does not commute with the operators P, A and H which alters the condition on
the right-hand-side of (6) that defines constants of motion. The calculation in (5)
therefore has to be expressed in terms of the operator 0 in order to be able to substi-
tute (85). Following (5) we thus have,

(86)

d

dt -e (, G( ?
. .

-e (, G( ? + -e (, G( ?o 0
-e(, G( ? + -e (, G (? + -e (, ik¡UG - GU)( ?
-e (, WtG + GW + ik¡UG - GU)( ? (87)

Thus, theorem i can not be used for systems of the form (80), Instead we have

Theorem 2 If G is hermitiand .
dt -e (, G( ?= 0 -Ç wtG + GW + ik¡UG - GUj = 0 (88)

Unfortunately, the condition on the right-hand-side of (88), due to the term UG-GU,
makes it impossible to generate, knowing one constant of motion, further constants
of motion as described below (9).
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However, one constant of motion, satisfying the condition in (88) can be found to
be

= (H 0) = ( k2(N2 - lU'2)
Ki 0 P 0

It can easily be seen that Ki is positive definite if

N2 - ~U'2 :: O.4 -

_D20+ k2 ) (89)

(90)

We thus have derived the well known Richardson number criterion which states: If

N2 1-U,2 ~ ¡ (91)
then the fluid flow is stable. Clearly, the opposite of condition (91) is a necessary

condition for instability. Since no further constants of motion can be generated iter-
atively, additional, possibly stronger criteria cannot be found.

To avoid this restriction we can rewrite equation (85) in terms of the partial time
derivative which gives

(=w( (92) .

where

_ ( -ikUW = _( _D2 + k2tik2 (N2 - lU'2)
-(-D' + k')-'ik (~U" + U'D) ~ ikU )

(93)
and

(=(%) (94)

Note that equation (92) canot be written in the equivaentform (1) since ( = ( % )

instead of ( = ( ~ ). However, Barston's method is entirely based on the first

order system of the form (2) which implies that the second component of ( does not
necessarily have to be the partial time derivative of the first. Since we have merely
rewritten equation (85) in the form (92) one constant of motion of the system is stil
Ki given in (89). The alternative formulation (92) expressed in terms of the partial
time derivative has the advantage that further constants of motion can be generated
iteratively. Using Ki, we can determine

. _ ( k2 (N2 - ¡U'2) kU iP (N2 - ¡U'2) )
K2 = KiiW = ( ) () .

-ik2 N2 - ¡U'2 k ~U" + U' D + k( _D2 + k2)U

Further constants of motion, given by Ki (iw)n with n = 2,3, . . , are not worth to be
considered since they contain inverse powers of the operator (_D2 + P). Recallng

(95)
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the constant of motion (10)-(12), Ki in (89) is the second in this series of three. Thus
the constant of motion Gin (10) is given by G = -iW-i Ki which can be determined
but the resulting expression proves to be too complicated.

The two available constants of motion (89) and (95) suggest themselves to be
combined as

_ _ ( k2 (N2 - lU(2) kU ik2 (N2 - lU(2) )
L - K - kliK - _ 962 i -iP(N2-lUf2) k(~U"+UfD)+k(-D2+k2)U ()

where 11 is arbitrary and U = U - 11. This combination gives us the advantage to
choose the sign of U. Since under the condition (90) the constant of motion Ki
becomes positive definite there is no reason to find other constants of motion which
become positive definite under the same condition, However, it is worth investigating
under what conditions L in (96) becomes positive definite if we assume the opposite
of condition (89),

N2 - ~Uf2 ~ 0 (97)
4

i.e. Ki is not positive definite any longer. Finding a constant of motion which can
become positive definite under that condition would imply a stronger Richardson
number criterion. As above, we calculate

~ (, ¡K2 .. kiiKiJ( :; (98)

where ( are solutions of (92), Inserting the explicit expressions for Ki and K2 given
in (89) and (95) and using similar manipulations as in calculating (37) we finally
obtain

lQ k (~U"I a 12 + ulD a 12 + k2uI a 12 - (N2 - ~U(2) ~I a 12

+k2 (N2 - ~U(2) (¡ IG + k~ an dx:; 0 (99)

If a condition were found for which the integrand is guaranteed always to be positive
definite then a new stability criterion would be found. Choosing (¡ to be positive, the
second, third and fourth terms are positive. The remaining terms can be simplified by
using the Schwartz inequality and other techniques. Stil, despite the help through the
united efforts by Louis, Steve and Neil, no new stability criterion could be extracted
from (99).

5 Conclusion

Barston's method appeals by its generality. Unfortunately, applying it to homoge-
neous and stratified parallel shear flow only produces already known stability criteria.
Finding new, stronger criteria remains a challenge,
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In Magnetohydrodynamics, however, Barston (1977) uses his method to derive a
new stability criterion and there might be further physical systems for which that
method wil give new insight into their stability properties.
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Hydraulics of Branching Channels

Introduction
Many of the worlds' abyssal basins are connected by relatively narrow', con-
strictive sils such as the Vema Channel and the Romanche Fracture Zone.
It has long been postulated that the flow through some of these regions is
hydraulically controlled. By this we mean that there exists a critical control
region, downstream of which the flow is supercritical and hence information
only propagates in one direction. The flow through several of these sils
has been modelled using basic hydraulic control theory (Gil 1977). Exclu-
sively, these flows have been modelled using only a single channel, although
often introducing complexities such as multiple layers, non-rectangular (ie.
parabolic) geometries and frictional modification (Whitehead, Leetmaa and
Knox 1974; Hogg 1983,1984; Whitehead 1988; Johnson and Ohlsen 1994). A
casual examination of the topography in many of these sils is suffcient to
reveal that they are far removed from the simple rectangular channels used
in theory. One often notes the existence of multiple channels with different
geometries. This work attempts to study the modification to single channel
hydraulics that arises when multiple pathways exist for the flow. In a single
channel, critical flow is a valid assumption for various physically plausible
reasons. For instance, given the total flux, the energy is minimized when
the flow is criticaL. However, with two channels the application of a froude
number (Fr) criterion is not obvious. For this work I decided to consider a
system in which the flow is critically controlled in each channel and hence
Fr = 1 at the two sils. This also proves useful since it allows us to neglect

the channel geometry below the silL. The validity of such an assumption wil
be discussed later. Furthermore, since I include arbitrary channel widths in
my analysis, the critical control section is determined as a function of both
bottom depth and channel width and so the control section does not need
to be at a silL. Regardless of this point I wil use the word sill to discuss the
critical control region.
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i The Nonrotating Case

Consider a large basin which flows into a channel of width Wo, wherein the
depth and unknown speed of the layer are do and Vo respectively (figure 1).
At some later point this channel divides into two channels. Far downstream
of the point of bisection, in each channel, there is a critical control region with
bottom height him and critical width Wic where i = 1,2. In the region where
the channel divides we might expect complex behaviour to occur, however
if we assume that far upstream and downstream of this region the flow is

Figure 1: The geometry under consideration, where a single channel of width
(wo) and depth (do) branches into two channels each of which contain a
sil, with depth above the bottom him and coincident width Wic' The flow

properties (vo, VIc, V2c, dic, d2c) are to be determined. The hatched region
where the channel splits is ignored but assumed to be nondissipative.

constant across the channel than we can write a set of five equations for the
unknowns.

V~2 /2 + gd~

* 2
Vic

v:c2/2 + g(d:c + h:m)

gd:c
(1 )

(2)
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Q* * *d* * * d* + * * d* Q* + Q*= vowo o' = VieWle Ie V2eW2e 2e = I 2 (3)

The first equation is just conservation of energy (Bernoull function), applied
along the left hand and right hand walls. The next represents the critical
condition in each channeL. That is we assume that long waves cannot prop-
agate upstream against the current, so that their shallow water phase speed

is equal to the water velocity at the sil. The final equation represents con-

servation of mass (volume) for the entire systeml. Before preceding we first
nondimensionalize in the following way.

d. _ dieie - dô

V;e
VIe = (gdÔ)1/2

wie
Wie = -

W*o

Q*
Q = dôwô(gdõ)1/2

This gives

V6/2 + 1 - V;e/2 + (die + him)

V;e die
Q = Qi + Q2 VieWiedle + V2eW2ed2e

(4)

(5)

(6)

These can be rearranged to form the equation

2 Q2 2
Q = ?= Wie(3 + 3(1 - him)P/2

i=1
(7)

Also an equation for the critical depth can be formulated.

2 3 2 ( 2 ( ))3
3dIe - wiedle + W2e dIe + 3 hIm - h2m

+ 2WIeW2c(dIe(dIe + ~(hIm - h2m)P/2 + 2(1 - hIm) (8)

Equation 8 is more complex than the one for the total flux, however it pro-
vides an easier starting point with which to determine the other fow param-
eters. Simply put it is easier to write down d2e, Vie and Qi in terms of dIe

than in terms of Q. However before preceding with equation 8, we should

1 Note that Eq. (1) assumes that whatever flow may occur near the region of bisection

that there is no dissipation of energy.
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first see what simple understanding we can derive from equation 7. Before
preceding, we recall that for a single channel we have

1 3 tv2/3
"2Fr~ + 1 = "2 Fro + hm/do

(9)

For hm -: do this cubic has either zero or two real roots. Furthermore, if roots
exist one wil be greater than one while the other wil be less than one. Thus
for single channel flow we remember that there is always a subcritical and a
supercritical choice for the upstream flow, we shall see that this is not always
true for the two channel case. In order to examine this four-dimensional phase
space, we hold the geometry of one of the channels constant while varying
that in the other. Equation 7 can be expanded into a sixth order polynomial

in Q2 for which we can easily find the roots. Similarly, equation 8 yields a
sixth order polynomial in dIe' However, we must then exclude those roots
which represent physically unrealistic situations. We are therefore looking
for states where Qi and die are positive for i = 1,2. Furthermore, we wish the
flow to be sub critical upstream of our two sils in the single channel, v5 -: do.

Before preceding to numerical solutions we might first see what we can
learn analytically. As a first check, we note that for hIm = h2m = hand
tvle = W2e = tve/2 we retrieve the single channel solution for width We and
sil height h. Ensuring that the square root is well defined in equation 8 leads

to the conditions

3

"2dle + hIm - h2m :: 0 (10)

which eliminates the lower left section in figure 2. One other simple example
to consider would be when there are no sils at all, so the control is entirely
due to a change in width. In this case, we have the equation

6 4 ( 27) 2Vo + 6vo + 12 - ( )2 Vo + 8 = 0
tvle + W2e

(11)

The solutions to this equation are the same as for a single channel in which

there is no sil and the width at the critical control is Wle + W2e'

As an initial example we consider the case where we set tv2e = 5 and
h2m = 0.5. The figures 2 and 3 show the critical depth in channel 1 and
the upstream Froude number in the single channel as a function of hIm for
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five different widths, WIc = (1,3,5,9,11). One of the first points to note
is that there is not necessarily any flow for arbitrary geometric constraints.

Note that the WIc = 5 curve is not defined outside the approximate interval

0.17 .: hIm': 0.85, while the WIc = 1 or 3 curves have maximum sil heights
for which there are physical solutions, and the WIc = 9 and 11 curves have
minimum hIm values. Furthermore, the flow parameters are not necessarily
single valued, as in the single channel case. However in contrast to a single
channel the flow can have either zero, one or two physical flow states, and in
the case of two states they can both be subcritical or both be supercritical.
The most interesting point from an oceanographic point of view is when
there are multiple subcritical states. For instance if we examine the WIc = 11
curve in figure 3 for the region where hIm is just bigger than 0.6, we note
that there are two subcritical states, although one of these branches becomes
supercritical at about hIm:: 0.8 while the other is subcritical until hIm ::
1.05. Similarly, the WIc = 3 curve has multiple subcritical states for hIm just
smaller than a half.

2 Effects of Rotation

Rotation in single channel flows introduces the possibility of flow separation,
where the free surface is no longer attached to one of the walls 

(Gil 1977,
Pratt 1983,1984). Therefore, we must consider a set of four possible schemes
where the flow in either channel can be separated or attached. In order to

proceed we consider Gill's problem (1977) with an additional variable W s

which denotes the streamline that separates the fluid in channell from that
in channel 2 (figure 4). We assign the left and right hand wall streamfunctions
the values - 1 and 1 respectively.

Given this setup we can write equations for the flux in each channel as
well as ones for the average Bernoulli function in each channeL. These are

2di di

2d2 d2
A 2

q (di 2(- / )2)2 Tl + Ti di - 1 q

1-Ws
l+Ws

(12)

(13)

(14)+ di + hi = Bi
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A 2

q(d2 2(- 2) -
2 Tl + T2 d2 - 1/ q) + d2 + h2 = B2

(15)

Where di is the average and di is half the difference of the depths on the
right and left hand walls. Also q is the potential vorticity far upstream in
a quiescent reservoir and Ti = tanh( ylwd2). These apply equally well for
separated flow, but in that case d1 = d1 and the width of the channel WI is
replaced with the width of the separated flow, W1e'

We also need a critical condition to be applied at each silL. For attached
flow this has the form

qdre

Ti~

while for separated flow we simply replace Tic with Tiee and apply either
equation 12 or 13. We note that for separated flow, where die is strictly a
function of W s that the critical condition at the sil is quadratic in Ttee with

coeffcients that only depend on W sand q. Thus for separated flow we require
the quadratic to have real roots which satisfy 0 ~ Ti~e ~ 1. More precisely,
we require that

- 2 -= die(1 - T1e(1 - qdie)) (16)

o ~ q ~ 2~le (1 - VI - dte) (17)

This condition is represented in figure 5. From this we can see that there is a
maximum, q = 0.5, above which we cannot have separated flow and that for
separated flow in both channels, we in fact need q :: 1 - 'I ~ 0.097. This

implies that for flow separation we need a deep upstream reservoir.
The six equations above are underdetermined since there are seven un-

knowns (die, d~e' Bi and W s)' Furthermore there is no equation linking the

two channels, such as equation 7 in the nonrotating case. We thus need to
derive an additional equation. We know that

dB
dw = q

(IS)

which leads to

11 dB dw-1 dw
Blw=l - Blw=-l

l-11 qdw
2q (19)
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Also we have

Bi = (Blw=i + BlwJ/2

B2 = (Blw=_i + BlwJ/2
(20)

(21)

Combining the above equations gives

B2 = Bi - q (22)

3 Conclusions

We have seen that a multiple channel system exhibits distinct and somewhat
unexpected differences from that of a simple channeL. We see that if the
assumption of critical flow at both sils is valid then this sets several possi-
ble relations between the pair of upstream variables (vo, do). The difference
between this and the single channel case is that there can be between zero
and four physically possible states and that more than one of these can be
subcritical. Rotation introduces a much more complexity into the problem
primarily since we must generally solve multiple problems and then use some
rational (such as minimum energy) to pick the appropriate flow state.
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The critical depths at sil 1, with w2c = 5 and h2m = 0.5
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Figure 2: The depth of fluid at the control in sil i as a function of hIm for
five values of critical width, WIc and for fixed geometry in the second channel,

(wzc = 5, hZm = 0.5). The region in the lower left corner is invalid since it
implies v5 -c O.
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Single Channel Upstream Froude Number with w2c = 5 and h2m = 0.5
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Figure 3: The upstream Froude number in the single channel as a function of
hIm for five values of critical width, WIc and for fixed geometry in the second
channel, (W2c = 5, h2m = 0.5).
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'l =-1
,
, ,, (-------- --------~---q;-----

s

'l = 1

Figure 4: The geometry for rotating flow is similar to the nonrotating case in
figure 1, with the addition of the streamline W s which must be determined.
The total flux in the channel has also be scaled so that the streamlines on
the right and left hand walls are 1 and - 1 respectively.
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Regime Diagram for Separated Flow
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Figure 5: The regions of W s - q phasespace in which separated flow is possible.
Note that attached flow is always a possibility.
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Hydraulic Control with Entrainment

Katsurou Katsumata

1 Introduction

Hydraulc control theory has been widely used in physical oceanography
to understand and predict the flows over sils or through contractions (e.g.
Pratt, 1990). These flows are often subject to strong ming, partly because
the shalow complex geometry enhances the effect of tide, and parly because
the flow accelerates as it approaches the channel (Lawrence, 1990). Helfrich

(1995) points out the significance of the interfacial mixng in his laboratory
experiments.

Although the effect of the friction has been taken into consideration in
some hydraulic theories (Pratt, 1986; Johnson and OWsen, 1994), the effect
of mass and momentum entrainment is uninvestigated. This work attempts
to examine this effect. We start from a simple one-and-a-hal layer modeL.

Then, two layer exchange flow is considered with an intermediate layer due
to the entrainment. The model has wide applications to the flow connecting
a marginal or parialy enclosed basin and ocean. The flow at the Strait of
Bab al Mandab is studied as an example.

In this study, attention is restricted to the position of the critical control
of a flow through a contraction without rotation. The incorporation of a sil
is straightforward, though that of the rotation is not.

2 Theory

2.1 One and a half layer model
Pratt (1986) showed that for an abyssal flow under quiescent water of

infinite thickness, a quadratic form of bottom drag shifts the position of the
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critical control downstream, while the physical feature of the critical control
that a long wave is stationar is unaffected. Here it wil be shown that a
simple parameterization of the entrainment between the inactive upper layer
and the flowing layer causes opposite change.

The vertical velocity between the layers due to the entrainment is assumed
to be always upward into the quiescent layer. The momentum and mass
conservtion are

CVx = Dfx+Aw+a,
where

C = (~ ~) v = ( ~) D = (-t h~Y) f = ( y~i )

A = ( ~1) a = ( -Cd;2/h )

where u(x)(:; 0), h(x) are respectively the velocity and thickness of the lower

layer, g' is the reduced gravity, b(x) is the bottom topography, Y(x) is the
width of the channel, and w is the vertical entrainment velocity, Cd is the
bottom frction coeffcient, and the quadratic form of the drag is used (Pratt,
1986).

Note that the effect of momentum entrainment does not appear in the
momentum equation. In order to understand this, suppose a mass Mi and M2
representing water column of the upper layer and the lower layer respectively.
They have velocity ui(t) and U2(t). In short time ót, suppose smal amount
of water m = p,ót from M2 is passed to Mi. The momentum change of the
whole system is

(Mi + m)ui(t + ót) + M2U2(t + ót) - Miui(t) - (M2 + m)u2(t)f dUi dU2 1. 2
= 1. Mi dt + M2 dt - P,(U2 - ui) f ót +O(ót) .

It is seen that to conserve the momentum of the system, the term p,( U2 - ui)
must be included in either the equation of motion of Mi or that of M2. It can
be shown when 0 oe Ui c( U2 the term must be included in Mi, otherwise the

kinetic energy of the system increases because it accelerates a faster mass.i
101'. suitcase just dropped from a running car does not change the velocity of the
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In another word, the effect of the momentum entrainment appears only in
the layer that has lower speed.

The entrainment velocity w, due mainly to the instabilty of the inter-
face, has been parameterized as a function of the layer Richardson number
(Price, 1994), but in tils study as the simplest mod~l to star with, linear
parameterization

w = I'U (1 )

is employed.
2

Eliminating Ux and introducing the Froude number F = ~ yield
gh2) 2h ) 2

(F - 1 hx = bx - F Y Yx + ( Cd - I' F .

Tils corresponds to equation (3.1) of Pratt (1986) and interpretation is sim-
ilar; the critical control is given when F2 = 1 where in order for hx to remain
finite, the right hand side must be zero. Namely, the critical point is where

bxlx=xc - ~ Yxlx=xc = Cd - I' The stationarty of the long wave is present but

the critical position is no longer at the point Xo where bxlx=xQ - ~ Yxlx=xQ = 0,

but shifts downstream when Cd;: I' and upstream when Cd -c 1'.

2.2 Three layer model
The formulation of the previous section is now applied to an exchange

flow, but in two layer flow it seems rather unatural to have unidirectional
entrainment. Accordingly we assume a thin middle layer between the top
and the bottom layer to which the entrainment occurs.

The top layer has den.sity PI. thickness hi (x) and flowing along x at
ui(x) ;: 0, and the bottom layer has density P2, thickness h2(x) and flowing

at U2(X) -c O. The density, velocity and thickness of the middle layer are
Pe, ue(x) and he(x) respectively. The middle layer can flow in either direction,
but we assume Iuel is always less than IUil and IU21'

car while it increases the velocity of the car when it is thrown backward. or decreases the
velocity when it is thrown forward. Note that addition of energy to the system is necessary
to throw the suitcase.
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With Wi c( 0 and Wz ~ 0 being the entrainment velocity from the top
layer and from the bottom layer respectively, the mass conservtion of each
layer is

Pi(hiui):i = PiWi
Pe(heue):i = -PiWi + PZWz

P2(hzuz):i = -PZW2'

Similarly the momentum entrainment from the top layer to the middle and
from the bottom to the middle is pi(ue-ui)wi and Pz(uz-ue)wz, respectively.
Note that this momentum entrainment only afects the middle layer.

The entrainment is parameterized, similarly to (1), as

(2)

Wi = K(Ue - Ui) c( 0

Wz = K( Ue - uz) ~ 0 (3)

where K is the entrainment constant and taken to be the same for both Wi
and Wz.

With the rigid lid approximation, hydrostatic, non-rotating gradual three-
layer flow is described in a matrix form as

CV:i=Df:i+Aw+a, (4)

with

Ui 0 0 9 9 9 1 Ui -g 0
0 Ue 0 Tig 9 9 Ti Ue -g 0
0 0 Uz Ti Tzg Tzg 9 TiTz Uz -g 0

C= hi 0 0 Ui 0 0 0 v= hi D= 0 hiuiY
0 he 0 0 Ue 0 0 he 0 he Ue Y

0 0 hz 0 0 Uz 0 hz Q hzuzY
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 PIPi -1 0

where Ti = pi! Pe, TZ = Pel Pz, and p(x) is the pressure at upper bounding
surface. Note that the transport UihiY(i = 1, e, 2) is not constant due to the
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mass entrainment.

o

Ti(Ue - ui)jhe

o

1

-Ti
o

o

o

T2i( Uz - ue)/he

o

o
-iTz

-1
o

a=

o

o

CduV hz
o

o

o

o

A=

f = ( y~i) w = ( :~ ) .
Here we have seven unowns Ui(X), hi(x),p(x) and seven fist-order ODE's,

so that the system is solved with seven constants. In most hydraulic prob-
lems, only four constants are given (usually the Bernoulli constants of each

layer at the upstream and the total depth) then the three more constants

(usually the transport of each layer)' are determined by the critical or control
condition. The three equations to determne the critical condition are ob-
tained by eliminating the velocity dud dx between the mass conservtion and
momentum equation (see Appendi). The number of equations to determine
the critical condition can be further reduced to two by eliminating p and the
use of the rigid lid condition.;

C' v' x = D' f x + A' w + a', (5)

where

C' ( Fl - r - F; ) , (hi)= z z z v =Fi + Fz - 1 Fz - (1 - T) he

D' = (-T F~he - F~hi )
- 1 Fz hz - Fi hi

( TiUi Ti(2ue - Ui) T2i(2ue - Uz)

K + K -K
A' =.. (1 - TiTz)g.h. i .. ..(..1 -. TiTz)ghe (1 -_.T.i.i.Tz. ..). g. h.e~Ui ~ ~K K

(1 - TiT'i)ghi (1 - TiTz)gn-i
where

) a' = ( C~Fl )z -i z
Fz = TiUi p,z = Tz Uzi-( )' ?-( )'

1 - TiTz ghi - 1 - TiTz ghz

z

and FZ = uee - (1 - TiTz)ghe '
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The correction terms A' due to the entrainment have very small (order

of 10-3 or less) coeffcients /'. Therefore if Iuel is smal compared to IUil or
IU21, Ue in the term is neglected:

( /'(-F2 + F2l! _ p,2h:) )
A' w + a = i 2 i ~e 2 hí

/'(-Fi - F2) - CdF2

Also used in (5) is

1 - Ti 1 - T2
1- Ti I' 1- T2 I' 1- TiT2 I' 0(10-3), so that T = :: I-

I - Ti T2 1 - Ti T2

Since we are considering an incompressible fluid, it is natural that the vol-
ume conservtion also be satisfied, but at the cost of the shnpleness of the
layer model, the volume conservtion holds only up to 0(1- Ti). The above
approximations to neglect I-Ti are essentialy the Boussinesq approximation.

With D. as the determnant of C' and C' as the transposed cofactor
matrix of C', (5) is wrtten as

D.v' = C'f.D'!x + A'w + a).

When the flow is critical, D. is zero. Then

D. = (1 - Ff - Fi)F; - (T - Ff)(1 - T - Fi) = 0 (7)

(6)

It is seen from (6) that the feature of the control that one of the charac-

teristic velocities is stationary is present regardless of the correction due to
entrainment and bottom drag for the characteristic velocities Ài, À2, À3, À4,
are eigenvalues of C, and D. = ÀiÀ2À3À4.

At the control in order for the right side to be zero, the vector i D' ! x +
A' w + a) must be an eigenvector for zero eigenvaue of C'. For the case of
flat bottom (contraction only) the condition yields

9i(Ff,F;,Fi,hi,h2)~Yx = /'92(Ff, F;, Fi,hi,h2), (8)

where

= F2(P,2hz _ F2hi) _ (1- _ p,2)(F2he _ F2hi)9i e Z h i h T 2 e h i h
92 = (1- T - Fi)(Ff~: - Fi~: - Ff) + F;(Ff + Fi) - ,FiF;
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. i

where 'l = Cd/ K and h = hi + he + h2 is the total depth.
In case of no entrainment and no bottom frction (K = 0, Cd = 0) the

critical condition is either 9i = 0 or Yx = O. The former is the virtual control
and the latter is the geometrical control.

At the control, we have six unknowns, that is, Fl,F;,Fl,hi,h2, Yx/Y.

The equations that must hold at the control are (7) and (8). Therefore the
system could be solved with four more constraints - two Bernoulli equa-

tions and two constraints on the transport. Due to the entrainment, those

constraints have 0 (K) correction, then the unnowns are dependent on K.
Let the subscript 0 denote the value at the narowest point, then equation
(8) is expanded a

r9i(Fio, F;o, Fio, hio, h20) + O(K) Ì i h (;) 0 + h ~x I

= K r92(Fio, F;o, Fio, hio, h20) + O(K) Ì .

At the geometrical control, (;) 0 = 0, then the correction of the control

point i5Yx is evaluated as

Ó"X = K Yh" 92 (Fio, F;o, Fio, hio, h20),
9i (9)

2.3 Some special cases
The direction of the shift of the critical point due to entrainment and friction
can be now calculated from (9). Before the application of the theory, two
special cases are examined.

The entrainment layer is considered to be very thin. As he -t 0, the

leading term in (9) is

9 -(1 - r - .F22)(F;& - F2!!)2 -h. ih.
9i :: F;(Fllr - Ff~) - (1 - r - Fl)(-Ff~)

1-r-Flh F2
--( 2e 2 )

he 1 - r - F2 Fi hi1 + F; (Flh2 - Ffhi)
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In the applications, the velocity of the middle layer is so smal that though
he is a small number, Pe is smalL. Therefore

92 h Plh2 - Plhi-~
9i he Píhi

That unables us to decide the sign of the shift of the critical point more
intuitively; negative x direction when F:l h2 :; Fl hi or bottom speed is more
than the surface speed, and positive when Flh2 .. Flhi.

Two layer limit is recovered from (.5) just by he ~ 0 and takng the
lower component, which yields a two-layer rigid lid model with bottom drag,
namely,

(pi + pi -1)hiz = (Fih2 - pihi) i + cdpt.

It is seen that the critical points shifts in positive x direction when surace
speed is more than the bottom speed and vice versa. The one and a half
layer model of Pratt (1986) is recovered by Pl ~ o.

3 Critical point of the Bab al Mandab Strait

The Strait of Bab al Mandab is a narow and shalow chanel that connects
the Indian Ocean at southeast and the Red Sea at northwest. The Red Sea
is. about 1800 kI long, 250 km wide in average, and 560m deep in average
(Ross, 1983). The flow through the Strait of Bab al Mandab is infuenced
both by the monsoon wind and by the convection in the Red Sea, where
the evaporation is roughly 2 m/year. In the winter (October - May) the
northwestward wind and active sinking cause the surace waters flow from
the Gulf of Aden into the Red Sea and the subsurace flow is to south. The
reverse of the wind system in the summer leads to three layer structure of
the flow; the surface and the bottom flowing out and the middle flowing into
the Red Sea. Although the flow shows strong stratification (2 - 4 0'8), the
Rossby deformation radius is 20 - 30 km for the Strait is located at low
latitude (13 degrees N), and the below discussion does not involve the effect
of the rotation.
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3.1 Hydraulic control

The geometry of the Bab al Mandab Strait provides two possible points for
hydraulic control; the narowest (19 km) point of the Strait by Perim Island,
and the shallowest (160 m) point, 150 km inward to the Red Sea from the
narrowest section.

Thans to Drs.Muray and Johns, we are provided with the 10-month
direct observtion of the flow velocity. at these two points and density at
the shalowest point. The flow in each season is quite steady, and August
is picked up for a typical summer flow while November data are used for a
winter flow since no density data is avalable for February.

Table 1: Characteristic velocities in mjs calculated from the ordinary layer
models.

I month ~ shallowest I narrowest I
-1.6 -1.6

Aug. -0.7 -0.8
0.9 0.7
1.4 1.5

Nov. -0.8 -0.7
I 0.7 0.9

First, the characteristic velocities of the system are calculated by adapt-
ing simple layered model to those observtions. If the flow is hydraulcally
controlled, one of the velocities is zero. The velocities and densities are taken
at the peak of the velocity, layer interface is set to the point of zero velocity,
and the densities in each layer used at the narrowest point are the same as
the vaue at the shallowest point. The formulae for the characteristics are
found in Baines (1994) for three layer model and Armi (1986) for two layer
modeL. The results are shown in table 1. The positive direction is into the
Red Sea. It can be seen that such a simple model shows no flow is close to
the control.

Furthermore for more realistic representation of the flow, the model in
Baines (1994) is applied where the velocity in each layer can have linear
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vertical shear with constant density in each layer. Number of layers is three
and the results are shown in table 2. For the density, the values at the
bottom of each layer are used in table 2, but similar results are obtained for
the density at the middle of each layer.

Table 2: Characteristic velocities in m/ s calculated from the shear layer
models.

I month ~ shalowest I narowest I
'-1.1 -1.0

Aug. -0.6 -0.4
0.7 0.8
1.1 1.3

-1.7 -1.7
Nov. -0.3 -1.0

0.4 0.1
0.7 0.9

It is found that the winter flow at the narow is alost controlled2 but

supercritical in the sense that the determinant, which is the product of al
the characteristic velocities, is positive. Therefore it is expected the flow is
criticaly controlled somewhere in negative x direction (towards the Gul of
Aden) of the narowest position.

3.2 The effect of the entrainment and the bottom fric-
tion

Although the supercriticalty found above might result from the crudeness of
the model, the effect of the entrainment and the bottom friction is examined
in this section.

A rough estimate of the gradient Richardson number

opOz
Ri :: 9 p(OU)2'

2This mode is the varcose mode where the displacement of each interlace has different

sign.
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where 8 means vertical difference, shows that the flow at the sil is stable
due to the strong stratification (8z ~ 40m, 8u ~ 1mls, 8pl p ~ 3 X 10-3 gives
Ri ~ 1.2), but the estimate is based on the monthly mean flow velocity and
Ross (1983) points out that the mixng occurring at the Strait can be traced
by nutrient distribution.

The effect of the entrainment can be approximately estimated by the
change of the density profie along the chaneL. From the density advection

dp _ w8p

dt - h
the magnitude of the entrainment velocity is estimated as

h ßpw ~ --ußx 8p ,
where ß, 8 mean the horizontal and the vertical difference respectively. Fig-
ure 12 of Maillard (1986) shows that the heavy Red Sea water is mixed with
the lighter (8p = 0.5 to 1.00'8) water from the Gulf of Aden to change its
density (ßp = 0.5 to 1.00'8) in roughly ßx = 100lan, and h = 50 to 100m.
They give a number of the order 10-4. Thus we choose K, = 10-4.

Pratt (1986) and Price (1994) suggests a number of the order 10-3 for

the drag coeffcient, so we setCd = 10-3.
The Froude numbers and the layer thickness of the top and the bottom

layer are estimated from the data. Two methods are used to estimated the
middle layer Froude number Fe2;

(I.) Assign arbitrar small speed, say, Ue = 0.01 mIs,

(II.) Require the critical control (7).

The width of the flow is assumed to be 10 km, and the depth is 200m.

Table 3: dY I dx estimation
Thickness

of mid. layer
2m
10m

F; is given as

0.01 T critical
~ -0 2 I -0.2

II -0.06 -0.01
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The result of (9) is shown in table 3 for two different assumption of the
thickness of the middle layer. The estimation is somewhat sensitive to the
assumption of the thickness of the entrainment layer, but the estimation
shows that the critical point shifts upstr~am - somewhere in Gul of Aden.

The same prediction of upstream shift can be made by the discussion of
the section 2.3 (Le. the bottom speed is more than the surace).

4 Concluding remarks

The procedure to incorporate the correction term in the mass or momentum
balance of the layer model can be extended to other form of the correction.
One interesting application is the effect of the surace wind. stress. Muray
and Johns (private communication) suggest from the observtion that the

velocity of the flow in Bab al Mandab shows close correlation to the wind
forcing in the synoptic and intraseasonal bands. The model that includes the
effect of the surace wind stress is expected to clarfy the mechanism that
causes the close correlation. In this work, as a first attempt to incorporate the
effect of the entrainment, approximated evauation of the effect (9) has been
used, but the system needs to be integrated from some upstream condition to
evauate the effect more quantitatively. With the integration, it is possible
to parameterize the entrainment velocity (1, 3) as a fuction of the layer

Richadson number.
This study is mainly concerned with the critical condition, but one signf-

icant effect of the entrainment is on the water property. Combination of the
stream tube model of an outflow (Price, 1994) and hydraulc control theory
has not yet been attempted.

In order to apply the theory to abyssal flows of the ocean or other wide

straits, the effect of the rotation could no longer be neglected. It must
be pointed out that even the qualitative estimation of the effect of bottom
friction or entrainment in rotating hydraulics is stil left to the future work.

Acknowledgements I would like to thank Drs. Lar Pratt, David Smeed,
James Price, and Jack Whitehead for their patient help.
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Appendix
The form of (4) found in the course of calculation to (5) is;

- 1 ) ( hi ) ( 1. he-Ti h = 1
-Ti T2. Px /(;ig) 1

x

( ui!(ghi) 0) ( ) ( 0 )+ -Ti(2ue - ui)/(ghe) T2"1(2ue - u2)/(ghe). :~ + 0 A2o -u2/(gh2) -CdF2

( A2

F - 1 -1 -1i A2-Ti Fe - 1 - 1
A2-TiT2 -T2 F2 - 1

A2 )F1 hi Y b
~;heY (y-i)Fih2Y :i

A2 _ 2
where Fi = uzf(ghi) (i = 1, e, 2).
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Flow in a Narrow Channel with Rotation and
Friction

Jon Xinzhong Chen
Astronomy Department, Columbia University, New York, NY10027

September 29, 1997

In the ocean, due to different heating or cooling effects in different deep basins, there
exist flows along the shallow area between the deep basins(Fig. i), which can be modelled
as a flow along a narrow channel(Fig. 2). In order to understand the variation of the
elevation of the ocean, we have to know the transport along these "channels".

--

Figure i: Flows between deep basins

L

BASIN

A

~
Q . w

BASIN

B

Figure 2: idealized model of narrow channel
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Our original motivation is: when the flow is so fast that the inertial term is to be
included, gravity wave wil control the flow; when the flow is not so fast that the inertial
term can be neglected, but friction and non-uniform rotation are to be considered, "Kelvin"
wave (due to the friction) and Rossby wave may play the role in controllng the flow.

The results are: when inertial term is considered, there exists hydrolic control, we get
the control condition with friction and rotation included; when inertial term is neglected,
the friction term causes sort of "Kelvin" waves along the banks of the channel; they adjust
the flow in the channel and control the transport in a subtle way; they also result in an
anology of "shear diffusion", which greatly suppresses the nonlinear effect, making the
linear description a good approximation.

In Part I, we sketch the case with inertial term. In Part II, we consider the case

without inertial term.

1 With inertial term
In this part, we wil derive the conditions for hydrolic control with rotation and friction.

We don't use any assumption on the potential vorticity.

1.1 Coordinate System and Quantities

Pi

z

L,
Pi

. u
H

!!

Figure 3: side view of the channel

+W/2
Y .
Lx

-W/2

Figure 4: top view of the channel
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As shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4, we take:
x, u : along channel
y, v : across channel
z : depth
T/(x, y, t) : free surface
H ( x, y) : depth from average surface
6.( x) : topography of bottom
Pi : density of the upper layer (inactive layer with infinite depth)
P2 : density of the lower layer (active layer)
h(x, y, t) : total depth
define Ho = H - 6.

1.2 Shallow Water Equations

When inertial term is considered, shallow water equations read:

t Ut + uUx + vUy - fv = -g'T/x - €U

Vt + uVx + vVy + fu = -g'T/y - €V

ht + (hu)x + (hv)y = 0
(1 )

where , P2 - Pi (2)9 = g.
P2

The first two are momentum balance equations and the last one is mass conservation
law. Boundary condition is:

vly=:i i; = 0 (3)

Scaling with:

t -- Tt
x -- Lx'

y -- Wy'
U -- Uu'

V -- Uv'

U - b.- T

and

'" - ~
"0 - fa

Ro- U - i- faL - fa T

f -- fof' = fo(1 + 8y)

T/ -- NoT/'

a - !i- Ha
h = Hoh' = Ho(l + aT/' - 6.')A ~

- fa U L

(4)
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We end up with the following equations (drop "prime"):

t Ro(ut + UUx + tVuy) - vf = -A'lx - EOU

Ro(vt + uVx ~ tVvy) + uf = -~'lY - EoV

'lt + (hu)x + 6(hv)y = 0
(5)

with boundary condition:
vIY=:lt = 0 (6)

1.3 Asymptotic expansion

Now we expand the above equations with:

t 'I = 'lo+ 8'Ii + . . .
U = Uo + 8ui + . . .
v= Vo + 8vi + .

where 8 = W j L is the expanding parameter.
In the leading order, O( 8-i) we get:

(7)

t (hovo)y = 0

VOVOy = - A'loy

VOUOy = 0

then we have Vo = 0, 'lo = 'lo(x, t), although UOy is not necessarily zero from the
above equations, we can take it as our assumption, which is consistent with the narrowness
assumption. From the next order, 0(80), we get (after using the leading order equations):

(8)

t Ro(uot + uouox) = -A'lox - EOUO

'lOt + (houo)x = 0
'li = -uoyjA + fi(x, t)

(9)

From order 0(81), we get the linear equations for fi,ui,and 'l2, which are:

t fIt + ((Ii + 1 - ß)uo)x + (houi)x + (hOV2)Y - y(u6)xjA = 0

Ro(uIt + UoUix + uiuox) = -A'lix - EoUi

Ui + yuo = -A'l2Y

average the equation by setting: Ui = J~G2 Ui dy, ~e have:

(10)

t fIt + (Ii + 1 - ß)uo)x + (houi)x = 0

Ro(uIt + UOUlx + UiUox) = -Afix - EoUi

Ui + yuo = -A'l2y

Solving this equation for ui,Ji,then putting fi back to equation(9), we readily get the

along channel and cross channel strucure with rotation and friction correction included. To

(11)
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see the consistence with the results already known(e.g. Larry 1986 without rotation), we
solve the first two order steady equations to get:

AC A
(-- - Rouo)uox = (-ßx + €ouo)auo a (12)

where C = houo is a constant.
The corresponding critical conditions are:

J 15 - Rouo = 0

1 A~x/a + €OUo = 0 (13)
Condition Aßx/a + €OUo = 0 wil give us that Froude Number(F) is equal to 1, so

for frictionless fIow, the critical point is at the point where F = 1 and ßx = 0, which is a
well-known result.

The along-channel structure is determined by the following cubic equation:

2 2AC ARouo + -+ -ß = C1auo a
where C1 is a constant; when we use

(14)

11/2Qi = (Uo171 + UI170 )dy
-1/2

to calculate the transport, we wil get the correction of the transport caused by rotation
and friction.

(15)

1.4 Enhanced diffusion
If we set Ro = 0, we get:

A170t = -(ho17ox)x (16)
€a

which is a difussive equation with a greatly enhanced diffusive coeffcient, in a way it
is similar to some kind of shear diffusion, resulted in by the "Kelvin" waves along the two
banks of the channeL.

2 Without inertial term
In this case, we start from the following equations:

t I ,8,1

- V = -g ax - €U

Iu = -9'17y - €V

ht + (hu)x + (hu)y = 0
(17)
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The first two equations are geostrophic ballance equations with the simplist form of
friction, the third one is mass conservation equation. From equation (17), we get:

t - -i ~u - - p+(.2 T/y - p+(.2 T/x-i ~v = p+(.2 T/x - p+(.2 T/y
(18)

Put (18) into (17), we have:

I g' fg'
T/t + J(T/, J2 + f2 (T/ + H)) = n . (J2 + f2 (T/ + H)\7T/) (19)

Equation (19) shows when ß effect (rotation is nonuniform) is considered, there wil
be a nonlinear term in the equation which makes it similar to Burger's equation and may
cause some interesting effects in controllng the flow. To apply equation (19) to a channel
as shown in Fig.3, we have to include the bóundary condition, which is simply that normal
velocity vanishes along the two bans of the channel, i.e.

v = 0 =: IT/x = fT/y (20)

at y = :I~. The following simple considerations may give us the essential properties of

the system.
(i) Linear rotationless with H = const: friction dominates
Symmetry consideration suggests that r¡ is y-independent, so T/ = T/(x) for a steady

flow. No rotation means 1=0. So from equations (19), we have

T/xx = O(small terms omitted) (21)

Boundary condition is automatically satisfied. The solution for (21) is T/ = ~71 x, where
L is the length of the channeL. ÂT/ = T/v. - T/d is the level difference between upstream and
downstream. The corresponding transport is:

g' Â.T/Q=U=--;y'
Obviously Q is determined by friction. The isobath is shown in Fig.5.

(22)
h:.~
t

~r

llu
D

A

Figure 5: isobath for the case when friction dominates
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(ii) f = const, €/ f is small, H = const: rotation dominates
Because W/ L ~ 1, we have TJyy ~ TJxx, then equations (19) and (20) become:

tTJ -0yy - == ex +! x
fTJx = €TJy, Y = :f ~ TJ (y I)

.. 1

, , , , , , , ,

, , , , , , , ,

2 ..

Figure 6: isobath for the case when rotation dominates, tilted by the "Kelvin"waves along
the banks

We see that the isobath are tilted(see Fig. 6), we can think of this case as that two
"Kelvin" waves propogate oppositely: "Kelvin" wave 1 along the north bank propogates
from C to D, goes around the reservoir and diffuses away before reaching point A. It
suggests us that the boundary condition for point A can be set as TJA = TJu; "Kelvin" wave

2 progates from A to B along south bank, similarly goes around the downstream reservoir
and diffuses away before reaching C. So it is reasonable to take TJc = TJd as boundary

condition for point C. When €/ f "" Wi L i.e. EO "" 8, it follows that TJD = TJE, which is
exactly the simulation result! (Later we wil see.)

Similarly we can calculate the transport:

Q = 9' (TJu - TJd) = 9' b.TJ .8f W f L (23)

where 8 = W/ L is the aspect ratio. Now the transport is rotation-controlled.
(iii) H is not constant

When topography is considered to be like that in Fig.7, from last section, we can expect
that "Kelvin" wave 1 is blocked, turns to EF then to B and brings a low value to there;
"Kelvin" wave 2 turns to GH, then to D and brings a high value there. So there wil be
a high jump between HG and EF, the two sides of the bump. At the same time the flow
wil adjust. How is the transport changed? Does there exist Rossby wave? How does it

behavior? How does the nonlinearity change the picture? In the following sections, we wil
investigate these questions.
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tF-

Figure 7: "Kelvin" waves are blocked by the bump

In section 2.1, we use varational principle to derive both "Kelvin" waves and Rossby
wave in the linear approximation. We investigate how the topography and ß effect change
the normal modes, etc.

In section 2.2, three-level finite difference is used to describe the system. We wil
answer most of the above questions and confirm the conjecture by both calculation and
simulation.

2.1 variational principle method

It is easy to show that equation r¡t+il. \1r¡ = \1. (Ek\1r¡) with boundary condition fr¡s = -ETln
can be restated as equation Tlt + u-; . \1r¡' = \1 . (Ek \1r¡) with boundary condition r¡n = 0,
where r¡n = :x: is the normal derivative, and u-; = il + fkšó(T - r-;), š is tangential unit
vector, r-; is boundary.

The physical meaning is clear: if we are going to think the process as a diffusion process,
then we have to satisfy boundary condition r¡n = 0, which results in an extra convection
term. This convection term is caused by friction and can be viewed as ó-function source,
propogating along the boundary. That is why we can think of it as "Kelvin" wave.

In order to reduce this 2-D PDE to 1-D PDE, we use the following method, which
incorporates the boundary condition into the equations resulted.

Set
¡a = ao + aiY + a2y2

r¡ = r¡o + r¡iY + T/2y2

f = fo + Y fi '
or: 7- = fo(l - ßy)

where ai, r¡i are functions of x and t only, i = 0,1,2, then calculate integral

(24)

1= J J dxdy(ar¡t - hil. \1a) = J dx(Aoao + Boaox + Aiai + Biaix + A2a2 + B2a2x) (25)
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From ::; = 0, we wil get the equations: Ai = Bi,x, which are:

+ 2 - g' Ho ( 2ß 2 f + f ) + l A"
170t 172tYo - fo 17ix - Yo172x fo 170xx fo 172xx .LV10

17itY5 = g;:o (17ox - 2ßY517ix + 3Y5172x + 1;171XX - io 171) + M1

170tY5 + 172tYÓ = g;:o (-2Y5ß17ox + 3Y517ix - 4ßYÓ172x

+ io (Y517oxx + YÓ172xx - 4Y5172)) + M2

t 2 1 r+W/2 2d - W2

Yo = W -W/2 Y Y - i2
where Mo, M1, M2 are nonlinear terms, and YÓ = ~ J~W/ y4dy = i:;

yg = ~ J~w¡; y6dy = :;
When setting a = gZO, b = ~, c = 1;, we obtain:

(26)

t 170t = a((~ß17ox - ~17lx + ißW2ri2x) + fo (17oxx + 5172)) + No(17i, 17j)

17lt = a(( ~217ox - 2ß17ix + 3172x) + fo (171xX - ~217i)) + N1(17i, 17j)

172t = a(( - :2ß17ox + it~ 17ix - 1: ß172x) + fo (172xx - ~ 172)) + N2(17i, 17j)

.(27)

No, N1, N2 are all those nonlinear terms. For linear approximation, we can solve these
diffusion equations. First we consider the case with a very small friction. The three
characteristics are:

f Ào = -ßa = _ßj~O

1. À1,2 = 2~ ( - 7 ßW :: 12V2)
The corresponding Rieman Invariances are:

(28)

1 W2
1'0 = 172 - 4170

_ _ W2 _ 2W(3ßW:l12..)
1'1,2 - 20 170 + 172 5(8:1ßWI2..) 171

We see that Ào = : = _ßj~O represents Rossby wave propogating from right to left,

along these characteristics, 172 - ~2 170 is constant; À1,2 represent the two "Kelvin" waves
with ß-corrected velocity, their first order velocity is 6f~H. Along these characteristics,
1'17 1'2 wil be constant. Of course, when diffusion is included, the values of 1'0,1'1, 1'2 are no
longer constant along their characteristics. They wil diffuse away. When the nonlinear
terms are considered, it is a quasi-nonlinear system when friction terms are ignored. We
have:

( 170 ) ( mii m12 m13 )

171 = m21 m22 m23
172 t m31 m32 m33

where

(29)

( ~~) ,172 x
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mn = ~aß + ~b770 + ~W2772 - ~C7i

m21 = ~2 a - 2b771 + ~2 C7o + .3C72
- 30 ß 30 23br 30m31 - -W2a - w2770 - 2' 2 - w2C771
- 3 3bW2 + 9 W2 3 IS W2ml2 - -2'a - š 771 ŠC 771 - 2'C7o - 16C .772

m22 = -2aß - 2b770 - ~bW2772 + 3C7i
_ 30 13 b IS 30 + 45m32 - -ia - 2' 771 - 2'C7i - -iC7o 4"C72
- f ßW2 702 bW4 + r;bW2 15 W2m13 - ša - 2240 . 772 Š 770 - 16C 771

m23 = 3a - ~bW2771 + 3C7o + ~C72

m33 = - 123aß - 15~bW2772 - 223br0 + ~C7i

We.can also solve for the three groups of.characteristics and three Rieman Invariances.
However, it is too long to be included here.

In order to get a sense on the steady state, we can start from a simpler system,

. t a = ao + yai
namely, 2-level system, i.e. . Using the same procedure, we derive the

77 = 770 + Y171

linear equations for the following cases:

(i) When I ~ f., I = 10(1 + ßy), take

t u = -9- - f2T/x
- fL _!.v - f77x j2 T/y (30)

then

t 'I - H !l + Hgrib + Hig'l

'IOt - x fo fo j2 'IOXX12gHrio:i 12Hig 2gßH gHi sf
77lt = W2 - j2W2771 - fo T/ix - j2 77lxx - Hx fo 771

When H = const, 1= const (so ß = 0), the steady equation reduces to

(31)

t 0 !i + Hig

= fo T/ix j2 T/oxx12 H 12Hig Hig
o = wg f5 770x - W2 j2 T/i + j2 77lxx (32)

Try t 770 = ax + b , we get
771 = c

-.6r¡1 .6
77(x,y) = Lf. Y - LX, (33)

where .6r¡ = 77E - T/F = J,j.677,.677 = 77A -: 77c . 7711 - T/d.

977y f.g g.6r¡ f.9.6 _ . g.6r¡ g.6T/U = -f - j277x = Lf. + j2L T/ = ¡; = WI (34)

So we see that the expression depends on the definition of .677. It also suggests that
the orders of 8 = ~ and f.o = t should be the same if .6r¡,.677 are to be the same order.

(ii) When I ~ f., take

t U .. _l.n - 9.T/

i2 'IY i x. l. 9. 'v = i2 77x - i 77y (35)
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we have linear approximation:

t -Hfu +!: +!!
T/Ot - x _,2 T/i !2 T/ix !ï 9 T/Oxx- gg 12H 9 0 ß H u. 9.
T/lt - W2!2 T/Ox - !W2 T/i - !2 T/ix - ! T/ixx - Hx !2 T/i

For steady state with H = const, f = const, it reduces to

t 0 !! + !!
= !2 T/ix ! T/oxx12gH f 12H g !!

o = W2!2 T/ox - W2! T/i + ! T/ixx

And with l- ~ 1, it turns out to be!

t 0.. !!

= ! T/oxx12Hg !!
o = - W:l! T/i + ! T/ixx

T f T/i = 0ry 1. T/o = ax + b

, we get
ßT/ . 9 gßT/

T/ = -x == U = --T/x = --,L E EL
which is what we got in the friction dominating limit.

2.2 Three-level Finite-different Method
Using the same scaling as in Section I, we wil get the equation for depth T/:

T/t - (aT/ + 1 - ß) + ó-1ßxT/y = Eo(h(T/xx + Ó-2T/yy) - 2ó-1hT/y + hxT/,d(40)

Corresponding dimensionless velocities are:

t U = - a(~~õ) (1' + EoT/x)

_ Uii( _ ~ )
v - ~ T/x ó T/y

(36)

. (37)

(38)

(39)

(41)

with Uii = ¥ = ft. Apply this equation to the three levels, namely, north bank T/i, central
level T/o, and south bank T/2. Using the following replacements (see Fig.8):

!l - (T/ - T/ ) & - 711 +71-2710
ay - 1 2 , ay2 - 1/4
a711 _ l. a711 _ 71+-710 a71 _ l. a71 _ 710-71-
ay - !O' ax - 1 ' ay - !O' ax - 1ó ó
T/+ = T/o + -¡T/ix, T/- = T/o - !O T/2x

a;y~1 = 4( 2T/o - 2T/I + :0 T/ix)

a;y~2 = 4(2T/o - 2Tl2 - !~ Tl2x)
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- -- _ _ __ _ 1' + (auxilar upperlevel)

1' i (nort level) 1/2

1' 0 (central level)

1' 2 (south level) -1/2

- - - - - - -1' _ (auxilar lower level)

Figure 8: Orientation of levels

We readily get the following cases:

2.2.1 No topography, .ó = 0, linear steady case:

The reduced equations can be written as:

t -t71ix = ~(710 - 711)

o = 71i + 712 - 27104 _ ~( )
-g712x - 52 710 - 712

(42)

The solution is easy to get:

t 71i = ~ + Tcix
TI - C2-Ci + ~c x.,2 - 2 6 i
TI - f2 + ~c x.,3 - 2 6 1

(43)

where

t - (71d-71u)6

C1 - 6+eo

C - (71u+71d)6+271ueo2 - 6+eo
(44)

The boundary condition we used are:

f 711(1) = 71c = 71d

1. 712(0) = 71A = 71u

(45)

which is physicsally reasonable, as we have explained in the former sections. Equation (43)
shows that the steady solution is three equally spaced parallel tilted lines, which is verified
by simulation (see Fig. 9). We increase nonlinearity a from 0.01 to 0.134. It does not
change the picture. We also see that when 8 = €0,712(1) = 71i(O), which is stated as 71B = 71D
in section 2.
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Figure 9: steady solution without bump (solid line: a = 0, dot line: a = 0.13)

2.2.2 Linear steady case with topography ß(x):

We rewrite the equations as:

t TJix = -b( TJo - TJi) + ó: ßx
TJ2x = b(TJo - TJ2) - ó: ßx

TJo = l(TJi + TJ2) - ~(TJi - TJ2)ß:x

where b = ~, v = to + i with boundary condition:" (0
f TJi.(1) . TJd

1. TJ2(0) = TJu

In this case, the transport is calculated by:

Q = Uii (ßTJ + S - 1)a 8 + toS

where
S = 1i et:/2dx
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When we scale with a = ~ = 1, the transport becomes:

Q = gH (b.r¡ + S - 1)
f L h + EOS

(50)

10

i: 80
:;
lI
E
;ë
0i.
C.
C.
lI
'" 6
i.
0"....
i. ì

lI"
:ê

E 4
0
.!
..
i.0
C.
fI
i:
lI 2i.
E-

oo 2 4 6 8 10
Transport (from full 3-level equation numerical simulation)

Figure 10: transports by linear theory and simulation

We notice the following:

(i) Usually S is about 1. For small bump, S ~ 1 + l5i, where 51 is the side area of
the bump.

(ii) When b.r¡ = f: + 1, transport is indenpendent of bump: Q = /:;0'
(iii) Q reduces to correct formula at two limits:

Q = ~ g~~TJ, 8 ~ Eo~ 8~EfL' 0
(51)

(iv) Simulation shows nonlinearity does not change Q more than 10%, as shown in
Fig. 10.
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2.2.3 Normal modes

Try

then we see 3 modes:
r¡. I' A 'ei(wt+kx)J J (52)

. 8€0 'k' R b
iwo = - 82 + A i -+ OSS Y wave . (53)

. 8€o 8€0 2 4k /2' )iWi,2 = - 82 :l (( 82) - ( 8)X 1 -+ 2 KelvIn waves (54

(i) Wo represents Rossby wave with phase speed Vp = À, damping very fast (Fig.ll)
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Figure 11: Evolution of central level

(ii) Wi,2 represent the two "Kelvin" waves propogating oppositely with the same speed
4/8 (for short-wave limit), which is much faster than Rossby wave. (Fig. 12, Fig.13)
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Figure 12: Evolution of south level
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Figure 13: Evolution of north level
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